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DAILY NEWS, BOWLING GREEN, KENTUCKY

LOCAL/AREA/STATE

Insurance cost rise likely to WKU plan
By STAN REAGAN
and JAMES SLAGLE
The Daily News
The prognosis for the physical
well-being of Western Kentucky
University employees appears unchanged, but their financial condition may be about to take a turn for
the worse,· according to university
administrators.
On the table is health insurance
coverage for Western's fu11-time
faculty and staff,
The university will be required by
January to join other state universities and agencies in a group health

plan, university counsel Deborah
Wilkins said.
The plan was mandated in 1994
by the General Assembly as part of
state health care reform, but
Western' s share of the effort could
cause its cost of insurance rise by $1
million, she said:
"We feel confident there will be a
cost increase, 11 Ms. Wilkins said.

"We are basing our estimate of
$178 a month (for single coverage)

per

employee

on conversations

we've had with variouS various
(Health Policy Board) committee
members.''
The university pays$ I 1 7 monthly
to buy insurance coverage for fulltime employees with coverage only
on therriselves, bui that amount is
paid to a company with which the
university has historically been able
to negotiate for coverage and
premium cost, Ms. Wilkins said.
State-mandated coverage gives
the university no option - it must
participate in the state plan, she said.
Susan Hale, senior departmental
secretary in the government department at Western, said she had received a memo from President
Thomas Meredith on Monday, in
which he outlined the insurance
predicament for staff and faculty.
Mrs. Hale has single coverage

through the university but has plans
to upgrade her coverage to include
her family.
A switch to the state-mandated
plan will cost her more money, she
said.
"From what they say, it's not
going to be good,'' Mrs. Hale said.
The additional $1 million cost
that Western might incur won't be
offset by any additional appropriations to the university, either, Ms.
Wilkins said.
"You can image, if·you were a
private individual, if someone came
to you and said part of your money
is going to be gone - work it out,''
she said
The university may have to make
deeper cuts in other areas to con~
tinue paying the full cost of
employee coverage. Or, employees
could be asked to pay part of their
monthly premium, Ms. Wilkins said.
''That has been suggested, and we
are going to try and avoid that if we

can," she said, noting that any increase in insurance cost would
reduce the amount of take home pay
for Western employees.
University budget planners are
working on the 1995-96 budget, Ms.
Wilkins said.
Since the state requires the new
insurance coverage to begin in
January, not with the July I start of
the new fiscal year, Western
employees could expect to see any
increase begin to show up starting
July I.
"We'I1 have to budget it now,"
Ms. Wilkins said. "That means it
would be going up even more the
next year.''
With the plan slated to go into effect, Mrs. Hale said employees at
the school may go into action to do
something about the price increase.
''There may be some organization
later, but we haven't done anything
yet," she said.

Cutbacks would endanger WKU recruitment program
By JAMES M. SLAGLE
The Daily News
A minority recruitment program

at Western Kentucky University
could be in danger if major cutbacks
in federal affirmative action funds

are enacted by the Republican-controlled Congress.
The two-year-old Minority
Teacher Recruitment Program at

WKU, which share~ a federal grant
with the University of Louisville
and the Kentucky Department of
Education, could be in jeopardy.
Republican Congressional leaders
have become more vocal in their

opl?osition to the affi1mative-action

programs, precipitating an administrative review of programs that

program. It recruits minority high
school students interested in a career

give preference to minorities and

in teaching.
"I think it will have have a vast

women.

impact on our program,'' Ms, Gold
said.
The Western program has one
year remaining in a three-year grant

"It's time to look at all programs
which have developed over the last
20 to 25 years and ask ourselves: Do
they work? Are they fair? Do they

which provides $132,000 to the uniachieve the desired objective?"
versity each year.
President Clinton said during a news
Kentucky needs many minority
conference in Ottawa, Canada.
teachers, Ms. Gold said, and her
Al1ene Gold, associate director of program fills a particular niche.
. the teacher recruitment program at However, she admits hers could exWestern, fears that any reduction in actly the sort of program
federal funding could reduce the Republicans have in their sights.
amount of money available for her.
"I think they're targeting pro-

•

grams that look at specific groups,"
she said.
Even so, Ms. Gold said she was
upset that the affirmative action
issue had re-emerged.

"I thought our country had moved past tlrnt."
Western

President

Thomas

Meredith said losing a program such
as the minority teacher recruitment
program would have an impact on

campus and in the state.
"Certainly, we would be against
eliminating that program. There is a

Joe Denning, who serves on the

Bowling Green City Commission as
well as other government and
municipal boards, affirmative action
has given minorities and women access to opportunities previously
unavailable.
"I would hate to see a system that

worked

be

dismantled

by

the

Republican majority in Congress,"
Denning saiQ.

Denning said the city has tried to
recruit businesses that practice af-

definite need for minority teachers;

firmative hiring and has itself at-

this program is having an impact on
serving that need,'' Meredith said.

females .

tempted

to

hire

minorities

and

Affirmative hiring plans have
been in force in the city for the pasl
15 years, City Manager Charle,
Coates said.
Many federal grants received b)
the city have stipulations regardin,
hiring practices, Coates said.
Coates said the police .and fire
departments make up about half of
the city's ·workforce. Finding mi-

nority applicants to fill those positions is difficult, he said.
"We keep working at it," Coates
said.

The Associated Press contributed
infonnation for this article.

Jones: No orders
to two n~w regents
..

By EVANS DONNEU.
1 D - '?'d-.
The Daily News
FRANKFORT, Ky. - Gov. B.re;reton
Jones said Thursday 1hat he gave no instructions to two new Western Kentucky
University regents when he appointed them
April 1.
.
Jones also said
former Warren Connty
Jailer Bobby Bnnch
made 1he right decision
when he decided not to
appeal 1he governor's
March 27 order ousting
him from office.
Jones talked with 1he
Daily News about turmoil at Western and 1he
Bunch case after a··~e-RERETON
___JON_ES
_ _.
meeting with editors
and reporters from some of 1he. state's
, regional newspapers.
"I feel it's a big mistake for a governor
to attempt to micromanage a state university. I tried to make appointments onhe
highest quality and I told 1hem to use 1heir

i-/-

j
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'

,·

best judgment. I didn't say, 'Be for or

· against the andit,' or 'Be for or agamst

· (university President Thomas)
· Meredith',' '' Jones said.
Jones appointed Bums Mercer of Hardinsbw:g and Howard Gray of Lexington to
Westem's Board of Regents.
· ·
· A special review of some university ac. counts has led ·.to a lawsuit and two state
attomey general's opinions. There has been
speculation that 1he review would be used
to
M:er~ into leaving office, a
· · claim disputed 'by regents who proposed
tlieandit.
·
When asl.ed why. he signed 1he Bunch
Older, Jones replied, "It needed to be

pressure

done."
Jones said he did not know that Bunch
had decided not to appeal 1he executive
oroer that ousted him from office.
"He made 1he right decision," Jones

said/-·
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WKU budget.
suggestions
are outlined:

mendation,'' Meredith said.
Athletic Director Louis Marciani
·' <;
and football coach Jack Harbaugh
By EVANS DONNELL
_
•·- - , have developed a scaling-back proThe Daily News
I ~ 9'
posal for the program that they will Tennessee and Jncliana students at Western Ken-,1 submit to Meredith this week. They
tucky University might end up having to. pay $200 ' have declined to discuss details of
more each year under a recommendation being lllllde
that proposal.
by Westem's Budget CnmroittM to its Board of
The surcharge for off-<:aropus
Regents.
. · -:
courses. should increase from $15 to
The $200 fee is being considered to combat an. es:-$25 per course, according to the
timated $6.3 million in budget cuts that will have:to
memo.
bemadebytheboardApril30. ,-,
- • - __ Theofficesofuniversityattomey,
"On or around April 13, you will receive the detail. graduate dean, sponsored programs
surrounding our budget recommendation; :-The 'purand extended campus instruction are
pose of this confidential- memo is to make you·a~~ - recommended for closing.
ahead of time of several of the key recornroendal10llJ . <At least two and possibly three
that you will receive from the Budget Committee,,.
ass~t- dean positions should be
President Thomas Meredith said in a letter to regents.• - ,· eli'l'wated, according to the memo.
Meredith makes 17- specific recommendations in A -Ja,ge .. nU!llber of vacant non- 1
the memo. He also said two additional actions :w~_ faculty,
well as' two faculty posi- 1
recommended which would have a '-' secondary :iro- , lions, have been frozen, Meredith
pact. "
! said.
Those recommendations would reduce many · The student health service should
library faculty and staff from 12-month ~ nine-mo~ raise fees to become self-supporting,
status and return all faculty to full-Ume teaching and the university's duplicating serloads.
.
-_. - ,- vices, central stores and print shop
"During the academic year, our enrollment 1f should also become self-supporting.
nearly 16,000 students. During the summer months,
The committee also planned to
dropstoS,000. Thesav~gs~beearroarkedforac-- recommend that the school's Conquisitions only," Meredith said.
.
tingency Fund be reduced from
No release time would be granted to faculty $910,000 to $710,000. It was also
without. full documentation and approval through the recommended that $500 000 be
Vice President for Academic Affairs office if regents taken from the Reserve
approve the recommendation on faculty _IPll(!s. -'
. In addition, the office of alwnni
- "I will also .re~ew the P!PP"~ -~tb!}ffi~ 8 P:-. , affairs would be asked to provide
· proval ;s:giv~ ~ ~~4~ti9ll.lY:~ 0
$155,000 toward its budget.
use of part-time faciJlty and· · clecrease costs, : ) _ These recommendations and
Meredith said.
.
.. .
, others in the final recommendation
Among other recommendations is that the wtlver- 1 report mailed to regents this week
sity'sfootballprogramshouldbesuspended.
• 1 will be considered at the board's
"I am sorry that this was leaked to the press before) April 30 meeting.
you heard from me. I have discussed this wi!11_each of
you. There is a movement to counter this recom- ,

'1 -
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WKU advised
to hike· tuition,
pass on football
By CYNTHIA CROSSLEY
Meredith wrote, ,is, '.'Should the
Staff Writer
, / _ 1 -?d
board suspend. football, keep ·the
6
c. . ..J
<--r
program as is, reduce the program
BOWLING GREEN, Ky. - West- by some degree, or move to a nonem Kentucky University's regents scholarship and reduced number of
have been· advised to suspend the coaches status? .
school's football program, raise tu" ... If a plan can b~ put together
ition and some student fees, elimi- for 1992-93 that would require no
ll/lte a variety of staff positions and additional institutional funds beshut down some adminis1:rative of- yond those recommended by the
fices to cope with .a $6.1 :million budget committee, then considerbudget shortfall. ·
·
ation will be given to having a footA 12-member committee headed ball program for the 1992 season.
by Western President Thomas Mer- This would. require a much reduced
edith also proposed that all faculty program and possibly increased pribe given full-time teaching loads, vate funding. I believe this could be
that the time allotted to them for re- accomplishe"d."
search and special projects be dra.Western Athletics Director . Lou
matically cut, and that all adminis- Marciani, who is to meet with Mertrators with faculty rank teach at edith today, is optimistic the proleast one class.
gram can be salvaged in some form ..
In all, the committee gave the re- .'.!'he · Ulliversity's $6.1 million
gents more than 68 budget,cutting shortfall is the result of both a $4.4
recommendations. That list, along million cut in state funding to Westwith a letter from Meredith, was em - part of a legislative effort to
mailed to the regents Monday night; make up a state budget shortfall the board is scheduled to act on the .and· a need to find $1.5 million to
proposals April 30.
cover rising fixed costs and to make
What to do about football is some improvements.
''probably one of the most emotionThe football program .had a budgal" decisions the regents will haye et of $525,479 this year, in addition
to make, Meredith wrote in the let- · to roughly $300,000 in scholarships.
ter. But he offered hope that the
program might continue this fall.
.See WKU
The question before the regents, .
Back Page, col. 2, this section
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Chaiiman of ww.£ste1:'"l]'s :regents
By CYNTHIA CROSSLEY
Staff W1iter
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BOWLING GREEN, Ky. - Proposals by a campus committee trying to deal with a $6.1 million budget cut for Western Kentucky University have left board of regents
Chairman Joe Iracane "a long way
from satisfied."
In an interview yesterday, he said
he wants a special regents meeting
vefore April 30 to discuss them.
· The 12-member committee, head-

ed by V-1estern President 'Thomas
Meredith, sur;gestcd suspending the
school's football pn_1~>;1·arn. n11sing

some student fees, eliminating a variety of staff positions and using a
tuition increase proposed by the
state Council on Higher Education.
The committee also proposed that
all faculty carry full-time teaching
loads and that free time for research
be cut.
"l wan! to know the dollars-andcents relationship on some of these
,;sues,
p said Iracane, of Owensboro.
,:_;·
.

I

"Some (spending areas) have not

been looked ell, in my opinion, and
I'm going to ask the question '\Vhy

are we looldng at this?' and '\Vhy
can't we do that?' I think we're a
long way from the end of the road."
Football is one such dollars-andcents area, lracane said. He said the
sport should also be considered in
the context of the r.umber of students it brings Westem's campus,
because, he said, every student
means extra dollars from the state.
,..,But some sports f' ..,..,.., .. ,.,......C' ~,... nnt

r,

the budget-cut proposals. The proposal to suspend football "without
question was a painful decision .. , .
It's a decision that affects many
young people," Meredith said. "It is
a source of our minority male enrollment that we will lose when
to do anything behind closed doors" (football) goes away,"
at the special regents meeting. No
On the proposal that all faculty
date has been set for that meeting.
Told of Iracane's remarks, Mer- return. to fl!ll-time teaching loads,
edith declined to comment, except Meredith said: "This does not lessto say that Iracane had requested an en our commitment to research and
extra board meeting for disctlssion public service. We've still got to do
that. , .. It will mean stronger depurposes only.
'.
Meredith met with about'. 700 mands on you; it means you have to
work harder and longer. Thal
members of Western's faculty and doesn't mean you haven't, but it's a
staff yesterday afternoon to go over time that calls for extraordinary
moves on all of our parts. We'll
have to do more, with less money,"

dissatisfied with proposed cuts
bring students to Western, and Ira- seling and testing services, admiscane thinks that aspect should be sions, financial aid and student
considered in weighing the costs of health.
The proposal before the regents
each program.
"I'm looking at the whole athletic calls for the student health services
picture - not singularly at football, to collect enough fees to be self-supbut at athletics in general," he said. porting and not receive any finan"I definitely think it needs to cial support from the university.
"I'm keying in, not so much in
change."
lracane also indicated that he academic areas, but very much in
thinks more cuts could come from student-affairs areas, very much in
the programs run by Western's Of- service areas," Iracane said.
fice of Student Affairs. That inHe said he planned to ask his
cludes areas such as housing, coun- questions "p,.,')licly- I'm not going

There were few questions after•
ward. Several people told a reporte,
they hadn't heard anything new 01
surprising.
Several faculty members inter
viewed Thursday, before Meredith':
talk, said they were willing to sup
port the plan for full teaching load:
- and no pay increases - as lon1
as they can "look around and se
other areas taking it on the chin,
said John Reasoner, a professor (

organic chemistry.

"But if we have no teaching assL
tants, no raises, no release time (f(

research) and things continue as ,
in athletics," he added, "[ would L
upset - and with good reason."

Auditors apparently finish work on WKU campus
ByBVANSDONNELL
The Daily News

l-{ - ;;>. :l. - 9.;)..
Arthur Andersen and Co. auditors apparently have
finished their work on Western Kentucky Univcrsit}''s'campus, according to Western administrators.. ·
"They're not on campus now. We don't know:
when they'll have (the report) written up," Executive·
Vice President Paul Cook said.
_: ·
· ·• · : · ;
Western adrpinistrators said'1ast week that representatives of the Louisville firm were· still on campus;
IQOking at -food service, presidential and physical
plant accounts as part of an audit of some university
accounts,
· ·
·
·:•The firm also was looking at any expenses clwged

to the school by regents.
Regents voted March 23 to hire Arthur Andersen
Board of Regents Vice Chairwoman Patsy_ Judd
for the review. That vote came after four months of
said today she that understood that Arthur Andersen
squabbles between factions of the board over how the
finished its wotk on campus Friday. _ . •.. , , audit should be conducted and who should do it.
: "I haven't talked with anyone at Arthur An~rsen
There: has been a1Jegations ll)at the audit was a
io know for sure;" she said. · .
. · .
witc\l hunt, designed to pressure university President
~- Judd sa,id she hopes to have the firm's ,:eport.
Thomas Meredith into stepping down. Regent$ who
oncertain university accounts by April 30.
pushed for, the audit, including Mrs. Judd, said they
"My understanding was that' we should have it by
only wished to correct accoW)P!lg problems that had
Apri130. But'maybeit'swishfultbinking;";she.lajd, . , ·._ existedforSQme time.
'"',
One of the firm's audit ~agers, ~yi~.S"'I~}, ' !· .>1;M'~l\&dsaid,hew~.inrtroroftheaudit.
1
denied_ comment o_n·the'au
__dit_._Th~ firm-_'..._•office_·· _..
Aodwens reVJ~\Y .~ accounts__ ~as- apmanagmg partner, Jolm Roeder;• was_ unal(af181?)eJor. ,1 ... _ , . . •
. . _
,1,
,
. ,
•coJl1111cnttoday:: ·:. 'c;\\,/'s_ ,,. ,• ..•• :
,' , , " .,
., ,
-provcd··by·regents·after·an··agree-,
,.
, , .. _
_. . _
ment was ironed out by the accounting firm, Bowling Green attorney
John David_ Cole and Frankfort attorney Bill Johnson.
-l~/e;~.r~ted fi~1s, ·st~e >
., .....,.,n·· and ·Bobby •nilrtley in •a,
lawsuit filed against the hiring of
former Gov. Louie B.. Nunn to
supervise the audit. Johnson reprel!"nted_ the board's majority in that
lawsuit. · ·
. Warren Circuit Judge Thomas
Lewis ruled Jan. 28 that Nunn had
been hired illegally.
Regents voted 5-3' on March 23 to
·appeal ,that ruling. Regents · Joe.
lracane and Monnie Hankins were
~bsent fr<lll! that ~eeting.
·
Cole has filed 'a motion with the
state Court of Appeals to dismiss the
appeal on the grounds that the question of hiring Nunn is now moot.

•.•7,. •_

'I
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Western regents to o··
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special session on budget
ByEVANSOONNEIL
The Daily News
Westem Kentucky University regents think it will
taice more than one meeting to deal with a $6.1 million budget shortf[lll, so they will hold a special ses-

sion.;

·

·- '

·

· The. Board of Regents will discuss recommendations for·the 1992093 budget in a special meeting at 4
p.m.. Wednesday. The board's regular quarterly
meeting begin$ at IO a,n'L Thursday and is expected
to be punctuated by discussion of budget cuts.
·
Regents have been ·urged by university President
Thomas Meredith to pass the budget at Thursday's
meeting. In an April 13 memo, Meredith said the
budget needed to. be passed Thursday because of the ·
impact the budget ''will have on many lives and programs.''

Western' s financial situation is strained because of
$4.6 million in decreased revenue and $1.5 million in
increased fixed costs.
The school's Budget Committee has come up with
about $4.3 in sayings through proposed decreased expenditures. The committee's plan projects $1.8 in in-

creased revenues.

., . ,

"Basically, I want to get a ~
understanding of what was pI9posed. I don't want to hurt any academic areas," board Chairman .Joe
Iracane said today.
··
Iracane said he is concerned with
"fringe areas," which he defined as
supporting services. . · ·
·.
"We have to look at the value to
the student that these services. provide. I think the administration
needs to tell us what these things
cost and who's using · them,"
Iracane said.
He declined to specify which service areas he had questions abont.
"I'll have to wait and ,see what
areas the chairman has in mind. We
feel the Budget Committee has
looked at those areas, but we're

open to any areas that any (regents)
want to have looked at," Meredith
said:
Board Vice Chairwoman Patsy
Judd declined to comment about any
questions she might have for
Meredith or Budget Committee
members.
"I'm working on it. What I prefer
to do is hold comment until the
special session,'' Mrs. Judd said.
Regent Burns Mercer said he had
no questions now about the recommendations.
''As we get into discussion, I may

have some questions,'' he said ''I
hope we can get something passed
Thursday, so people can know
what's taking place and prepare accordingly."

.-------Students hoping
for minimum in
budget damage

D\\\
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By EVANS DONNELL
TheDailyNews
Western Kentucky University
President Thomas Meredith
hopes higher education funding
will start an upswing in two
years.
Some Western students said
they aren't thinking that far
ahead - they just hope budget
cuts will do as little damage as
possible to academic areas.
Two Western regents said

there might be a silver lining to
financial woes, however - they
think tightening Western's belt
will help them see which school
services deserve top priority.
The school is faced with a
$6.1 million budget shortfall for
the 1992-93 school year.
Previous cuts and no money for
groWth - the school's enrollment has grown by 40 percent in
the past five years - have
meant leaner and leaner times at
Western.
"The big problem is Jack of
revenue in the state. Our state's
economy needs to improve b!,fore our situation improves. I
hope that will happen in the neitt
biennium (1994-95)," Meredith

---- ------------

said.
ed .
State budgets are pass
m
two-year increments.
"I remain positive_ 1ha_t the
impact of higher ~canon m the
state will be recognized and that
it will receive appropriate funding as a result," the president

saict

.

Some Western students said
tlley·hoped the Board of Regents
followed the . budget reco~mendations of the school s
Budget Committee. :-ri,at co~mittee is recommending cuts m
some service areas and activities
while proposing an incre3:se in
instructional materials funding.
One of the cuts most on the
mind of students is the recommended suspension of the
school's football program.
"I think the r"'\Son we're here
is to get an education, not to P~Y
sports or watch sports, whi~h
doesn't happen," said ~ a
Burnham a freshman maJormg
in journalism and English.
"I think the cuts are happening all over the counlly. I. think
with the new regents commg m

... that will have a big effect on
what decisions are made, and I
think the right cuts will be
made •• said Alicia C. Mantia, a
tresru'nan majoring in theater.

Ms Mantia said she was "not
for c • g the whole footba!J
program, but I ~ cutt!"g back
on it will be a pos11Ive thing.
"I hope (the regents) make
more cuts like that and don't cut
academics.''
"I think the cuts we're
receiving are going to hurt us as
far as keeping good teach~rs at
Western. I think. students will be
less likely to come here when
they can go somewhere that pays
the top salaries and gets the
good teachers," s~. Donald
Sorrels, a junior maJormg m finance.
Two Western regents said financial strains at the school will
force them to take a long look at
the university's various programs.
"It .could have the benefit of
making us scrutinize why we
have certain programs and if

those programs are needed,-"
Vice Chairwoman Patsy Judd

said.

"I think that's the.upside of it,
tbat we'll be looking at
priorities. Western can't be all
things to all people," Burns
Mercer said.
Western's regents will consider 1992-93 budget recommendations at meetings Wednesday and Thursday.

Westernin~g~_.··_
budget·--retatn•-·>
ByEVANSDONNEIL

TheDailyNews _ .

_ _. •·• ·•

•

Western Kentucky Uni~'sBoll!'.
approve_ recommendatio11S ~o <pare . S(;l{ ·
budgetforthecomingyear,. ' ··- __ · _
1;·e
Regents agreed. to. alLof.the•p~~
·
Thomas Meredith in ttApril.1~ 111eni!l; ·
adopted an alternative planto•save '\\Te · _·
The football progralll 7 wjtlch ~'.
sion by the Budget Committee;'wjtlcli•
ommendations approved:,--: will see $f!,~
coming schoolyl',lli Toel;e1na.ipde(~l .
will have to come from ticket sales\" ,:(in

REGENTS
continued from Page 1
porate contributions.
The Budget Committee's recommendations covered 68 areas. Some
of those recommendations included

raising fees students pay for servi~s
such as parking and health care,
leaving some vacant positions unfilled, consolidating some sectors
and decreasing funding to others.
Voting for the budget proposals
were regents Bobby Bartley, Steve
Catron, Howard Gray, Monn.ie
Hankins and Bums Mercer and
Chairman Joe Iracane. Voting

Staff Photo by Clu:is Birks

against the recommendations were

Patsy Judd, Heather Falmlen, Robert
Chambless and Eugene Evans.
The budget recommendations
were outlined earlier to regents and
were discussed during a spec.ial
meeting Wednesday. Iracane was
the only regent to propose specific
changes to the Budget Committee's
recommendations during the special
session.
Iracane had suggested the university eliminate the athletic director's
position and dip into more of its $2
million Reserve Fund. The Budget
Committee is recommending that
$55,407 be taken from the reserve to
help balance the budget.
lracane also suggested that the .offices of University Relations and
Alumni Affairs and Development be
consolidated and that the College
Heights Herald, the school's student
newspaper, become financially
seJf-sufficient.

Meredith said he was working on
a plan to consolidate the three of-

WESTERN KENTUCKY UNIVERSITY President Thomas Meredith
(from left), Regent Joe liacane and Elizabeth Esters, the Board of
Regents' secretary, discuss the board's agenda before today's meeting.

fices, but he wanted more time to
develop that plan.
"I'm looking at it from the
perspective of reorgan.ization. It may
save money ... but I'm looking at
making it more efficient," Mered.ith
sa.id.
Meredith also said he opposed
taking more money out of the
school's Reserve Fund than the
amount proposed by the committee.
"That would be financially detrimental to the university," he sa.id.
Iracane had wanted to postpone
today's meeting until May 8 because
he sa.id Arthur Andersen and Co.
representatives told him Tuesday
that a special review of some university accounts would be ready in
about a week.

The Lou.isville firm completed
work on Westem's campus two
weeks ago. It is looking at all
presidential, food services and
physical plant accounts, as well as
any expenses charged to the school
by regents.
"I'd like to get the audit involved.
I'd personally like to wait a week,''
he sa.id.
"I think it's a little imprudent to
ask a bunch of reasonable men to
reconsider ... the woi:k they've done
on this,'' Evans said.
A motion to postpone the meeting
failed 6-3.
The Budget Committee met for
about two hours Wednesday after
the two and a half hour regents'
meeting.
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WKU regents chairman offers
alternatives for budget cuts
By CYNTHIA CROSSLEY
Staff Writer /

C j
· •
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BOWUNG GREEN, Ky. - Western Kentucky University Regents Chairman Joe Ira•
cane last night proposed that the university
eliminate the post of athletic director; tap
its reserve ·· fund further; ·consolidate its
alumni affairs, university relations and de•
velopment offices; and stop funding the
College Heights Herald, the student newspaper.
Iracane also tried to have the board postpone its quarterly meeting, scheduled for
today, until May 8, to allow an auditing
firm's report to be delivered to the regents.
Then, reasoned Iracane, the regents could
consider the recommendations from the
special review of university spending accounts when acting on a proposed plan to
deal with a $6.l million budget shortfall.

Iracane said the Louisville accounting
firm of Arthur Andersen told hinl yesterday
that the audit report would be finished
"within IO days." This is the special fmancial review that tore the regents board apart
for roughly five months, and which was to
review accounts under Western· President
Tom Meredith's control, the regents'. expense accounts, plus the university's food
services and physical plant accounts.
But Iracane's request for a delay failed by
a 6-3 vote. (Student regent Heather Falmlen
of Winchester did not attend yesterday's
budget discussion meeting.)
Iracane also was the only regent to ask
Western officials to consider alternatives to
their proposed budget-cutting plan, prompted by the state cutting its funding to higher

nalism department, something
Albers said she opposed.
That move would hal'lll the newspaper's editorial independence, she
said, and it had the potential of
causing academic money to go toward supporting the newspaper's
education to meet its own revenue operation.
shortfalls.
But in an interview after the
' Iracane proposed that Western meeting, Iracane said he only in•
close the office of Athletic Director tended that the newspaper J>ecome
Lou Marciani, and let the sports self-sufficent, perhaps by starting
coaches pick up the director's du- subscription fees, and that the monties. Iracane said he didn't recall the ey Western gives to the publications
exact savings projected, but Cecile office, which also includes the yearGarmon, director for budget and book The Talisman, go to the jouri>lanning, said Western budgeted nalism academic program instead.
$341,954 for the athletic director's
According to Garmon, Western
office for 1991-92, or $178,782 more budgeted $171,693 for student publithan was buc;lgeted the previous cations last year; the figure included
year ..That jump reflects Marciani's three-staff salaries plus a number of
hirillJ( ;pJiis the. addition of three as- student salaries, and supplies.
sistalitJillthle(ic. directors in. the o.f. • "It's the same as the farm. It's a
flee wruch ex-football coach Jimmy lab (for students); it can make monFeix formerly held. .
.
ey," Iracane said afterward. "I don't
"When you're looking for dollars, want to stifle it, I just want to see it
you're J\?p~g{~f areas th~t~ay~e become self-sustaining."
increaslloiasf year," Marciam saJd
There was a rather cool reception
after t~egents' meefil\)t;'whlch he to his proposaJ to take "another
attendedi,''Our.'.job is to meet'with half-million or $250,000" from
the budget committee and review W~~tern's roughly $2 million rewhy th~•titfj!Jtet is the wlly it is in serve
the athletic office.'""'''l:iuciget .¢otnmittee member Rob'Marciani, along with other 'uni-.. erf"Hansen,· an accounting profesversity officials affected by Ira- sch';· recalled that "when Dr. Mercane's proposals, met last night edith came liere, there was no rewith the budget committee to dis- serve and we had a major power
cuss those proposals.
outage that took our every nickel.
Iracane's proposal for the College We have buildings falling down. If
Heights Herald initially left Journal- there's no reserve, how are we goism Department Head Joann Albers ing to fix them if something hapand Student Publications Director pens?"
Robert Adams confused. That's beThe budget committee was excause Iracane first talked about put- pected to respond to Iracane's proting the newspaper under the jour- posal's at today's regents' meeting.
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WKU regents give
football program
a chance to live
By CYNTHIA CROSSLEY, Staff Writer

C .
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BOWLING GREEN, Ky. - Western Kentucky University's
board of regents voted yesterday to let the school's football
program continue - if the athletics department can raise
enough private money to keep it going.
The board also adopted a plan proposed April 13 by a budget committee to deal with a $6.1 million shortfall.
But for a while, it didn't look as if anything would be resolved yesterday.
Regents Chairman Joe Iracane of Owensboro brought in an
11th-hour proposal for football, different from the pro- ■ western football coach
posal he made Wednesday Jack Harbaugh was shaken
afternoon to eliminate West- ... but happy. Page D 1.
em's athletics director's office. And Regent Bob Chambless of Munfordville, who tried
last night to conduct his own personal review of some of the
school's financial records, asked for an 11-day meeting recess
so he could complete his review.
In the end, however, the board voted 6-4 to adopt the plan
proposed by Western President Thomas Meredith and a committee of 11 other administrators and professors.
The only difference was the football program. The budget
committee had recommended suspending it. The regents let it
continue, but given Meredith's stipulation of a $765,000 football season, and given that Western will contribute $450,000
toward the program, athletics director Lou Marciani and his
See WESTERN
Page 8, col. 1, this section
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staff will have to raise $315,000 in
the next few months. The football
program had a budget of $920,949
for the 1991 season.
The university's contribution represents what it would have had to
pay for football next year anyway,
even if the program was killed, because of various contractual obligations.
The athletics department will try
to raise the rest by selling more season tickets and memberships to the
Hilltopper Athletic Foundation,
game guarantees, concessions and
corporate sponsorships.
If they can't do it, "we'll cross
that bridge when we come to it,"
Meredith said yesterday after the
meeting.
Surprisingly, Iracane turned out
to be the swing vote on the 10-member board, even though two weeks
earlier he had declared himself "a
long way from satisfied" with the
proposed budget cuts, and even
though he was pushing a last-minute proposal to increase Western's
contribution to football by nearly
$67,000, using contingency fund
money.
Also, Iracane was one of the
members who agreed to Chambless'
proposed meeting recess. The proposal failed because of a 5-5 deadlock.
After the meeting, Iracane said he
decided to vote in favor of the administration's budget-cutting proposal because he didn't want to
"sacrifice 80 percent (of the budget)
for 20 percent" of it. Also, the regents can further amend Western's
budget later, he said.
"I'm not finished," he said. "I
think there is ample time for us to
react" to any new financial information that might arise - such as a
pending report on a special financial review of some university
spending accounts.
Iracane also said he wasn't satisfied with the responses Meredith
and the campus budget committee
provided to a series of four alternative proposals he made Wednesday.
Those proposals included making
the College Heights Herald, the student newspaper, pay its own way by
adding subscription fees; adding
general athletics responsibilities to
Western's coaches and eliminating
the athletics director's office; taking
more money from Western' s reserve
fund to balance the cuts; and consolidating Western's . offices of
alumni affairs, development and
university relations.
The budget committee rejected
Iracane·s proposals after reviewing
thi:>m __ \1/i:>-rJ,r,"'c:rl!lu_ ,n_;,q-ht........~lfor:orlit-l-.

THE WKU BUDGET
THE PROBLEM
State funding cut ........•.... $4.4 million
Rising costs . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $996,400
Desired instructional improvements $501,700

■
■
■

appealing, he
said. The athletics director's ofTHE SOLUTIONS
fice was necesRAISE TUITION AND FEES
sary to ensure
Old
New
that Western's
Per semester
athletics proTurrion (In-state)
$650
$670
gram met certain
1,950
2,011
Turrion (Out-of-state) *
standards for
Fees (full-time students)
70
102
academics, lived
Housing
$495-510 $555-680
within its budget
* Tuition for some Indiana and Tennessee residents is in~
and complied . state tuition plus $200.
with NCMreguOTHER PROVISIONS
lations. It was
■ Football will continue if enough private
too risky to asmoney is raised.
sume that West■ Faculty will return to full-time teaching with
ern could replensome exceptions for research.
ish its reserve
fund with year■ 16 non-academic spending areas will move
toward self-sufficiency.
end
surpluses
over the next
■ 51 positions will be eliminated (26 are
few years. And
already vacant).
Meredith said he
■ Seven offices or services eliminated.
needed more
■ Library will shift about $:126,000 from
time to complete
personnel to acquisitions.
his own proposal
for restructuring
the offices that handle external rela■ Increased private money for
tions for the university.
football will save $437,976.
The other regents showed little
■ Certain Indiana and Tennessee
enthusiasm for Iracane's alternate students, who live in counties near
football budget.
Kentucky's borders, will have to pay
Western's shortfall was the result an extra $200 a semester. They had
of several factors. Earlier this year, been allowed to pay the in-state tuthe state legislature reduced fund- ition rate, costing roughly $400,000
ing to Kentucky's state-supported a year.
universities and ·community colleges
■ Improved energy efficiency will
because of a state revenue shortfall. save $300,000, and an improved
That amounted to a $4.4 million cut telephone billing arrangement will
for Western. In addition, Western save an additional $100,000.
had a combination of rising fixed
■ Seven other offices or services
costs, a drop in other areas of inare being eliminated, including the
come and a desire to improve some
instructional areas, for a total cut of graduate dean's office, the in-house
university attorney's office, and the
$6.l million.
Here are the highlights of the sponsored programs office. The latways Western is making up that ter helps faculty members find research grants.
money:
■ A tuition increase granted by
the Council on Higher Education
last November will generate an extra $1.26 million.
■ A new food-services contract
with Marriott will end a pattern of
operating losses and bring Western
an additional net income of $92,000.
■ Vacant positions won't be filled,
saving $465,482. Faculty and staff
members also won't get raises, and
up to 25 staff members may be laid
off, depending on how many others
retire or resign.
■ All faculty members also will
return to full-time teaching, reducing the number of part-time teachers. All administrators with faculty
rank also must teach one class, to
keep class sizes down.
■ The student health service, one
of 16 spending areas being pushed
t,-,,u.,. .. ,-l_
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staff will have to raise $315,000 in
the next few months. The football
program had a budget of $920,949
for the 1991 season.
The university's contribution represents what it would have had to
pay for football next year anyway,
even if the program was killed, because of various contractual obligations.
The athletics department will try
to raise the rest by selling more season tickets and memberships to the
Hilltopper Athletic Foundation,
game guarantees, concessions and
corporate sponsorships.
If they can't do it, "we'll cross
that bridge when we come to it,"
Meredith said yesterday after the
meeting.
Surprisingly, Iracane turned out
to be the swing vote on the IO-member board, even though two weeks
earlier he had declared himself "a
long way from satisfied" with the
proposed budget cuts, and even
though he was pushing a last-minute proposal to increase Western's
contribution to football by nearly
$67,000, using contingency fund
money.
Also, Iracane was one of the
members who agreed to Chambless'
proposed meeting recess. The pro•
posal failed because of a 5-5 deadlock.
After the meeting, Iracane said he
decided to vote in favor of the administration's budget-cutting proposal because he didn't want to
"sacrifice 80 percent (of the budget)
for 20 percent" of it. Also, the regents can further amend Western's
budget later, he said.
"I'm not finished,,, he said. "I
think there is ample time for us to
react" to any new financial information that might arise - such as a
pending report on a special financial review of some university
spending accounts.
Iracane also said he wasn't satisfied with the responses Meredith
and the campus budget. committee
provided to a series of four alternative proposals he made Wednesday.
Those proposals included making
the College Heights Herald, the student newspaper, pay its own way by
adding subscription fees; adding
general athletics responsibilities to
Western's coaches and eliminating
the athletics director's office; taking
more money from Western's reserve
fund to balance the cuts; and con•
solidating Western's . offices of
alumni affairs, development and
university relations.
The budget committee rejected
Iracane's proposals after reviewing
them Wednesday night, Meredith
told Iracane yesterday.
Charging students one more fee,
for the student newspaper, was un-

■ Rising costs·. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $996,400
appealing, he
■ Desired instructional improvements $501,700
said. The athletics director's ofTHE SOLUTIONS
fice was necesRAISE TUITION ANO FEES
saiy to ensure
that Western's
Per semester
Old
New
athletics proTuition {In-state)
$650
$670
gram met certain
Tuition (Out-of-state) *
1,950
2.011
standards for
Fees (full-time students)
70
102
academics, lived
Housing
$495-51 0 $555-680
within its budget
"'Tuition for some Indiana and Tennessee residents ls in~
and complied
state tuition plus $200.
with NCAA reguOTHER PROVISIONS
lations. It was
■ Football will continue if enough private
too risky to asmoney is raised.
sume that Western could replen■ Faculty will return to full-time teaching with
some exceptions for research.
ish its reserve
fund with year■ 16 non-academic spending areas will move
end
surpluses
toward self-sufficiency.
over the next
■ 51 positions will be eliminated (26 are
few years. And
already vacant).
Meredith said he
■ Seven offices or services eliminated.
needed more
■ library will shift about $126,000 from
time to complete
personnel to acquisitions.
his own proposal
for restructuring
the offices that handle external rela■ Increased private money for
tions for the university.
football will save $437,976.
The other regents showed little
■ Certain Indiana and Tennessee
enthusiasm for Iracane's alternate students, who live in counties near
football budget.
Kentucky's borders, will have to pay
Western's shortfall was the result an extra $200 a semester. They had
of several factors. Earlier this year, been allowed to pay the in-state tuthe state legislature reduced fund- ition rate, costing roughly $400,000
ing to Kentucky's state-supported a year.
universities and ·community colleges
■ Improved energy efficiency will
because of a state revenue shortfall. save $300,000, and an improved
That amounted to a $4.4 million cut telephone billing arrangement will
for Western. In addition, Western save an additional $100,000.
had a combination of rising fixed
■ Seven other offices or services
costs, a drop in other areas of income and a desire to improve some are being eliminated, including the
instructional areas, for a total cut of graduate dean's office, the in-house
university attorney's office, and the
$6.1 million.
sponsored
programs office. The latHere are the highlights of the
ways Western is making up that ter helps faculty members find research grants.
money:
■ A tuition increase granted by
the Council on Higher Education
-- I
last November will generate an extra $1.26 million.
■ A new food-services contract
with Marriott will end a pattern of
operating losses and bring Western
an additional net income of $92,000.
■ Vacant positions won't be filled,
saving $465,482. Faculty and staff
members 11lso won't get raises, and
up to 25 staff members may be laid
off, depending on how many others
retire or resign.
■ All faculty members also will
return to full-time teaching, reducing the number of part-time teachers. All administrators with faculty
rank also must teach one class, to
keep class sizes down.
■ The student health service, one
of 16 spending areas being pushed
toward financial self-sufficiency,
will charge students $24.50 a semester for health care, up from $2,
saving $458,677.
l.
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approval
rating
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dramatically
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By EVANS DONNELL
The Daily News
Western Kentucky University
President Thomas Meredith's approval rafa1g among faculty
n_>embers has unpro~ed dramatically
smce 1991, according to a survey
released Thursday by the Faculty
Senate.
The senate, which conducts an
annual non-scientific survey of

faculty opinion, received 326
responses to questionnaires sent to
549 Western faculty members.
Meredith's job performance was
rated as very good by 35 percent,
compared with 5 percent in 1991.
Twenty-seven percent gave him a
good rating and 22 percent an acceptable rating, compared with 14
percent for good and 37 percent for
acceptable in 1991.

help football if the athletics depart- to continue if the program can raise
men! cannot come up with $315,000 additional money to cover its costs,
in additional funding.
The $450,000 would have been
But Meredith told senators that spent anyway because of players'
the $450,000 in university support sch?larships and coaches' contracts,
approved by th~ Board of Regents which the school must honor. ,
was the_ m_axunum "?'ount the
The 1992-93 bu~g~t will be
school ~ ~ive football m 1992-93. ham~red by a $6.1 million ~h?rtf~l
The remrumng money for the pro- that is the result of $4,6 million m
gram ~ust come from ticket and ?":reased revenues _and $1.5 million
concession sales, game guarantees, mmcreasedexpenditures.
personal contributions and corporate
Th
h , B d
C
.
e sc ?o1 s u get . omrmttee
"I'm pleased with that," • financial gifts.
Evans, who voted against the came u~ 'Y'th ~bout $_4.3 m cuts and
Meredith said.
budget plan, said football was the ~1.8 million m proJect~ revenue
Seven percent gave him a poor
biggest issue the board dealt with in m~ri:ase~. Those cuts. ':"elude the
rating, compared with 23 percent in
deciding to approve the plan.
eli~ation of 51 positions, ~6 of
1991. Eight percent of the respon"I think there are some which are ~~y va:'311!. SIXteeo
dents gave him a very poor rating,
unanswered questions. It's a river- non-acadennc umts ":ill become or
down from 21 percent in 1991.
boat gamble," Evans said.
. mov_e toward financially self-supMeredith said improved comThe quality of the football pro- port':"g s~tus, an? ~even offices or
munication between the faculty and
gram was not debated, he said.
services will be eliminated.
himself might have contributed to
the higher approval rating.
''I don't think we'll have io worry
The Faculty Senate reaffirmed by
about
a
drop
in
quality.
I
think a 30-13 vote its stand that the foot"(Faculty Senate) Chairman (Arthey've already accomplished that," ball program should be eliminated.
vin) Vos and I have had a good
Evans said.
The senate had voted in March to
working relationship," Meredith
The regent added a moment later, support the elimination of football at
said.
"I should take that back, because Western.
In other business, Faculty Regent'
that's
a cheap shot."
Thursday's meeting was the last
Eugene Evans expressed concern
Regents
approved
recomfor
the 1991-92 Faculty Senate.
that money might be taken from the
mendations from the school's Sen at ors named Sa 11 y
school's $2 million Reserve Fund to
Budget Committee by a 6-4 vote. Kuhlenschmidt, an assistant
Their one exception to a April 13 psychology professor, as chairbudget recommendations memo woman of the 1992-93 Faculty
from Meredith was to allow football Senate.
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University boards [
need more women,
two officials say
By FRAN ELLERS, Staff Writer
C..,.)
.,--i--o/J..,
FRANKFORT, Ky. - The committee that will select a
pool of nominees for university board positions should
recommend at least one woman per seat to Gov. Brereton Jones, two state officials say.
Under a new state law, Jones must choose from
among the nominees to fill all appointive seats on university boards by July I. Ni of this spring, there were
only 13 women among the 81 board members across
the state. That p_ercentage should be closer to half, say
Marsha Wemstem and Permy Miller, director and chairwoman, respectively, of the Kentucky Commission on
Women.
Jones, who appointed Weinstein and Miller has
made no commitment to name a specific number of
women to university boards beyond a general pledge to
name more women to appointive positions.
_ "Gov. Jones has a very strong commitment to bringmg women mto state government and onto boards and
commissions, but we have never established a certain
percentage target," said Diana Taylor, his chief of staff.
Howeve,r, the administration has no problem wit!
Wemstem s approach, Taylor said. "She is the head o.
an agency that is very proactive. He (Jones) knew th, r
she would be proactive."
Weinstein said she won't ask the governor to comnut
to a number of women, even though she is making
su_ch a plea to the Higher Education Nominating Comnuttee, which Jones appointed. The committee made
up of five men and two women, must make its ~commendat10ns by June I.
"I'm just going t~. encourage him to choose as many
women as possible, she srud yesterday. "I believe that
he will."
Nominating Committee Chairman Wilson Wyatt Sr.
said this week that he 1s "very favorably inclined" to
mclude _as many women as possible in the pool of
nommat10ns. _But Wyatt a_dded that the nomination process WIii be hke assemblmg a complicated jigsaw puzzle because of the different requirements for board
members: Merit will be the prime consideration, and
Wyatt said the committee's ability to include women

will also depend in part on how
many women applied or were nomi•
nated. Weinstein said that the com•
mission on women actively recruited women for the list.
The committee will meet tomorrow and expects to begin filtering
through the 500 applications in pri•
vate, Wyatt said.
In a letter dated May 5, Weinstein
and Miller urged the committee to
make at least one of the three nominees for each seat a woman. (Actu•
ally, the committee will nominate
only two people for each seat this
year because of a requirement in
the law that half the board members
appointed be incumbents.)
That requirement will constrain
Jones' appointments somewhat;
however, because the appointment

I

system is being restructured, this is
the only time that a single governor
will have sweeping authority to ap•
point all uniYersity board members.
During the legislative session, the
appointment process was changed,
along with some of the qualifications for board members.
In the past, the seats were to be
distributed about equally between
Democrats and Republicans, but the
distribution is now proportional to
registration, which favors the
Democrats.
Senate Republicans tried to em•
barrass the Democrats during the
session by attempting to amend the
bill to also require proportional representation of women on the boards
- which would be about half. The
attempt failed.
Jones has gotten mixed reviews
for his efforts to involve women in
policy-making roles.
According to the National Wornen's Political Caucus, Kentucky
ranks 15th among 43 states surveyed in the number of women in

cabinet positions. That's a big jump
from 1991, when it was 33rd.
But Jones has been criticized for
appointing mostly white men to two
panels that will make recommenda·
tions for what he intends to be the
hallmark of his administration reform of the health-care system.
Health-care problems in Kentuch-y
disproportionately affect women
and minorities, statistics show.
Jones appointed only one woman,
Weinstein, and one African-American, deputy general counsel Stephen Reed, to the 28-member Commission on Health Care Reform,
which is made up of legislators and
government officials and will make
the final recommer:dations.
He initially appointed six women
and one African-American to the
45-member task force made up of
health-care providers, business representatives and other interest
groups. In recent weeks that task
force has been expanded, and Jones
has quietly added four women, two
of them black.
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Audit of WKU contains}~~ surprises
Nunn told to hand over information
By EVANS DONNELL
The Daily News
Former Gov. Louie B. Nunn has been told to hand over any information he might have on break-ins at Western Kentucky University's food
services offices.

Warren County Commonwealth Attorney Steve Wilson said today
that he wrote Nunn a letter about three weeks ago telling him to forward
any information he had to Westem's Police Department.
"I told him if he had information concerning a criminal investigation, he should tum it over to them because it was their business, not
his,'' Wilson said.
Western police requested that Wilson write the letter after hearing
that Nunn had allegedly told someone on campus that he was inContinued Back Page
Column 5, This Section

By EVANS DONNEIL
The Daily News
A long-awaited and highly
debated audit of some Western
Kentucky University departments
contains few surprises but a lot of
recommendations, the Daily News
has learned.
The audit was begun in Mmch by
Arthur Andersen and Co. of
Louisville after being approved by
. Westem's Board of Regents initially
in December. The audit started and
was later stopped by legal action
and then switched hands from
former Gov. Louie B. Nunn io Arthur. Andersen.
The draft recommendations made
by the accounting firm are similar in

scope to those made in an internal
October audit report - including
that university expenditures should
be accurately recorded and properly
classified and that proper university
practices should be applied consistently to all university departments.
The internal audit also noted that
university accounting practices and
policies u&ell now were put in place
before President Thomas Meredith
took office in 1988.
Meredith, who controls most of
the accounts targeted by the special
audit - which some community and
·
Continued Back Page
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AUDIT
university leaders said was a witchhunt against the president - has
yet to receive a copy of the draft
audit report.
All presidential, food services and
Physical Plant accounts were
audited for the fiscal years 1989
through 1991. Expenses charged to
the school by regents also were examined.
"It was agreed that I would have
an opportunity to react to the report
for accuracy before the final draft
was prepared and before it was released. I have yet to see the draft. I
am terribly disappointed that the
agreement was violated,'' Meredith
said.
•• The, . tentative Arthw;_. An~
report is for discussion purposes
only.
Included in the executive summary of the tentative Arthur
Andersen report were the following

recommendations:
-THE PRESIDENT'S
Unrestricted Account should be
closed, with any remaining funds
transferred to the Unrestricted Current Account. In addition, the Board
of Regents should set a formal policy for the allocation of investment
earnings from the school's Agency
Fund.
-THE ANNUAL allowance
given to the Meredith and his wife,
Susan, has been treated as compen-

/) J\)
sation for accounting purposes but
should not be.
That annual allowance - which
the surnrnary said totaled $56,340
for the three years ended June 30 was stopped by Meredith in the fall.
-THE UNIVERSITY should
monitor the Physical Plant to make
sure it complies with departmental
requisition procedures and that all
sectors include, within then: budgets,
amounts estimated for capital improvements at the school.
-THE UNIVERSITY'S accounting system is capable of producing
reports that compare the amount of
money budgeted fo, ..a ..department
with the aniount of money actually
spent by that department.

NUNN

continued from Page 1
-THE UNIVERSITY should
monitor any non-university related
expenses in food services because of
the legal and tax implications. From
1989 to 1990, $11,500 was spent by
an unaffiliated third party, Classic
Catering, for prepared food and

other items.
Food services will be run by the
Marriott Coxp. beginning July 1.
-ALL UNIVERSITY purchases
of goods and services should follow
procurement procedures established
by the school's purchasing department. Policies for travel. expeuses
.an\!J~4tl!J.ursi;rn~I ~hould_ be applied consistently for all employees
and regents.

continued from Page 1

vestigating the matter. Capt. Richard Kirby, head of the investigatious
division for the campus police, declined to name the source of the
allegation.
''If anyone has any leads, we'd like to know what those leads are,''
Kirby said.
Horace Johnson, Westem's police chief, said that his department had
received no information from Nunn or any other source outside the university.
Nunn was unavailable for comment.
Two break-ins, one on April 19, 1989, and the other between 1 p.m.
Dec. 17 and 10 a.m. Dec. 18, 1991, remain unsolved.
"We've interviewed lots and lots of people, but the cases are still
open," Kirby said.
A safe in an office· between the grill and the cafeteria on the first
floor of Downing University Center was burglarized on both occasions.
The first break-in resulted in the loss of $1,163.70. The second break-in
led to a loss of $2,048.
There were no signs of forced entry, Kirby said.
''They would have had a key and known what the combination to the
safe was,'' Kirby said.
Eight food services employees and one physical plant employee have
declined to take polygraph tests, he said.
Nunn was hired in January by Westem's Board of Regents to oversee
an audit of some university accounts, but Warren Grcuit Judge Thomas
Lewis ruled Nunn was hired illegally by the board.
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WKU regents get drafts of special audit
By CYNTHIA CROSSLEY
Staff Writer
,

C , ,j ,

r

cial residence; and the creation of a "Presic-, ·-·

.:i · • /

_y,-~ dent's Unrestricted Account'' with Interest
/ '""'-

BOWLlNG GREEN, Ky, - Western Kentucky University's regents have received
preliminary drafts of a special financial re-•
view of some university spending accounts,
and regents Chairman Joe Iracane expects
to call a meeting on the matter next week.
While Iracane said he had not yet read
the preliminazy recommendations of the 60plus-page report, done by the accounting
firm Arthur Andersen & Co,, regent Stephen Catron said they appeared to mirror
the results of an internal audit Western's
regents commissioned last October.
The October internal audit report discussed payments made to Susan Meredith,
the wife of Western President Thomas Meredith; improvements to the Merediths' offi-

eai:ned on other university accounts, The internal audit report recommended generally
that some Western accounting procedures
be improved and noted that some of the
practices being questioned were started before Meredith came to Western.
More · specifically, that report recommended converting the payments to Susan
Meredith into either increased pay to her
husband or a system of reimbursement. It
also recommended that all expenses lncurred at the president's home be charged
to the president's home account and tbat
expenses incurred by Meredith in his official university capacity be charged to the
president's office account.
The report said the interest funding Meredith's unrestricted account should first be

recorded as income and then budgeted; and
the unrestricted account closed.
"'"·
Some regents, such as Catron and !w!:>by
Bartley - and a Warren County gran~Juzy
- said the Internal audit report show,~,no
evidence of improprieties, only matterM)1at
could have been handled internally. jlut a
majority of other regents, including Ir~G'lne
and Vice Chairwoman Patsy Judd, ~!!!led
for a further review. The new audit· went
over the same areas covered by the int~nal
audit, as well as reviewing the budget~ of
Western's physical plant and food-seryices
department; the travel expenses of theJl'Jerediths and the regents; and the spending of
unrestricted private contributions.
.
Jracane said yesterday that he planne!l to
call a regents meeting Wednesday or Tqµrsday and that representatives from Arthur
Andersen would attend.

Nunn won't hand over information
Former Gov. Louie B. Nunn said Friday
he will not tum over information he has
regarding break-ins at Western Kentucky
University's food services offices to Warren County Attorney Steve Wilson.
''If they want any evidence, they can get
it for themselves. It's there," Nunn said.
Wilson said Friday that he wrote Nunn
on April 16 asking him to tum over any information he had regarding break-ins in
1989 and 1991 that resnlted in a loss of
$3,211 from a food services safe at
Downing University Center.

Western Police asked Wilson to write
the letter after Nunn snpposedly told
someone on campus that he was investigating.
Nunn said he had information from informants abont the .break-ins and that
"there are more than jnst those two."
The·formergovem.or saidhewonld write
a response to Wilson regarding the letter
''now that the media h3S it.''
Campus police say they are looking for
new information to solve both cases.
Wilson declined comment on Nunn's
statements.
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Meredith not surprised
by firm's audit findings
5--/)..-9:)..

By EVANS OONNEIL
The Daily News
W estem Kentucky University
President Thomas Meredith said today he has found no surprises in his
review of the Arthur Andersen and
Co. draft report on certain university
accounts.
''I'm pleased with what I've read
so far. I'm going through it ... for the
purpose of making snre the audit is
accurate. It's as we expected,"
Meredith said.
Board of Regents Chairman Joe
Iracane said today he hopes to call a
special meeting of the board either
this week or early next week so that
Arthur Andersen representatives can
explain their findings.
The meeting will be for informational purposes only, Iracane said.
"They'll discuss what they've
found, and there may be some other
things," he said.
Iracane would not elaborate on
what the '' other things'' were.
The andit was begun in March by
the Louisville finn after being approved initially by regents in
December. The andit started and
was later stopped by legal action
and then switched hands from
former Gov. Louie B. Nunn to Arthur Andersen.
Meredith said he received his
copy of the draft report Friday, the
same day that recommendations
from that report were made public in

the Daily News.
"I'm ready to deal with this and
get this behind us,'' Meredith said.
Meredith said he was going over
the report with Executive Vice
President Paul Cook, Accounts and
Budetazy Control Torector Thomas
Harmon, Budget Director Cecile
Gannon and Internal Auditor Warren Irons to ensnre its accuracy.
Meredith said he would finish his
review of the draft report "in the
next several days.''
All presidential, food services and
physical plant accounts were andited
for the fiscal years 1989 through
1991. Expenses charged to the
school by regents also were examined.
The tentative Arthur Andersen
report is for discussion purposes
only.
The draft recommendations made
by the accounting firm are similar in
scope to those made in an internal
October audit report - including
that university expenditures should
be accurately recorded and properly
classified and that proper university
procedures should be applied consistently to all university departments.
The internal audit also noted that
university accounting practices and
policies used now were put in place
before Meredith became president in
1988.
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WKU spending
controls lax,
auditors say
By CYNTHIA CROSSLEY, Staff Writer
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BOWUNG GREEN, Ky. - A special financial
review of Western Kentucky University's administration has found loose management controls
over spending in some accounts, and the auditors
~ave urg~d Western•~ regents to tighten budgetmg practices, according to a preliminary report.
_The report1 mailed. last week to regents, contruned no maJor surpnses or allegations of wrongdoing. Instead, its findings appeared to reflect casual accounting procedures.
. For example, the report said, university administrators should be required to provide an explanation, with documentation, when an account
runs significantly over budget. The report from
th~ Louisville office of Arthur Andersen & Co.
srud that's not the case now.
"There were no formal procedures to document
the reasons for significant differences between
!he appr~yed _budget and the actual expenditures
mcurred, srud the report, a copy of which was
obtained by The Courier-Journal. "We were infonned by university personnel that this was the
case throughout the university...."
The regents also should tighten controls over

paying the president's official expenses, the report said. The current
system of making an allowance
available to President Thomas Meredith and his wife, Susan, and providing reimbursements to cover official entertaining expenses creates
"confusion," the report said. Also, it
appears to violate Meredith's. employment contract.
The report, which the regents
have , informally called an audit,
mostly covers university spending
from 1989 to 1991. It closely tracks
the expenditure of about $2.4 million during the period. (The univer,
sity's annual budget exceeds
$100 million.)
The report comes after nearly six
months of controversy which sharply divided the regents and led some
regents to accuse others of being on
a "witch hunt" against Meredith.
Regents Vice Chairwoman Patsy
Judd, who led the push for the audit, has repeatedly denied thaf allegation and said she was merely trying to ensure that university funds
are spent efficiently.
Regents Chainnan Joe Iracane,
who has voted with Judd on the issue, said yesterday that he is trying
to schedule a board meeting, perhaps for next week, at which Arthur
Andersen officials would publicly
review the report's findings.
Until that review, Meredith, Iracane and other regents say they
won't comment publicly on the report. "There was a fonnal agreement that no infonnation was to be

released or-discussed until the (final) report was issued," Meredith
said yesterday. "I'm deeply distressed that agreement has been
violated."
Iracane also said he was upset
that a copy of the preliminary report had been provided to the news
media.
The report provides _more details
on some matters discussed by an internal audit conducted last October.
For example, it details $42,700
worth of interior decorating bills
frnm the president's official residence since 1989 and notes that
$15,032 - including money for a
television and stereo cabinet, upholstered chairs, a sofa and recliners was paid out of a development fund
created from private contributions.
Andersen'_s auditors questioned
whether university policy allows development funds to pay such expenses, although the policy they attached to illustrate their point also
says such funds can be spent at the
discretion of the president "to support activities related to recognition
of contributors."
Some of the home expenditures
include bills for items :tsed for the
President's Club garden party. The
club recognizes donors who give
Western more than $1,000 a year.
The internal audit also had raised
questions about how expenses were
being paid at the official residence,
but not in that much detail.
The report also cites many situations in which the university's purchasing procedures were simply not
followed, including the use of a personal-service contract without going
through state procedures. That was
the central issue in the legal dispute
earlier this year over the regents'
hiring of former Gov. Louie Nunn to

I
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supervise this particular audit.
In instances where development
funds and a fund called the President's Unrestricted Account were
used to pay bills, the report notes
that university officials could bypass nonna1 purchasing policies. In
some cases, those polices require
competitive bids or quotes.
:,
Other issues covered in the report :
include:
■ Western's food services depart-.:
ment, including a private catering·.
service once run within the depart'
ment, oveisp~nt 'its budget by as
much as $326,000 in 1989 - without any explanation. But auditors
made no recommendations regarding this department, because Marriott is taking over the food service
operations July L
■ Western's physical plant lost
about $1.15 million over the threeyear period, primarily because it
has been absorbing the costs of renovations for other departments, including those at the president's residence. The auditors recommended
that each department include in its
budget money for repairs and physical improvements, and that the university track bow well departments
stay within their budgets.
■ The regents need to establish a
policy to direct how Western budgets and spends the interest it earns
on accounts such as student housing deposits, student organization
funds and faculty grants. Some of
this intei;est money is now transferred to the Hilltopper Athletic
Foundation, some to a President's
Unrestricted Account and some to a
general university unrestricted
fund, the auditors said. The auditors
agreed with the internal auditor in
recommending that the President's
Unrestricted Account be closed.
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Regents to
study audit
of accounts
By EVANS DONNELL

TheDailyNews

5"-/'7-'12

The chairman of Western Ken- .
tucky University's Board of Regents
said today that he hopes to have a
special meeting as early as Friday to
discuss a private furn's audit of
some university accounts.
Chairman Joe Iracane said
Frankfort attorney Guthrie Trne
mailed a letter to Bowling Green
attorney Charles English Sr. late last
week asking that university President Thomas Meredith complete his
review of the audit's preliminary
findings by today. The audit, which
has been surrounding by controversy since its approval, targeted many
university accounts under
Meredith's controL

English represents Meredith. True
is part of the Stoll, Keenon and Park
law furn that has represented the
board's majority since it was sued in
January over the hiring of former
Gov. Louie B. Nunn to supervise an
the audit.
Nunn' s hiring was ruled illegal by
Warren Circuit Judge Thomas
Lewis in February. Arthur Andersen
and Co. of Louisville completed the
audit, which found no major problems but did make recommendations
for tighter accounting procedures.
"We asked Dr. Meredith to finish
his review and submit anything he
had to Arthur Andersen by today so
that we wouldn't drag our feet on
this thing,'' Iracane said.
lracane said he might have some
things to add to the audit findings.
He declined to elaborate.

The board chairman said he
hoped to set a date for the meeting
Wednesday.
"I'll be tickled ·to death to have
this whole episode completed. I
think Western will be better for it,"
Iracane said.
Iracane wanted to Call a board
meeting last week, but decided to
wait when Meredith requested more
to review Arthur Andersen's
preliminary findings.
The audit was initially approved
in December, but. questions about
Nunn's hiring - and the hiring of
Arthur Andersen in February i delayed the start of the audit .until
, March 30.
The audit primarily deals with the
first three years Meredith was in office. He took office in September
1988. It focused on all presidential,
physical plant and food services accounts. The Louisville furn also
looked at expenses charged to the
school by regents.
·
The preliminary report from Arthur Andersen was completed two
weeks ago. Its report and recommendations were similar in scope to
an internal audit completed in October.
The internal audit said that university expenditures should be accurately recorded and properly
classified. It also said that . proper
university spending practices should
be applied consistently to all
departments and personnel at the
school.
The internal audit said accounting
practices questioned in its report
were in place before. Meredith took
office.
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Budget news boosts WKU faculty morale
By EVANS DONNELL
The Daily News
Faculty morale might not be as
bad as figures from a faculty survey
indicate, Western Kentucky University's Vice President for Academic
Affairs said.
"You probably have to look at all
the factors in that survey and when
the survey was taken," Vice President Robert Haynes said.
The April survey of 326 faculty
members by the school's Faculty
Senate was completed before a $6. l
million budget reduction plan was
approved.
''I think there was concern over
funding for instruction, but once we
decided to protect instruction and
make mostly non-academic cuts, ...
morale is not as low now as it was

then,'' Haynes said.
Thirty percent of those who
responded to the poll said faculty
morale was very poor and 38 percent said it was poor. That compares
with respective figures of 20 percent
1
and 41 percent in 1991.
Ratings for the school's president
and administrative responsiveness to
faculty improved, however. Twenty-six percent said responsiveness
by the administration to faculty worries was acceptable, while 33 percent said it was poor and 29 percent
said it was very poor. Eleven percent said it was good and 2 percent
said it was very good.
In 1991, 19 percent gave an acceptable rating to administrative
responsiveness, while 42 percent

said it was poor and and 34 percent
"I think the faculty are
said it was very poor. Five percent discouraged by the current financial
of those surveyed rated respon- situation in terms of state funding,
siveness good, but no respondents and I think they see a downward
gave it a very good rating.
trend in funding for the classroom,''
President Thomas Meredith's ap- Ms. Kuhlenschmidt said.
proval rating improved dramatically
Increased instructional funding
in the 1992 survey. Eighty-four percent of the faculty respondents gave for departments in the 1992-93
him either a very good, good or ac- budget will mean an average of
ceptable rating this year, compared $600 more in instructional equipwith 56 percent for those three ment funds for each department, she
said.
rankings in 1991.
Incoming Faculty Senate Chair"But with the move to make the
woman Sally Kuhlenschmidt said print shop and central stores selfworries about state funding cuts for sufficient, that will mean (departWestern probably played the largest ments) costs will go up. I doubt
role in sinking faculty morale.
we'll see an increase in funding for
The state cut $4.4 million from its new equipment or an increase in
funding appropriation for Western's funding to replace old equipment,"
1992-93 school year.
Ms. Kuhlenschmidt added.
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WKU bonds fund
renovation work
•A bid on the.sale of $7 million
.in. bonds for various renovation
prt,jects was accepted Wednestlay by .the•Westem Kentucky
.University. Board of Regents'
Executive Committee.
i ..Prudential-Bache Securities'
bid,, which offe~ an interest
. rirtb of 6.129 percent, was picked
from among three bidders.
}ffie. bonds will fund rehova.ti6n' mid· repair projects that are
~}o·cyst $6'.!9 million.
lprOJeels · mclude the
i:enovation ·o'f'Potter Hall, which
•. will epst,;$3:5 million; repairs to
· ·tate Page:Hall, which wiR cost
. $~00,00Q; )ilid · renovations of

<The

, i:ooling.;-'systems in Wetherl>y
. .l\'.ditiinisttatioil . Building and

EA Diddle Arena, wbich will
. ·C<>st$188,000.
. nie costs of upgrading utility
· ilistribotion at the school, which
< Js estimated .at $300,000, and
'.i;ivomrigon boilers, which is ex:: pected to ~st $1.6 million, also
., W:ill Jic:(;filianced by the bond

{ ~ g t o W~m ad-

.

Regents•.,, Joe Jracane, . Patsy

;;: Judd, Engen<,,Evans and Monnie
'.'Hankins sit on the board's Exec\utive Committee. .a/\) ~-;i 1-fJ.
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Nominees
to university boards submitted
G .. -? d

j .
J-..
Here are the recommendations
, h
Ed
•
made bY the H1g e~
ucahon
Nominating Commission for the
eight university boards and the
Council on Higher Education. All
current members Of those boards
will be purged on June 30; Gov.
Brereton Jones must replace them
on July 1. All incumbent members,
whose names are not listed, were
nominated automatically.
C

.

COUNCIL ON HIGHER EOUCATION
Juanita W. Adams, Floyd County; Dan!el Lee Ash,
Jefferson Coonty; Robert Bell, Fayette County; Coulter
A. Boyle HI, Boyd County; Theodore A. Broida, Fayette
County; Jeanette Cawood, Bell County; Susanne M.

Cetruto, Kenton County; Stewart E. Conner, Jefferson
Cotmty; Richard E. Cooper, Pulaski Coonty; Clay P.

Davis, Pulaski County; David W. Denton, McCracken
County; AHen Franks, Todd County.
Richard l. Frymire, Hopkins County; Ronald G.
Geary, Jefferson County; Norbert P. Gettys, Gampbell
County; Margo L Grubbs, Boone County; Lucy T.
Hammond, Woodford County; Constance Hoffman,
Kenton County; Glenn D. Leveridge, Fayette County;
Ray Mackey, Hardin County; Shirley A. Menendez,
McCracken County; John C. Merchant, Fayette Coun•
ty; Katherine G. Peden, Jefferson County; Sanford L

Peyton, Daviess County.

Katherine Randall, Fayette County; Josephine Rich•
ardson, Letcher County; Sheryl G. Snyder, Jefferson
County; Curtis D. Sullivan, Warren County; Waitman C.
Taylor, Daviess County; Lee T. Todd Jr., Fayette
County; Thomas R. Watson, Jefferson County; and
Chanes Whitehead, Boyd County.
EASTERN KENTUCKY UNIVERSITY
Lila 0. Bellando, Madison County; Richard E. Bernstrom, Madison County; Jane S. Boyer, Jefferson
County; Vernon C. Cooper Jr., Perry County; Craig
Cox, 'raylor County; William C. OeVlies, Jefferson
County; Cynthia E. Elliot, Breathitt County: George
Lou!s Freibert, Jefferson County; Raymond E. G!ltner,
Kenton County; Marilyn H. Long, Madison County.
Robert T. McCowan, Boyd County; Betty Jo Mcl<lnney, Rock.castle County; Gilbert MIier, Madison County; Sanford Thomas Roach, Fayette County; Irving
RosenSleln, Fayette County; and David Carey Slratton,
Pike County.
KENTUCKY STATE UNIVERSITY
Theodore B. Bates, Fayette County; Jean M. Carlick, McCracken County; Edith A. Cox, Hopkins County; Marilyn S. Daniel, Fayette County; Gary W. Dodd,
Fayette County; Charles E. Engl/sh, Warren County:
James P. Gray ll, Fayette County; Kimberly K. Greene,
Jefferson County.
Larry M. McDonald, Jefferson Count•; MaMn E.
Moore Jr., Jefferson County: Betty Jo Pafr.1er, Fayette

County; Lynwood Schrader, Fayette County; Timothy
Reed Scott, Fayette County; William A. Stone, Jetterson County; Ralph A. Tesseneer, Taylor County; and
Francis C. Theimann, Henry County.
MOREHEAD STATIS UNIVERSITY
Forrest w. Calleo, Kenton County; Robert L. Coleman, Massachusetts; Becky A. Darnell, Kenlon County; Peny c. Day, Shelby County; Elizabelh E. Eckman,
Jefferson County; James Anderson Finch, Mason
County; Necia Desiree Harkless, Fayette County.
Buckner Hlnkle Jr., Jefferson County; Otto Ingram,
MenHee County; Joyce Ann Johnson, Greenup County; William R. Miller, Clinton County; Charles M.
Rhodes, Greenup County; Marcia M. Ridings, Laurel
County; John M. Rosenberg, Floyd County; Arthur E.
Welker, Monlgomery County; end Tim W. Weddington, Magoffin County.
MUMAY STATE UNIVERSllY
Mira S. Ball, Fayette County; Mi;i.rilyn E. Buchanon,
Livingston County; Harold Glenn Doran Jr., Calloway
County; Sid Easley, Ca\loway County; GaMn Anivia,
Christian County; Joseph A. Hancock, Daviess County; Pierre w,. Jackson, Hendrson County; Esther P..
Jansing, Daviess County; Sherrill L. Jeffers, Christian
County.
Phillip M. Lanier, Jefferson County; George E. Long
m, Marshall County; l.aM'ence s •. Marlin!, Fayette
County; Robert F. Matthews, Shelby County; William
L. SulUvan, Henderson County; Mark C. Whitlow,
McCracken County; and Pat S. Woolridge, McCracken
County.
NORTHERN KENTUCKY UNIVERSITY
Karen Bearden, Jefferson County; Andrew Marshall
Coyle, Bath County; Robin J. Crigler, Boone County;
Betty M. Daniels, Campbell County; Frank K. Downing,
Owen County; Tawn A. Fichter, campbe!! County;
John 0. Flnnan, Kenton County; Gayle M. Hoffman,
Campbell County; William H. McCann, Fayette County.
John Edgar McConnell, Franklin County; Jerome L

Parh_am, Jefferson County; James A. Poston Jr.,
Campbell County; A!ice Sparks, Kenton County; Palricia M. Summa, Kenton County; Louis S. Su!hertand
Jr., Jefferson County; and Philip Taliaferro Ill, Kenton
County.
UNIVERSITY OF KENTUCKY
James D. Asher, Letcher County; Edward T. Breath•
itl, Fayette County; Robert K. Broadbent, Trigg Coun•
ty; Rodney s. Cain, Kenton County; Paul W. Chellgren, Greenup County; JudHh G.. Clabes, Kenton
County; Robert N. Clay, Woodford County; Sidney B.
Douglass, Harlan County; Carol M. Gatton, Tennessee; Margaret H. Greene, Jefferson County.
John S. Hager, Daviess County; James F. Hardymon, Rhode Island; James Billy Harper, McCracken
County; Hugh A. Haydon, Pulaski Coonty; Henry L
Jackson, Fayette County; Joseph E. Kutz, Jefferson
County; '3J!ly J. Miles, Daviess County; Marilyn 0.
Moosnick, Fayette County; Ellissa Plattner, Campbell
County.
BenJamin K. Richmond, Jefferson County; WiU!am
T. Samuels Jr., Oldham County; Thomas Eugene
Spragens, Marlon County; William A. Sprague, Union
County; Robert C. Wade, Hardin County; Lois C.
Weinberg, Knott County; and Doug R. Wood, Mclean
County.
UNIVERSITY OF LOUISVILLE
Marie Abrams, Jefferson County; Rober! Allison,
Jefferson County; Minx Auerbach, Jefferson County;
Mary Ann Barnes, Kenton County; Lewis Bass, Jefferson County; Charles Beach Ill, Lee County; Norbert L.
Blume, Jefferson County; Will!am M. Bryan!, Daviess
County; George E. Fischer, Jefferson County.
Jane E. Graham, Fayette County; Keith C. Hanley,
Jefferson County; Harry K. Herren, Jefferson County;
Frank B. Hower, Jefferson County; Theodore E. Jack•
son, Jefferson County; Charlie W. Johnson, Jefferson
County; Robert L Johnson, Fayette County; Hany 0.
Jones, Jefferson County; Frank P. Justice, Greenup
County.
· George N. Klng Jr., Jelleraon Coonty; Mex A. Ladt,
MCCraci<en Coonty; Nancy Lampton, O~ham Coonty;
Baylor Landrum Jr,, Jefferson County; Rose Lege,
Kenton County; Joyce Lloyd, Fayette County; stephen
C. Lynn, Oklahoma; Mimi Brown Martin, Jefferson
County; Creighton E. Mershon Sr,, Jefferson County;
Richard Northern, Jefferson County; James M. Ratcliffe, Jefferson County; and William T. Robinson Ill,
Kenton County.
WESTISRN KENTUCKY UNIVERSITY
Charlotte E. Baldwin, Hopkins County; Kristen Togstad Bale, Barren County; Olive J. Burroughs, Daviess
County; Marianne S. Edge, Daviess County; Robert
Earl Ascher, Daviess County; Richard N. Garrison,
Jefferson County; George W. Griffin Jr., Laurel County;
Raymond K. Guillaume, Jefferson County.
Katherine C. Hart, Logan County; John S. Hoffman,
Henderson County; Peggy W. Loatman, Warren County; Joseph I. Medalie, Warren County; Fred N, Mudpe,
Logan County; Raymond 8, Preston, Henderson
County; Mary Michael S1 tile, Jefferson County; arid
Terry W. Woodward, Daviess County.
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Nominations
for college
boards go
to governor
By AL CROSS
Political Writer(!) _

d- _ 9 )-

FRANKFORT, Ky. - The boards that
run Kentucky's system of higher education
could get many familiar faces or a lot of
new ones next month, when Gov. Brereton
Jones can replace nearly half the current
members.
Jones will choose from lists of 184 nominees submitted yesterday by the Higher
Education Nominating Committee, which
he appointed to screen applications for the
board seats - some of the choicest appointments a governor can make.
■ Afulllistof
The lists include
the nominees
several former memappears on
Page B 2.
bers of university
boards and the Council on Higher Education and people associated with universities or state government
But it also offers many would-be newcomers, in line with Jones' stated objective of
insulating the appointment process from
politics.
Under a law passed this year, all board
members' terms will end June 30. The
slots must be filled on July 1, and Jones
must reappoint at· least half the members
on each board
A quick review of the lists showed that
at least 52 nominees and their spouses, or
28 percent of the total households represented, contributed to Jones' campaigns
for governor or lieutenant governor.
The law does not apply to 16 members
whose terms have already expired but who
have not been replaced. Jones said yesterday that if he makes any of those pending
appointments before July 1, he will choose
from the committee's lists. He had been
criticized for not using the new process to
make some recent appointments, but he
said those boards needed new members
immediately.
At least a dozen former board members
were nominated for seats, but not necessarily on the boards on which they had
served. For example, Louisville heart surgeon William Devries, a former Kentucky
State University regent, was nominated for··
a seat on Eastern Kentucky University's
IT

board.
Several former members have a
chance to get their old seats back.
For example, the University of Louisville nominees included former
trustees . Norbert Blume, George
IFischer and Harry Jones.
1
,
Of the 30 U of L nominees, 18 are
from Jefferson County and one is
from Oldham County. But the committee tried for more geographic diversity on the University of Kentucky board, now dominated by
Lexington residents. Of the 26 UK
nominees, only three are from Lexington - including former Gov. Edward Breathitt, a leading Jones ally.
''You can say the University of
Kentucky is no longer a regional
university," said committee member
Morton Holbrook, an Owensboro
lawyer.
Ten of the 184 total nominees are
from Holbrook's home county of
Daviess, and another, Tennessee
banker Carol Gatton, owns a bank
in Owensboro.
Northern Kentucky, the only urban area with both a university and
a member of the committee - Henry Mann of Lakeside Park - landed
19 nominations, eight to the Northern Kentucky University board.
McCracken County, the home of
committee member Sara Page, had
seven nominees, including two to
the Murray State University board,
Mark Whitlow and Pat Wooldridge.
The 'Murray nominees also included some prominent former
officeholders: ex-Attorney General
Robert Matthews of Shelbyville, former Hopkinsville Mayor Sherrill
Jeffers and Henderson lawyer William Sullivan, former president pro
tem of.the state Senate. Two former
natural-resources secretaries, Charlotte E. Baldwin of Madisonville and
John Stanley Hoffmann of Henderson, were nominated to the Western
Kentucky University board
Other nominees included Louisville newscaster Liz Everman, to
Morehead, her alma mater; Lois

Weinberg of Hindman, chairman of
the Prichard Committee for Academic Excellence, to UK; and John
Rosenberg of Prestonsburg, director
of the Appalachian Research and
Defense Fund of Kentucky, to
Morehead.
Kentucky's largest corporation,
Ashland Oil Inc., had a committee
member, Marc Washington, and
three nominees: President Paul
Chellgren, to UK; employee Charles
Whitehead, to the council; and consultant and former Vice Chairman
and UK trustee Robert Mccowan, to
Eastern. Robert D. Bell, a former
Ashland executive, was nominated
for the council, on which he once
served.
Other leading industrialists nominated included Joe Medalie of Bowling Green, vice chairman of Union
Underwear Co., to the Western
board; James Hardymon of Rhode
Island, president of Textron Inc., to
the board at UK, of which he is a
graduate; and Bill Samuels, president of Maker's Mark Distillery, to
UK
The law requires each board to
reflect the state's partisan makeup,
repealing · a longstanding rule that
the boards be evenly divided. Republicans make up 26 percent of the
nominees and 30 percent of the
state's registered voters. Former Lt.
Gov. Wilson Wyatt of Louisville, the
committee chairman and a Democrat, said Republican applicants
were scant for some boards.
The governor's office said that
Republicans made up 21 percent of
the 462 applicants, that 9 percent of
the applicants were black and 25
percent were female, and that the
nominees were 12.5 percent black
and 32 percent female.
The law requires Jones to give
"no less than proportional representation" to the state's minority population on each board.
Information for this story was also
gathered by staff writers Tom Loftus
and Robert T. Garrett.
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lracane ponders
future on board
By EVANS DONN.BU,
The Daily News
? .).
Western Kentucky University · Board of Regents
Chainnan Joe lracane is pondering whether he would
accept reappointment to the board if Gov. Brereton
Jones offers it to him.
''I want to evaluate the perception of the audit fust.
After that's done, I'll evaluate my position in terms of
whether I would want to accept a reappointment to
the boa:rd,'' Iracane said today.
Iracane, who has been a Western regent for 12
years, might not want to serve another term on the
board, repons indicate.
.
Iracane said the long-awaited meeting on an Arthur
Andersen and Co.-conducted audit of cenain university accounts will be at IO a.m. Monday. Board secretary Liz Esters confumed that the meeting would be
called for that date and time at the chainnan's request.
Tue audit - the call for which sparked an outcry
Continued Back Page
ColutllD 4, This Section

& - ). -

that it was a witchhunt against
President Thomas Meredith, wh<>
controls the majority of accounts
reviewed - covers all presidential,
food service and Physical Plant accounts. It als<> covers expenses
charged to the school by regents.
Tue L<:>uisville accounting finn
rec<>mmended in a preliminary
report, which was completed in
May, that university accounts be
properly recorded and that spending
policies at the school be c<>nsistently
applied to all departments and
employees.
The preliminary repon mirrored
the findings of an internal audit
completed in October.
The audit was initially approved
,· by regents in December, but legal
, wrangling kept it from being con- ,,
ducted until March, when the board
0
approved an agreement with Arthur
Andersen on what the andit would
look at.
Jones must reappoint four of the
eight incumbents on Western's
board when he announces new
higher education board$ in the state.
That announcement is expected no
later than July 1, according to the
govem<>r' s office,
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WKU board to discuss
review from auditors
at meeting Monday
By JAY BIANTON
Staff Writer
"'

"After months of controversy,
V.:e.stern Kentucky University's regents will receive a special auditor's
review of university spending practices at a special board meeting
Monday.
At the meeting, tenatively set for
JO a.m. in Bowling Green, board
Chairman Joe Iracane also said he
expects to make some policy recommendations to ensure "that there's
a complete understanding and accountability of all spending at Western."

The Louisville accounting office
of Arthur Andersen & Co. was hired
to review spending policies in several areas after about six months of
controversy that divided the board
of regents.
The auditors found no major
wrongdoing, but contended in their
report that there are loose controls
over some accounts and recom•
mended that the regents tighten
budgeting practices.
"I've waited all this time and taken a lot of criticism," Iracane said.
"Now we're there and I feel good
that this will be behind (us), and
Western will be better for having
had the audit."
Although he wouldn't comment
specifically on the policy changes
he : will recommend, Iracane said
one area that needs to be addressed
is spending at the home of WKU
President Thomas Meredith.
: The president's home is owned by
the. university's private foundation,
and Iracane said it needs to be
made clear "who's responsible for
What."

: Some such spending was mentioned in the Arthur Andersen's re-

view, a draft report of which was
recently mailed to the regents. The
report mainly covers the period
from 1989 to 1991, closely tracking
the spending of about $2.4 million
in that period.
·
Among other things, the report
details $42, 700 worth of interior
decorating bills from the president's
home since 1989 and says that
$15,032 - including money for a
television and stereo cabinet, upholstered chairs, a sofa and recliners was paid out of a development fund
created from private contributions.
The report questions whether
Western's policy allows development funds to be used for such expenses. However, the policy used to
illustrate the auditors' point says
such funds can be spent at the discretion of the president.
The auditors said regents should
tighten controls over paying the
president's official expenses.
Iracane also said yesterday that at
Monday's meeting he would comment on a letter former Gov. Louie
Nunn recently sent to regents,
claiming that "very significant irregularities" exist in the handling of
money at Western.
Nunn and Meredith could not be
reached for comment yesterday.
Some of the controversy at Western centered on Nunn, who at one
time was hired by the regents to
conduct the audit, only to have the
decision overturned by a Warren
circuit judge.
Nunn's letter caught regents off
guard.
Yesterday, Iracane said that Nunn
had "asked some valid questions"
and that "there needs to be a response to those questions." He
would give no details about what
his response would be.
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cause of his involvem1.

Rights mctivists say panel nominated
too few ~blacks for university boards
~

By BEN Z. HERSHBFsRG
Staff Writer,:, .. 'i ,1 _ "i' .;l

Civil-rights leader s ye~er~ay
charged that a stat, , nommatillg
committee has recon runended too
few African-American/;S for appointment to the boards iptnning Kentucky's higher educatifn 5¥ste~, especially the board of histoi:ically
black Kentucky State ,Uruvers1ty.
The civil-rights leaders responded
at a news conference i to Monday's
announcement of 184 nominees to
the nine boards of the ,state's public
colleges and universi!ties and the
Council on Higher! Education.
Twenty-three nominees were Afri.
can-American, includh1g two of 16
nominees to Kent1;1cky State's
board.
"When you look at the tradition
and Wstory at Kentucky State, you
see there should be some type of
balance " said the Rev. Bob Burks,
pastor ' of Spillman Memorial
Church in Louisville. lfe was one of
a half-dozen partici?ants in the
news conference, m,st of whom
graduated from Kentilcky State.
There are now three African•
Americarus vn llc..-:...~'ll."t:y State's 10·
member board, said Michael Hammons, the governor's director of
boards and commissions. Gov. Brereton Jones can replace up to four of
the board members July 1.
Hammons questioned why the
civil-rights leaders believe Kentucky
State's board should have an Afri.
can-American majority. The student

body is 52.1 percent white, he said.
Jones could still make an African-

.American majority on the board of
eight appointees by choosing the
two African-American nominees
and retaining the three who are
now on it, Hammons said.
Wilson Wyatt Sr., chairman of the
Higher Education Nominating Com•
mission, said it made great efforts
to nominate a representative number of African-Americans and women. One of the commission's seven
members is African-American.
Wyatt said that olily 40 of the 462
people who applied to be nominated
were African-Americans - about 9
percent of the total. The commis·
sion chose 23 nominees from that
group - more than 12 percent of all
its nominees. About 8 percent of the
state's population is black.
"We nominated 57 percent of the
minorities who applied," while olily
40 percent of all applicants were
nominated, Wyatt said. "Had more
(minorities) applied, we would have

considered more."
The group made a similar effort
for women's representation, Wyatt
said - while 25 percent of the ap·
plicants were women, 32 percent of
the nominees are women.
The Rev. Louis Coleman said he
hopes Jones will add African-American nominees. He and other civil·
rights leaders from Louisville and
Lexington have a meeting scheduled tomorrow morning with Hammons to discuss the nominating process.

"If you want to aggressively recruit, you can get the numbers (of
minority applicants) if you want
them," Coleman said.
Hammons said he .sent notices to
all the state's daily and weekly
newspapers seeking applicants. And
he sent memos requesting sugges- ·
tions for applicants to 15 organizations, including · university alumni
associations, the League of Women
Voters and the Urban League. He
believes the process was thorough
but said he will welcome ideas at
tomorrow's .meeting about groups
that were missed.
Benjamin Shobe, a retired Jeffer•
son Circuit Court judge, said he
didn't receive any information from
the commission but would be eager
to serve on Kentucky State's board,
since he is an alumnus. He was never contacted by the commission and
didn't seek an application.
Hammons said African-Ameri•
cans could be nominees for future
vacancies and could be added now
in place of nominees who withdraw.
However, the olily formal change
in the list of nominees so far is an
African-American. S. T. Roach, an
administrative aide to Lexington
Mayor Scotty Baesler, yesterday declined his nomination to the Eastern
Kentucky University board. Roach
declined to comment on why ·he
withdrew, but said in an interview
that he was disappointed in the
number of African-American nominees to Kentucky State's board.
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R~r~2i:ton WKW os99unts ouditJ;)9stponed
By EVANS DONNELL
•
The Daily News
.. {;, -- '(- - 9 J_
A report 011 an audit of fllal1Y presidential-controll>
ed Western . Kentucky : University accounts was
postponed today after only four regents attended a
special meeting to discuss the audit.
The Boil¢ of Regents' ExCC!ltive Committee will
meetJatei-this ll\On'th to consider acceptance of the
report.'··
. ~ege11is,·.qi~ Joe Imc~e declined ~ · ~ .
copies of ihe audit handed to him and regents Patsy

f: .· ··.• ··. · .

·

·

Judd, Robert Chanibless and Eugene Evans by Arthur
Andersen and Co: represeniatives at the meeting.
University President Thomas Meredith was given a
copy, but he also returned it.
.
. Corrections made to the audit last_ week will _be
underlined to differentiate it from two previous drafts,
but. the audit report is in its final fonn, according to
Arthur Andersen office fllal1aging partner John
Roeder. .
.
.
··
. M~~th !old regents he was, uncotnfortal?le com.
I' ..lll.~!1'11t_o11 ihe final reP'!i;t,1111tft~e had a chanee to
· . wad.it, . ,,, . , .
,...
.. . .
·
· .. ·
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thtl,special meeting, Six rege11ts ,are Circuit 'Judge Thdmas, Eewis' ruled
n,ecess"I)'. for. a quorum,
.
Feb, 28 that the hirin was ille al.
Ir~cane sate! he ~anted to. _hav_e " That decision is now Jder a
.meeting to take action on the report
, Arthur Andersen·
~ Feb
before July 1, when all university 20 to coriduct the aud:;i1!,d beg 't ·
boards will be pwged.
.
.
.
an 1 s
"I'm concerned with the time work· March 30 after regents ap- .
fr · If
ul
·
proved an agreement ·concerning
~e. we Cf' d have accep~ the what the Louisville auditing firm
audit, we could have acted on it be- would look at
·
··
fore June 30,'' he said
The audit iooked at all presidenTh.e t~Js 0 f Iracane and Mrs. tial, food services and Physical Plant
Judd expire une 30 .
11·
•
accounts, as we as expenditures
Th.e audi' t has.generated turmoil at . charged
to the sch 1 b
I
Western since regents voted Dec 2
.
.
oo y regents. t
to c?nduct a review of certain ~- f~~!~~~s;: tn the fiscal years
versity accounts.
The Lo · ill firm
Most of the accounts that the in a preU:::acy'.' repo~';"~':::n::~
board voted to focus on were con- completed in Ma th t
·
·
trolled by Mered'th
d hi
"
Y, a uruversity
, i an
s wue, expenses be properly recorded and
Susan. The ~udit sparked an outcry that spending policies at the school
. th~t the revie~ of accou~ts was a be applied consistently to all
witch-hunt against the president.
departments and employees,
Toa: report lllll1;ored the fmdings ,
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Regents' meeting on spending audit

at WKU delayed for lack of quorum
By CYNTHIA CROSSLEY
Staff Writer c_ .. l . l, -?

- ? c).

BOWLING GREEN, Ky. - A
meeting to discuss a special auditor's review of some spending accounts at Western Kentucky University drew only four regents - two
short of the number needed for a
quorum.
Those who attended - Chairman
Joe Iracane, Vice Chairwoman Patsy Judd, faculty Regent Eugene Evans, and Bob Chambless of Munfordville - have all consistently voted in favor of the audit.
The absence of the regents who
have opposed aspects of the audit particularly Stephen Catron of
Bowling Green - prompted some
speculation yesterday that the antiaudit regents are boycotting meetings dealing with the audit.
"Let's face it: There won't be a
quorum until after June 30," Evans
said, referring to when the terms of
all current members of Kentucky's
eight university boards end.
Under a new law, prompted in
part by Western's turmoil over this

financial review, Gov. Brerr:ton
Jones will reconstitute those boards
by appointing an equal mix of incumbents and newcomers.
Iracane acknowledged yesterday
that he is racing to beat the Jun~ 30
deadline and to get the report on
the review, done by the LouL,vil!e
office of Arthur Andersen & Co., because he wants the report discu,sed
publicly.
But Catron said last night that he
thinks the audit is in the hands of a
"lame-duck board" and that "a new
board should address the issue: I
just do not think; under the circumstances, that any meetings of this
board can serve any purpose."
It wasn't clear, however, whether

there actually is a boycott under
way, because at least three other regents who didn't attend the meeting
- and who couldn't be reached for
comment - were traveling.
Meanwhile, Chambless hinted
yesterday that he may be the plaintiff who files the "taxpayer suit"
that former Gov. Louie Nunn predicted would come against Western
officials if the regents take no action on the audit findings.
"If some members think that by
boycotting the meeting the audit
will go away, some of us will go
from the position of regent to the
better position of taxpayer,"
Chambless said. "Some of us will
still be interested in this as taxpayers."
Iracane said he will try again, this
time by calling a meeting of the
board's four-person executive committee on June 22. That panel is
composed of Iracane, Judd, Evans
and Monnie Hankins of Louisville,
and all it needs for a quorum is
three . members. The panel can't
take any action but can discuss the
audit report.
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Jones has obliged university leaders
in some requests about board members
By MARK R CHEUGREN
Jones' behest The law requires that right now, if you don~ mind.' That's
Associated Prei;s
.
Jones keep at least half the· mem- just a request that they make to
C J.
G - / .).-'f,)__ hers of each board seated on June me," Jones said. "And so unless
FRANKFORT, Ky. - Gov. Brere- 3_0. The remaining positions must be there's a reason to change those
ton Jones said yesterday that he has ~ed from a p_ool. <;!f peoplt; C?m• board members before July l, why
granted requests from university pile~ by a nommating commission. not wait until July l, and so I'm
presidents to keep some governing
Smee passage of the Jaw, Jones _ honoring a request of that nature.
board members and replace others. has_ replaced some members of gov"But I've also had the opposite reJones said he did not think the e1;?11g boards. .
.
. quest made from at least one unipractice was unusual, even though
I am worki!tg with th~, pres1- versity president that said, 'I think
boards of regents and trustees have de_nts,?f _the vanous schools, Jones_ we need to go a!Iead and make
the authority to hire and fire presi- s~d. Some have wanted some pa- some of these changes now because
dents and are supposed to oversee s1tions filled because they felt like we've got some problems," Jones
their actions.
the board neeqed to have tha~ done, said.
"It'
· ·
th
'd
and some have asked -specifically
Jones refused to identify the unis not gMllg e pres, ents that it not be done." ··
an~g other fi?.an ,;'11 ear fil:d a
Jones said that did not amount to versity president who made such a
spmt of cooperation, Jones said.
letting presidents select their own request. He has replaced governing
board members at Kentucky State
Jones is in a unique position. For overseers.
the first time, a gov7rnor will .be
"They're getting to say ... _'Look, University, Morehead State Univerable to fill every l!-PPO~tive pos1(!on we are working on some things sity and Western Kentucky Univeron all eight untvers1ty governmg right now that we need to get sity.
boards_ and the C~uncil on Higher passed before the first day of July,
It is at Western where there has
Education at one time.
and so we've got the board going in been the most controversy involving
All of those positions will be the right direction and people are a board and _a president recently.
purged June 30 under a law passed working together, I'd rather not President Thomas Meredith is in a
by the 1992 General Assembly at change any of those board members battle with several board members.
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Governor asked
to keep some
board members,
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GOV. BRERETON JONES
Gr.wts some requests

By MARKR. CHELI.GREN
The Associated Press
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) Gov. Brereton Jones acknowledges he has granted the requests of some university presidents in deciding whether to
replace governing board
members.
Jones said Thursday that he
did not ·think the practice was
unusual.
''It's not giving the presidents
anything other.than an ear and a
:ipirit of cooperation," Jories
said.
Jones is in a unique position.
For the first time, a governor
· will be able to fill every appointive position on all eight university governing boards and the
Council on Higher Education at
onetime.
All of thqse positions will be
purged on June 30 under the
provisions of a bill passed by the
1992 General Assembly at
Jones' behest. The law requires
that Jones retain at least half of
the members of each board sitting on June 30. The remaining
positions must be filled from a
pool of people compiled by a
nominating commission.
Since passage of the bill,
Jones has replaced some
members of governing boards.
'' I am working with the presidents of the various schools,"
Jones said. "Some have wanted
some positions filled because
they felt like the board needed to
have that done and some have
asked specifically that it not be
done.''
Jones said that did not amount
to letting presidents select their
own bosses.
Jones refused to identify the
university president that made
such a request. He has replaced
governing board members are
Kentucky State University,
Morehead State University and
Western Kentucky University.
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Departing regents
fire a final salvo
at WKU president
By CYNTHIA CROSSLEY

Staff W:ite'r

'°' ,

/ .. ). 3 .
'
'""BOWLING GREEN, Ky. -:- With
their terms scheduled to expire next
week and their chances for reappointment looking slim, some Westem Kentucky University re~ents
who have questioned .FTes1dent
Thomas Meredith's adlillmstrat10n
used yesterday's final exammation
of a spending review to tweak
school administrators one more
time.
f
Regents Chairman J_oe Iracane o
Owensboro, Vice Charrwoman Patsy Judd of Burkesville, faculty regent Eugene Evans, student regent
Heather Falmlen and regent Robert
Chambless of Munfordville all

c. J'

I,_;

raised questions or. made ~tatements implicitly or directly cntiCIZ·
ing some decisions .and actions
made by Meredith, Vice President
Paul Cook and other officials.
Chambless also raised issues that
went beyond the scope of the re•
view.
Neither Meredith nor Cook was
present _ Meredith is in Oklahoma
evaluating teacher-education pro·
grams as a consultant for the Okla·
homa board of trustees, and Coo,k
has retired. Except for Meredith s
executive assistant, Jim Heck, no
university administrators attended.
Heck read a statement from Mer-----~-........ .u.vw

.ca~~

une

edith at the start of the meeting: "I
regret that I cannot be present for
today's meeting. I informed the
Chairman ... verbally and by letter
on June 8 that I had a previous pro•
fessional engagement out of state
that could not be changed."
Regents who have supported Meredith were not at, · the meeting,
which was held by the regents' executive committee. Iracane, Judd
and Evans are members. of that
committee; Monnie Hanldns of Louisville, the other member, .did not attend.
·
, ,
Nor did regent Burns Mercer of
Hardinsburg, who said: '.'! figured it
would be some kind of last effort to
redeem themselves. I didn't think it
was in the best interest of Western
for this board to ever have another
meeting."
Iracane, however, said he wanted
the review presented publicly "to
make sure (Western's) money was
well spent. That's the charge I felt
this board needed to leave.... We
want to do what's right for the uni-

versity."
Judd made more pointed accusations in a written statement she
handed out to reporters after the
meeting.
"Unauthorized money was spent
on entertainment of the rich and politically powerful and decorations,
entertainment centers (a piece of
furniture) and whirlpool baths. Following great resistance designed to
derail and prevent (it), an audit has
finally been accomplished. . ..
There is little time for this board to
address the problems pointed
out. ... However, any violations of
university policy, the disregard for
the approved budget, possible violations of the law and the persons responsible for anymisappropriations

items for his home and office.
■ Whether Meredith's wife, Susan, was a university employee,
since she received a monthly entertainment allowance and dealt with it
in tax terms using a form for contract workers, even though the
board never hired her in a personnel action. If she wasn't an employee, the regents asked, was _state law
violated when she was re!lllbursed
for travel expenses, since a state
law limits reimbursements only to
state employees?
John Roeder and David Calzi,
representatives from Arthur Andersen, frequently answered such comments by saying they couldn't assess legal problems because they
were not lawyers, and they recommended that the board seek legal
advice on those issues.
Chambless asked the Andersen
representatives if they had a breakdown of the amount of university
money spent on alcoholic beverages; if they had reviewed a ccntract Meredith made with a Bowling
Green. acccunting firm to review a
private catering business operating
on campus to see if it violated state
law on personal,service contracts;
and if tliey had reviewed how quickly Western deposited incoming
money and other cash-management
procedures.
To all those questions, Roeder
and Calzi said no.
Chambless also said that another
personal service contract included
in the review, with Mississippi consultant David Jones, was an insult
to U.S. Rep. William Natcher. For
$10,400, according to the review
and Chambless, Jones helped Western obtain a grant from the U.S. Department of Education.
Noting that Natcher has been the
chairman of a House subcommittee
that oversees education, Chambless
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the review presented publle1y ·cu
make sure (Western's) money was
well spent. That's the charge I felt
this board needed to leave .... We
want to do what's right for the university."
Judd made more pointed accusations in a written statement she
handed out to reporters after the
meeting.
"Unauthorized money was spent
on entertainment of the rich and politically powerful and decorations,
entertainment centers (a piece of
furniture) and whirlpool baths. Following great resistance designed to
derail and prevent (it), an audit has
finally been accomplished. . ..
There is little time for this board to
address the problems pointed
out. ... However, any violations of
university policy, the disregard for
the approved budget, possible violations of the law and the persons responsible for any misappropriations
must be addressed."
The final version of the report appeared to contain few changes fro_m
a preliininary version. The Lowsville office of Arthur Andersen conducted the review, which found
loose management controls over
spending in some accounts and
urged the regents to tighten budgeting practices.
Among points raised by the regents yesterday were:
■ Whether state law was violated
on occasions when procurement
policies weren't followed, as documented in the report.
■ Whether it was wrong for Meredith to spend money from unrestricted contributions or from interest earned on certain accounts on

money spem uh ....,_...,,.,., __ _
ages; if they had reviewed a c?ntract Meredith made with a Bowling
Green accounting firm to review a
private catering business operating
on campus to see if it violated state
law on personal,service contracts;
and if they had reviewed how quickly Western deposited incoming
money and other cash-management
procedures.
To all those questions, Roeder
and Calzi said no.
Chambless also said that another
personal ~ervice contra~ _inc_luded
in the review, with M1Ss1ss1pp1 consultant David Jones, was an insult
· to U.S. Rep. William Natcher. For
$10,400, according to the review
and Chambless, Jones helped Western obtain a grant from the U.S. Department of Education.
Noting that Natcher has been the
chairman of a House subcommittee
that oversees education, Chambless
said Natcher could have helped
Western get the grant.
"We wouldn't have had to pay
Bill Natcher a nickel," Chambless
said. "That's what frustrates me."
Under a law passed this year,
Gov. Brereton Jones must reappoint
all members of the university governing boards at Kentucky's statesupported institutions on July 1.
Judd and Iracane have expressed
doubt that they will be reappointed,
and Chambless is ineligible, because his wife, Cheryl, is Western's
director of admissions.
Evans, as the faculty regent, is
exempted from the reappointments:
Falmlen, as student regent, had only
a one-year term, which also ends
next week.
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Audit report basically same
By EVANS DONNEIL
The Daily News
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The final version of a long-awaited review of certain Western Kentucky University accounts made

public Monday is almost identical to a preliminary
draft given to university regents in May.
Regents who have sought the audit since Dec. 2
used the issuing of the report prepared by Arthur
Andersen and Co. of Louisville as an opportunity to
fire what might be parting shots at university President Thomas Meredith.
Most of the accounts reviewed by the Louisville
accounting firm fall under Meredith's control.
State university boards and the Connell on Higher

Education will be purged July 1 nnder a law passed
this year by the General Assembly and signed by
Gov. Brereton Jones. Some regents attending an executive committee meeting of the Board of Regents
where the review was released have sald they do not
expect to be reappointed to the board.
Three members of that committee - Joe lracane,
Patsy Judd and Eugene Evans - attended the
meeting, as well as student Regent Heather Falrnlen
and Regent Robert Chambless.
Executive committee member Monnie Hankins
was absent from the meeting.
Ms. Falmlen's one-year term,
along with the terms of Iracane and
Mrs. Judd, expire June 30.
The terms of all other regents except Evans expire the next day.
Evans is exempt from the new law
because he . is the faculty representative on the board.
Jones must reappoint four of the
members now on the board. He appointed two of those members Howard Gray and Bums Mercer in March.
The review focused on the fiscal
years 1989 through 1991, the first
three years of Meredith's tenure. It
looked at all presidential, physical
plant and food service accounts, as
well as expenses charged to the
school by regents.
The final report mirrors an interal audit issued in October. Both
for the clarification of spending
olic1es by regents and the tighten1g of management control of uniersity accounts.
It also called for the closing of the
>resident's unrestricted account,
lihich was created in July 1990 to
,rovr.de a source of funds for gifts,
uowers ~d entertainment not prov1ded form the school's institutional
budget.
Any remaining money from that
account should be placed in the
school's current unrestricted fund,
Arthur Andersen said.
Meredith did not attend the
meeting. He is in Oklahoma this
week evaluating
state teachereducation programs at the request of

the Oklahoma Board of Trustees.
Meredith issued a statement
however, that said he was pleased
that the audit was completed but that
he was concerned about the review's
scope being limited to his administration.
"There was nothing ... that would
indicate that . .. previous presidents

operated this way," Chambless said
of the president's unrestricted accoW1t.

board to to address the problems
pointed out by this audit, the facts of
which speak for themselves.
However, any violations of univer-

sity policy, the disregard for the approved budget, possible violations
of the law, and the persons responsible for any misappropriations must
be addressed," Mrs. Judd said in a
written statement distributed after
the meeting.
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Staff Color Photo by Chris Birks
>AVE CAl.ZI, an auditor for Arthur Andersen in Louisville, discusses
ndings of an audit of some university accounts with the W estem
:entucky University Board of Regents on Monday.
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Feast-or-famine situation made
By MICHAEL JENNINGS
Staff Writer
/
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FRANKFORT, Ky. - There'_s _no
shortage of qualified people willing
to serve as University of Kentucky
trustees, but that's not the case for
some other state uruvers1ties.
As a result, the committee making
recommendations for membership
on the state's higher-education
boards nominated some people for
posts they had not sought, and a
few of them have declined the
nomination.
Under a new Jaw on universityboard appo•-•-~nto Gov. Brereton

Jones is to make new appointment_s
to all seats on the state's eight u~versity boards and the state Council
on Higher Education by July L
Former Lt. Gov. Wtlson Wyatt of
Louisville, chairman of the _Gov_ernor's Higher Education Nommating
Committee said "a very small number" of the !84 people the panel
nominated June I ,have asked to be
dropped from consideration.
He said he didn't yet know the exact number, but it was likely four to
six.
All the nominees had expressed
an interest in serving somewhere by
filling out applications, but the com-

mittee nominated many of the~ for
boards for which th~y hadn t aplied Among 16 nommees for Kenh,cky State regents, for example,
only six had indicated that they
wanted to serve on the KSU bN>.rd
or that they would accept appo3?t·
ment to any higher-education
board.
Wyatt a former Louisville mayor,
said his' panel gave some weight t?
applicants' preferences but C?uldn t
honor them in all cases - m part
because so many applicants wanted
to be on the UK board.
In its effort "to get a good, stron*
group nominated for each b o ~

university nominating process a beast
the panel nominated some good lem."
candidates for boards they hadn't
The committee is scheduled to
requested in the hope that Jones meet today to consider whether it
could persuade them to serve, Wy- should name last-minute replaceatt said.
ments for those who declined their
But Rep. Ernesto Scorsone, D• nominations.
Kevin Hable, secretary of Jones'
Lexington, who sponsored the new
law on board appointments, said he Cabinet, said that naming replacethought the committee was wrong ments would be a bad idea.
Wyatt said it's unclear whether
to nominate people for positions
his
panel has the authority to make
they didn't seek.
replacement nominations. The law
"! think that calls into question does not address the question of
the wisdom of what the screening what happens when nominees ask
committee did," Scorsone said. If to withdraw, he said.
the number declining their nomina•
He said the attorney general's oftions turns out to be large, he add- fice might be asked for an opinion.
ed, "then I think it's a serious probThe law requires Jones to choose

from among the incumbent members of the boards and the candidates recommended by the nominating panel.
Hable said he saw no need for additional nominees as long as there
are at least two candidates for each
position. If all incumbents and all
additional nominees remained in
contention, there would be three
candidates for each seat.
Hable said his "off-the-cuff' reaction" was that "we ought to just go
on with what we've got, rather than
risk questions about the propriety"
of seeking replacement nominations.
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Editorials

Second WKU audit
brings nothing new/·
brighter year ahead?
No great revelations. No
smoking gun.
After all the hoopla that
started months ago, the longawaited audit of certain Western
Kentucky University accounts
was made public Monday. It
comes to almost the same conclusions as an earlier internal
report: some practices entrenched· in age-old procedures need to
be changed. But there doesn't
appear to be any misuse of funds
on the behalf of President
Thomas Meredith.
The review focused on the
fiscal years 1989. through 1991,
the first three years of Meredith's
tenure. It looked at all presidential, physical plant and food service accounts, as·· well as expenses charged to the school by
regents.
Tue final report mirrors the
internal audit issued in October.
Both call for the ·clarification of
spending policies· by regents and
the tightening of management
control of university accounts.
It also called for the closing of
the president's untestricted account, which was created in July
1990 to provide· a source of
funds for gifts,. flowers and
entertainment not provided for in
the school's institutional budget.
Any remaining money from
that account should be placed in
the school's current unrestricted
fund, Arthur Andersen said.
The validity of the internal
audit was questioned by regents,

and their call for an external
auditor's review became a
quagmire oflegal maneuvers and
protests waged by other regents.
Members of the community also
became involved.
Perceived personality conflicts
between Meredith and some
regents clouded the situation.
Tue WKU president even started
to look for a new job, perhaps
coincidentally, after some of the
most severe conflicts were
highlighted.
The external audit report made
some wise, but basic observations - observations the regents
had overlooked until the conflicts with Meredith became obvious.
The accounting changes
should be made as recommended
in the audit. Implement each
within the new fiscal year.
Some members of the current
Board of Regents remained crit- ·
ical of Meredith, after the report
was issued. If those regents cannot accept the near-identical
conclusion of two audit reports,
then maybe their statements have
been self-serving from the start.
With the coming of the 199293 fiscal year on July 1, there
will be an opportunity for a new
Board of Regents to monitor
Westem's financial policies
Perhaps then Western can loo
forward to the new year without
crossing a wasteland of discontent like that which dominated its
1991-92 school year.
-
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Jones plans to sweep
outWestern's regents
By EVANS DONNELL
The Daily News
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Gov. Brereton Jones will make a clean sweep of
Western Kentucky University Board of Regents'
members appointed by prior governors, the Daily
News has learned,
The governor said during an exclusive interview
Sunday in Cincinnati that although his plans could
change, it is likely he will make the move Tuesday,
Jones will make appointments to Westem's board
from a list of 16 names submitted to him this month
by the state Higher Education Nominating Commission.
Jones said the recent turmoil over an audit of certain university accounts - viewed by some as a witch
hunt against university President Thomas Meredith is a factor in his tentative decision to replace most of
the board's incumbents,
He appointed Bums Mercer and Howard Gray to
the board April L They will be retained on the new

board, the governor said,
The audit, which was released
Monday, mirrors an internal audit
completed in October. It recommends stricter controls over university spending practices.
"The board has been divided. If
you leave one side on and not the
other, people will think I'm playing
favorites or saying I side with one
side or the other. It is in Westem's
best interest to put this controversy
behind us. You can't do this by taking sides now/' Jones said.
"I think both sides were trying to
do what they thought was right," he
said,
Jones must appoint incumbents to

half of the eligible positions on univer~ltv hoards and the state Council

Togstad Bale, D-Barren; Olive Burroughs, D-Daviess; Marianne Edge,
D-Daviess; Robert Earl Fischer, IDaviess; Richard Garrison, D-Jefferson; Raymond Guillaume, R- ,
Jefferson; Katherine Hart, I-Logan;
Henry Herren, D-Jefferson; John
Hoffman, D-Henderson; Peggy
Loafman, D-Warren; Joseph
Medalie, D-Warren; Fred Mudge,
R-Logan; Raymond Preston, R1
'I'm concerned with making
Henderson; Mary Michael Steele,
quality appointments to the board, I D-Jefferson; and Terry Woodward,
think I appointed two quality people D-Daviess.
(in March) and I'd like to see
No more than two people from
(Western) have a quality board that
can put the controversy behind them the same county may sit on the same
and get on to other business,'' Jones board. Registered Republicans and
Kentucky's minority population
said.
must be proportionally represented
The governor said all state uni- on each board.

Mercer and Gray will be two of
,the four incumbents appointed to the
new board, The other two incumbents will be appointees named
Tuesday, a day before sitting boards
are abolished, Jones said.
The terms of Western Board of
Regents Chainnan Joe Iracane and
Vice Chairwoman Patsy Judd expire
Tuesday.

St,tlf Color Photo by Joe Imel
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Gov. Brereton Jones will make n clean sweep of
Western Kentucky University Bo<ffcl of Regents'

members appointed by prior governors, the Daily
News has learned.
The governor said during an exclusive interview

Sunday in Cincinnati that although his plans could
change, it is likely he will make the move Tuesday.
Jones will make appointments to Westem's board
from a list of 16 names submitted to him this month

by the state Higher Education Nominating Commission.

Jones said the recent turmoil over an audit of certain university accounts - viewed by some as a witch
hunt against university President Thomas Meredith is a factor in his tentative decision to replace most of
the board's incumbents.
He appointed Burns Mercer and Howard Gray to
the board April 1. They will be retained on the new
board, the governor said.
The audit, which was released
Monday, mirrors an internal audit
completed in October, It recom-

Mercer and Gray will be two of
.the four incumbents appointed to the
new board. The other two incumbents will be appointees named
mends stricter controls over univer- Tuesday, a day before sitting boards
sity spending practices.
are abolished, Jones said.
"The board has been divided. If
The terms of Western Board of
you leave one side on and not the Regents Chainnan Joe Iracane and
other, people will think I'm playing Vice Chairwoman Patsy Judd expire
favorites or saying I side with one Tuesday.
side or the other. It is in Western's
"I'm concerned with making
best interest to put this controversy
behind us. You can't do this by tak- quality appointments to the board. I
think I appointed two quality people
ing sides now i'' Jones said.
"I think both sides were trying to (in March) and I'd like to see
do what they thought was right," he (Western) have a quality board that
can put the controversy behind them
said.
and
get on to other business.'' Jones
Jones must appoint incumbents to
said.
half of the eligible positions on university boards and the state Council
The governor said all state union Higher Education when sitting versity boards have had "bright,
boards are abolished Wednesday competent and hard-working people
under a law enacted this year.
serving on them.''
Faculty Regent Eugene Evans and
The nominees for the Western
incoming Student Regent Joe Rains seats are: Charlotte Baldwin, Demoare exempt from the law.
crat-Graves County; Kristen

Togstad Bale, D-Barren; Olive Burroughs, D-Daviess; Marianne Edge,
D-Daviess; Robert Earl Fischer, !Daviess; Richard Garrison, D-Jefferson; Raymond Guillaume, RJefferson; Katherine Hart, I-Logan;
Henry Herren, D-Jefferson; John
Hoffman, D-Henderson; Peggy
Loafman, D-Warren; Joseph
Medalie, D-Warren; Fred Mudge,
R-Logan; Raymond Preston, RHenderson; Mary Michael Steele,
D-Jefferson; and Terry Woodward,

1

D-Daviess.

No more than two people from
the same county may sit on the same

board. Registered Republicans and
Kentucky's minority population
must be proportionally represented
on each board.
About 30 percent of-the state's
voters are registered Republicans.
Minorities make up less than 10
percent of Kentucky's population,
according to U.S. Census figures.

Staff Color Photo by Joe Imel
WESTERN KENTUCKY UNIVERSITY Board of
Regents OJairrnan Joe lracane listens to a speaker
during a board meeting. Gov. Brereton Jones said
Iracane and most other members of the board will
not be reappointed to their seats.
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Mrs. Judd on the board.
Iracane and Mrs. Judd were
Western regents for 12 years.
Mudge will serve a five-year term
and Ms. Loafman was given a
four-year term on the board. Terms
are being staggered so that boards
will not have a complete turnover
every few years.
Mudge and Ms. Loafman were
then reappointed today as incumbents when all state higher education boards were purged.
The boards are being purged
under a law enacted this year by the
General Assembly. Jones made his
picks from a list of nominees submitted to him in June by the state
Higher Education Nominating
Commission.
At least half of Jones' appointees
must be incumbents, according· to
the new law.
Burns Mercer and Howard Gray,
who were appointed April 1 by
Jones to the Western board, were
each reappointed for six years.
One other incumbent was reappointed, however. Monnie Hankins,
who abstained from some of the
votes associated with the audit, was
placed on the new board for a twoyear term. He has been a Western
regent since 1989.
Jones told the Daily News on
Sunday that he would not reappoint
regents involved in the dispute over
an audit of certain university accounts - seen by some as a witch
hunt against university President
Thomas Meredith - because people
might feel he was taking sides in the
dispute.
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Iracane, Mrs. Judd and Regent
Robert Chambless sought not only
the audit but the services of former
Gov. Louie B. Nunn to supervise the
audit. Regents Steve Catron and
Bobby Bartley sued the board over
Nunn• s hiring and Warren Circuit
Judge Thomas Lewis ruled that
Nunn had been hired illegally.
That case is under appeal
Hankins abstained from the three
votes taken on Nunn' s hiring.
Jones also appointed former
Bowling Green resident Robert Earl
Fischer, the president of Western
Kentucky Gas, to a three-year term
on Western's board. Fischer lives in
Daviess County.
Barren County housewife Kristen
,Bale, who has served on the board
of the Kentucky Museum, was given
a one-year appointment to the board.
W estem graduate and benefactor
Raymond B, Preston of Henderson
County was appointed to the board
for five years. The school's health
and activities center that will open
this fall bears his name.
Republicans and blacks had to be
proportionally represented on higher
education boards under the new law.
Hankins is the board's only black,
and he, Mudge and Preston are
Republicans. The other appointees

are Democrats.
Faculty Regent Eugene Evans and
incoming Stndent Regent Joe Rains
are exempt from the new law.
Meredith said he was extremely
pleased with the quality of the individuals selected.
"I'm anxious to begin working
with them," he said.
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Jones draws from lawyers,
execs for university boards
By MICHAEL JENNINGS
Staff Writet_ . _l _
J
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FRANKFORT, Ky. - Gov. Brereton
Jones' appointments to higher-education
governing boards are heavily weighted toward urban areas, business executives and
the legal profession.
Of the 97 appointees named to university
boards and the state Council on Higher
Education on Tuesday, at least 40 live in
Jefferson County, Fayette County or the
three Northern Kentucky counties of Campbell, Kenton and Boone.
Jones appointed at least 30 corporate executives and at least 23 lawyers, making
business and the law by far the most heavily represented professional categories on
the boards and council. The governor also
appointed 10 bankers and eight educators.
Under a new law, Jones appointed a complete slate of new members for all eight
state university boards and the council
That's a privilege no subsequent governor·
will share because of the staggered length
of board terms.
Jones' appointments were limited in two
main respects. To ensure continuity, he had
to rename at least half the incumbent board
members; and he had to pick new appointees from among candidates recommended
by a screening committee.
He chose 53 incumbents, 55 percent of
the appointments. Five incumbents were
alumni members of the University of Kentucky and University of Louisville, and
Jones had no choice but to reappoint them.
The governor retained the strong Louisville-area flavor of the U of L board: 14 of
the 17 appointees are Jefferson County resi-

dents. The UK board, formerly dominated
by Lexington residents, will become more
geographically diverse: Only five of the 16
appointees are from Fayette County.
Jones named 15 blacks to boards and the
council, but only one - Henry L. Jackson
of Lexington - was among those named to
the UK board. That appears to fall short of
the new law's requirement that the governor's appointees to each board reflect "no
less than proportional representation of the
minority racial composition" of the state.
The law says the governor appoints 16
members of the UK board. Measured
against that number, Jones' appointment of
one black person falls. short of the proportion of blacks in the state: 8 percent. To
meet or exceed that proportion, he would
have to name at least two black members.
The Rev. Louis Coleman of Louisville, a
civil-rights activist, underscored that point
Tuesday, claiming the new UK board is
"not even in compliance with the law."
But Cabinet Secretary Kevin Hable and
UK spokesman Bernard Vonderheide said
yesterday that the governor probably
should be held to account for only 13 appointments fo the UK board, since he had
no choice over the three alumni members.
"I think he · (Jones) complied with the
statute,'' Hable said, adding that the law
"certainly didn't contemplate statistical
hair-splitting."
At an organizational meeting yesterday,
the new UK board elected former Gov. Edward T. "Ned" Breathitt as interim chairman, to serve until the board's statutory
meeting in September. Robert Meriwether,
a McCracken County physician, was named
vice chairman.

_____ ___
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AP Laserphoto

JOHN DARSIE, legal counsel for the University of Kentucky, swears
in the new members of the school's Board of Trustees on Wednesday at
Patterson Office Tower on the UK campus. Gov. Brereton Jones' efforts to appoint minorities to university governing boards across the
state were applauded by a leading black lawmaker.

Legislator praises Jones
for m~n_qr:_iU appointments
By MARK R. CHEI.LGREN
The Associated Press () A)
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) Gov. Brereton Jones' efforts to
appoint minorities to wriversity
governing boards were applauded by a leading black lawmaker.
Of the 92 appointments Jones
made Tuesday to the eight wriversity boards and the Connell
on Higher Education, there were
15 blacks. Press secretarY Frank
Ashley said there were 12 black
members of the various boards
before the wholesale appoint-

board appointments," Sen.
Gerald Neal, D-Louisville, said
Wednesday.
Jones replaced all wriversity
board members under a law
passed by the 1992 General
Assembly.
Neal, the only black member
of the Senate and one of only
three black lawmakers in Kentucky. was the author of a section in the law that required minority representation on each
board approximately the same as
the minority population in Kenments.
tucky. Blacks make up about 8
percent of Kentucky's popula"I think he's to be commended for increasing ... the overall __ _ tion.

Editorial

Use of new law gives
needed improvement
to university boards
Gov. Brereton Jones' used a
new state law earlier this week to
create an almost new Board of
Regents at Western Kentucky
Univers~ty and at the other
state-supported universities. The
law also helped cut short the
term, as a trustee of the University of Kentucky, of Jones'
predecessor, Gov. Wallace
Wilkinson.
Jones' actions bring the
freshness of a belated, but much
needed spring cleaning to higher
education in Kentucky.
The new state law enabled the
gov7rnor to purge all members of
university boards and the Council on Higher Education. Ineffectiveness of the previous law
was illustrated by problems at
Western and Wilkinson's appointment of himself before he
left office in December.
Gone now at Western are the
divergent viewpoints that parted
former board members and much
of the university community.
Those viewpoints did not serve
the interest of higher education.
Most of Western's regents
were divided on questions
centering on an audit of certain
university accounts under the
control of President Thomas
Meredith.
The former Board of Regents
allowed itself to become stifled
by entrenchments in largely unsubstantiated accusations, or at
least overstatements of severity.
It was obvious that there was a
power struggle between a majority of the regents and the presi-

dent and between the regents
themselves. At one point it appeared the university might lose
Meredith, perhaps as a consequence of perceived interference
by some board members. As the
· community and other outsiders
became involved, it became apparent that higher education at
the university would suffer if
corrective action was not taken.
Board activity seemed on the
verge of chaos. However,
state-mandated budget cuts in the
millions of dollars brought a
much-needed slap of reality to
the Western board.
At UK, Gov. Wallace Wilkinson and the other trustees he had
appointed would have been sure
to exhibit their cronyism if
allowed to continue in their
posts. Their terms, too, were cut
short.
.
The latest appointments to
Western' s board of regents and
the other university boards were
recommended from a pool of
possible appointees. The list of
possible appointees included
people chosen by the committee
and half of all the regents whose
terms were unexpired when the
law took effect.
The process that was used
should assure that the best will
rise to the top and inject new
viewpoints.
All of higher education's
problems will not be solved with
the appointments of these new
boar(! members. But the pathway
definitely has been cleared of
some of its largest obstacles.
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Rotating regents'
chair possibility
By EV ANS DONNBU,
The Daily News
3 - ? ,J.
Newly appointed members plan to work
to ensure occasional changes in leadership
on Western Kentucky University's Board
of Regents.
Although it's too early to tell who will
become chairman of the newly appointed
board, some regents are hoping to avoid
the situation of having one regent serve as
chairman for too long.
Limiting the term of the new chairman
would give more board members the
chance to gain valuable experience heading
the panel, according to Regent Burns
Mercer.

7 -

Regent Joe Iracane served as chairman

from January 1989 until his term expired
Tuesday. He was not reappointed to the
board.
"I think the best thing is to rotate it to
give everybody who wants to be chairman
a chance to serve. I think the more varied
experiences you give a board member the
better they will become at their job,"
Mercer said.
Mercer, who was appointed April 1 to
the board by Gov. Brereton Jones and
reappointed when boards were purged this
week, is a former chairman of the state

Council on Higher Education.

"I don't see the chairman's job as being
that important. I see this board as one not
led by a chairman but guided by one. The
chainnan just has one vote like everyone
else,'' Mercer said.
He and Regent Monnie Hankins, the
only regent appointed by a previous governor, have the most higher education board
experience among the appointed members
of the board. Hankins has been a Western
regent since 1989.
Regent appointee Earl Fischer, the
· former chairman of the Kentucky Chamber
of Commerce, said he has seen boards
work well with longtime chairmen and by
rotating the position.
"I've seen it work well both ways. Not
everybody wants to be chairman or has the
time to be chairman. You may have a person who is very talented and capable of
chairing a board for a long time. It just depends on the situation,'' Fischer said.
Regent Howard Gray, who also was appointed to the board on April I and reappointed this week, said it was too early to
think about who would head the board.
"I do know most of the people on the
board, and they're great people," Gray

said.
Faculty Regent Eugene Evans,
who has been on the board since
January 1987, said he had not given
the matter of selecting a chairman
much thought. He echoed the comments of other board incumbents by
saying that Jones had made strong
appointments to the board.
Incoming student Regent Joe
Rains agreed.
"I think it's going to be a good
boai-d,'' he said.
Rains, who said he doesn't yet
know most of the governor's appointees, had no idea about who
might take the chairman's seat.
"It's real hard to say. It's going to
take getting to know a lot of them,''
he said.
By law, the new board must meet
within 30 days of its appointment to
be sworn in. A decision on the
chainnan's position might be made
at that meeting.
The new board's first meeting has
not been scheduled, according to
board secretary Liz Esters.
Regent appointees Kristen Bale,
Peggy Loafman, Raymond Preston,
Fred Mudge and Hankins were
unavailable today for comment.

New WKU regents
may be ready to OK
a budget in August
By EVANS DONNELL
The Daily News
.
1 - 7 - o/.)..
The new Western Kentucky University Board of
Regents should b~ ready to approve the school's
l 992-93 budget m August, university President
Thomas Meredith said today.
Meredith ~ent a letter to regent appointees Mon.da."•l(:,.1~uggestmg that the. board's org~tional
1J1~ct1ng be July 21.
.· .·.•. ··•• .
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meet,'' Meredith said.
The new board must hold its first
meeting within 30 days of its appointment, according to state law.
Regents on the board were appointed Wednesday by Gov.
Brereton Jones. Five of its eight appointed members are new.
Only one appointed member,
Monnie Hankins, was on the board
before Jones took office in
December. Two others - Bums
Mercer and Howard Gray - were
appointed April 1 by Jones.
Letters to teachers concerning
their salary for this year will not go
out until the budget is approved,
which should crime sometime in
August before fall classes begin, according to Meredith. The fust day of
fall classes is Aug. 24 .
· "There will be no salary increases, so people already know
what they'll be making," Budget
and Planning Director Cecile Garmon said.
Letters were sent before the
budget was approved in 1991 saying
that the person would be paid the
salary stated in the letter if the board
approved the proposed budget.
The 1991-92 budget was approved July 29.
"We decided not to do that this
year. I understand that people want
to have something in their hand,
though," Dr. Garmon said.

Meredith said the $6.1 million
shortfall in this year's budget caused by declining state appropriations and increased fixed costs and the move to make departments
such as Central Stores self-sufficient
have lengthened the budget
preparation process.
''Whole new accounting procedures are being set up ... " the
president said.
Implementation of suggestions
made in a report also is making the
process take longer than usual, according to Meredith.
The report suggested several ways
that Western could improve its
spending practices and accounting
procedures.
''One of the fust things I'm going
to ask the board to deal with is the
audit and our institutional response
and we can put that issue to sleep,"
Meredith said.
However, the approval of a
budget plan by the board on April
30 does give Western the authority
it needs to operate during the 199293 fiscal year, Meredith said.
The new fiscal year began Wednesday.
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lracane says he did his best
as chairman of WKU regents
ByEVANSOONNELL
.- e
The Daily News
7 - / b I J.
Fonner Western Kentucky University Board of
Regents member and longtime Chairman Jo~ Irac_ane
said he did his best leading the board, but he 1s relieved to be out of the controversy.
The former chairman said he knew two of the
board's new members - Earl Fischer and Raymond
Preston - and that both were excellent choices, men
who cared about Western.
Iracane was a Western regent for 12 years before
Gov. Brereton Jones replaced him June 30, the day
before all state university boards and the state Council on Higher Education were purged under a law
enacted this year.
Iracane had been board chairman since May 1984.
"I'm very relieved it's all over. I was in the center
of controversy and I don't like controversy,'' h~ said.
Jones said June 28 he would not re-appomt any
Western regents involved in the turmoil over an audit
of some university accounts, most of which were

Joelracane

controlled by university President
Thomas Meredith.
Some regents thought U1e audit
was a witch hunt against Meredith,
but Iracane repeated what he has
said before - that the audit was an
attempt to make university departments more accountable for the tax
dollars they spend.
Iracane said he is pleased with the
audit he and other regents left
behind.
lracane said the turmoil over the
call for an audit - and the hiring in
January of former Gov. Louie Nunn.
to supervise that audit - is someIthing he still carmot understand.
Nunn' s hiring was successfully
challenged by then-regents Steve
Catron and Bobby Bartley, who filed a lawsuit against the board's action.
Warren Circuit Judge Thomas
Lewis ruled in February that Nunn• s
hiring was illegal. The case is under
appeal.
"I tried to mediate between four
of the board members and five
board members. I couldn't mediate
it, so Gov. Nunn was brought in to
mediate. He told Dr. Meredith that
was what he was going to do,''
lracane said. "What was so bad
about that?"

---

111e turmoil left tl1e board split
into two factions - regents Iracane 1
Patsy Judd, Darmy Butler, Robert
Chambless, Eugene Evans and
Heather Falmlen voted for the audit
and NWlil's hiring, while regents
Catron, Bartley, Monnie Hankins
and Fred Travis either opposed
Nunn's hiring or the way the audit
was to be handled.
Han.kins abstained or was absent
from most of the votes about the
audit or Nunn·. He was the only appointed Western regent to be reappointed by Jones.
The audit - which recommends
changes in the way food service,
physical plant and presidential accounts have been handled - was
completed by the Louisville accounting firm of Arthur Andersen
and Co.
"I'm very happy with the recommendations. They will make
Western stronger,'' lracane said.
The OwenSboro businessman is
focusing his attention on his
wholesale diamond business and
other ventures. But he said he still
loves Western.
"I may have made mistakes, but l
tried to do what I thought was best
for Western,'' lracane said.
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WKU president to hold retreat
before new regents take office
By CYNTHIA CROSSLEY, Staff Writer
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BOWLING GREEN, Ky. - Western Kentucky
University President Thomas Meredith has invited
his new board of regents to a retreat in Nashville,
Tenn., Sunday night, two days before the members
take the oath of office.
One topic at that retreat will be the expectations
the board and Meredith have of each other regarding responsibilities for running the university.
Western's previous board apparently never laid
ground rules with Meredith, and some university
officials speculated yesterday that that contributed
to the recent bitter controversy that split the school.
During that controversy, some former regents, including Chairman Joe Iracane of Owensboro, were
accused of trying to "micromanage" Western.
Meredith is in Canada on business and did not
return several messages left with his office.
In interviews, some current regents said they believed their role was to set policy and that they
thought their new colleagues shared that belief.
"I would sense that most of these people are the
type that don't want the day-to-day involvement,"
said Burns Mercer of Hardinsburg, technically one
of the incumbent regents although his tenure began
only in March. "They're simply too busy for that.
They'd be more interested in doing what boards
traditionally do, and that's to direct management."
The retreat begins with a dinner at a Nashville
hotel Sunday and will continue there Monday. Previous boards convened in Nashville to interview
candidates during the searches for both Meredith
and Kern Alexander, his predecessor.
Jim Heck, Meredith's executive assistant, said be-

ing in Nashville, rather than Bowling Green, also
allows university officials to step away from their
offices and their telephones tq concentrate on
working with the new board.
The Nashville retreat will be followed by a reception Monday evening at Western's Downing University Center and dinner at the president's home. A
brief organizational meeting, at which a new chairman and other officers will be elected, is scheduled
for Tuesday.
An orientation session will follow. University administrators are expected to spend the rest of the
day briefing the board on such issues as Western's
proposed budget and long-range plans.
A controversial financial review may also come
up Tuesday, since some of the regents have expressed an interest in it. The review, sent to the
board in May, found loose management controls
over spending in some accounts, and auditors
urged regents to tighten budgeting practices.
"I expect . . . to address those issues that have
been raised, that the administration have an opportunity to respond and tell us what they plan to do to
correct them," said C. C. Howard Gray of Lexington, another incumbent who joined the board in
March. "Whatever issues have been troublesome in
the past, I'd like to see those addressed and let's
move forward."
Yesterday Western officials began mailing public
notices of the retreat and meetings, but they said
they didn't know whether Meredith intends for the
retreat to be an open session.

"I would imagine it would be
open under the Open Meetings Law,
even though they're not sworn in
yet," said university relations direc-:
tor Fred Hensley.
Under that law,' it would appear
for all intents and purposes that the
appointees become regents when
appointed by the governor. As such,
they would fall under the requirements that allow closed sessions
only when an individual personnel
matter, litigation or a specific land
acquisition is to be discussed.
With the new board; Meredith
will likely have more supporters.
Peggy Loafman of Bowling Green·
will definitely be one. Loafman, a
vice president with The Cumberland
Federal Savings Bank, joined other.
Bowling Green business leaders last
October iri ·signing a letter of support for Meredith when the firsthints of controversy arose.
On Monday she again expressed
strong support for Meredith: "I feel
Tom Meredith is the right person
for the job."

WKU regents, Meredith
wi 11 meet in Nashvi Ile
·7-)_3
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A Daily New§ report
· '/ ~
Western Kentucky University's
new Board of Regents will meet
Sunday in Nashville for the beginning of an orientation process about
the school's budget and other university matters.
Regents and university President
Thomas Meredith will meet at the
Holiday JnncBriley Parkway for a
social that begins at 6:30 p.m. They
will have dinner together at 7 p.m.,
according to board secretary Liz
Esters.
The orientation will begin at the
hotel after an 8 a.m. breakfast Monday. The orientation will continue
until mid-afternoon, when the
regents and Meredith will return to.
BowlingGreenforareception.
The reception is designed to give
faculty, staff, students and the public
a chance to meet the new regents,
who were appointed July 1 by Gov.
Brereton Jones.
It will be held on the mezzanine
of the Downing University Center
from 5:30 p.m. to 6:30 p.m.
The regents will dine with
Meredith at his home beginning at
7:30 p.m.
The board's first meeting will be

at 8 a.m. Tuesday. The purpose of
the meeting is to elect board of.
ficers, Ms. Esters said.
. A controversial audit report might
also come up Tuesday, since some
of the regents have expressed an interest in it.
"I expect ... to address those
issues that have been raised, that the
administration have an opportunity
to respond and tell us what they plan
to do to correct them," said Howard
Gray of Lexington, an incumbent
who joined the board in March.
"Whatever issues have been troublesome in the past, I'd like to see
those addressed and let's move for.
ward."
A second orientation session will
be held for regents after Tuesday's
meeting.
In interviews, some current
regents said they believed their role
was to set policy and that they
thought their new colleagues shared
that belief.
"I would sense that most of these
. people are the type that don't want
the day-to-day involvement," said
Bums Mercer of Hardinsburg.
-The Associated Press contributed inforwadon for this report..
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WKU.chief .
tells regents
what he
expects
Quick action urged
on old business

Sharp then told the regents:
"Keep your noses in and ·your
hands off. . • • It's oversight. Ask
By CYNTHIA CROSSLEY
questions; know what's going on.
Staff Wril3'.: , J _ _J r-'7:J,.
But
leave the running of the institu7
tion to the professionals."
NASHV!llE, Tenn. - With h~lp
This morning's board meeting
from a consultant, Western Ken•
will be limited to organizational
tucky University President Thomas
matters, including the election of a
Meredith outlined for his. new· renew hoard chairman. ,The regents
gents his expectations of them ye~will spend the rest of the day in ori•
terday in hopes of fostering a pps1entation sessions.
tive relationship.
Meredith told the new regents
At the same time, he warned the
yesterday that he didn't plan to seek
regents, who will be sworn in tod.ay,. board action on the review and the
that they will have to act quickly on
bills until an Aug. 20 board meeting.
some unfinished business stemming
In one bill, Arthur Andersen &
from his bad relationship with the
Co., the accounting firm whose Lo_u•
previous board. ~at inc_ludes . a
isville office conducted the financral
controversial financial revtew . ,md
review . has doubled its charge for
bills stemming from it.
.
doing the Western job, from $35,000
Meredith declined to spend m;u,ch
to $70,000.
·.
time throwing detail_ed proble.ms. ~t
Another bill pending is from Stoll,
his new regents dunng a retreat m
Keeni>n and Park, the Frankfortlaw
Nashville yesterday and Sunday,
firm •that represented some of· the
preferring to spend his initial days
former regents during the controwith them outlining their respoijsiversy and that had been handling a
bi!itics and asking them for their
legal appeal regarding the hiring of
expectations of him. Consultant
former Gov. Louie Nunn to assist in
Paul Sharp, a retired University of
the financial review.
.
Oklahoma president, assisted him.
However, Meredith said yesterday
Sharp got the regents to ~ IO _of
that he couldn't recall the amount
their expectations of a 11?1vers1ty
of the law firm's latest bill.
president. Among other things, the
Yesterday, Andersen audit mannew regents said they wanted Mer• . ager Dave Calzi called the $35,000
ec!ith to have a clear vision of where '· limit included in Andersen's conWestern should be heading, to be a
tract with Western "an arbitrary
strong administrator and to !:Xcel: at
sum which was not adequate for. the
fund raising and commumty m•
auditing work we performed. •.•
volvement.
We've completed the work request•
Then Meredith gave the Tilgents
ed by the board of regents and we
an idea of what he expected of
expect to be paid for that work.''
them. He read from a letter he said
When the former board hired An•
he sent in April to the co~e!l
dersen in February, it didn't vote on
that nominated people for umvers1•
a specific fee but instead directed
ty board seats under a law that
former Chairman Joe Iracane to neabolished and reconstituted the
gotiate one.
boards of all state universities July
Meanwhile, Meredith said in ,·an
1. The letter hinted at his frustration
interview yesterday that he bas
with the previous regents. "This in•
drafted a response to And!lfSen's _fi.
stitution will be best served by havnancial review and may give copies
ing members on its board of regents
of both to the regents today.
who through their accomplishments, status and position have
. earned a reputation th8! mak~
' them bigger than the appomtment,
it said. "Trouble arises for a board
when the individuals appointed gain
all of their power, status and posi·
__ ,. ____ .JrWNUMW'.atMil·WiilllllTl[t~-tion from being a regent."
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Mercer to head regents
By EVANS DONNELL
The Daily News
7 - ). f - 'l )Western Kentucky University's new
Board of Regents met for the first time today and elected Burns Mercer as its chairman during a cordial and relaxed session
that stood in sharp contrast to meetings of
recent months.
Mercer and other board officers were
elected by acclimation, as was the group's

executive committee.
Monnie Hankins was elected vice
chairman and Mercer, Hankins, Peggy

Loafman and Howard Gray will serve on
the board's executive committee.
Liz Esters was re-elected board secretary
and Mercer appointed Western Vice Presi'
dent for Administration and Technology
James Ramsey as treasurer and Communications and Broadcasting Department
Head Randy Capps as parliamentarian.
The officers will serve until Dec. 31. The
board's regular annual officer elections

will be in October, according to Ms.
Esters.
Ramsey's predecessor, Executive

Vice President Paul Cook, had ~erved as treasurer for the hoard until he
retired June 30. Parliamentarian
duties had been handled by fonn?r
university attorney A. Franklin
Berry.
.
.
.
Mercer told .un1vers1ty Prestd?nt
Thomas Meredith that the ~xecutLve
committee would me_et spanngly..
''I see that comnuttee only actmg
in an emergency when ~e board
can't he called," Mercer srud.
The executive committee and full
board were called into special session by fonner Chairman Joe
Iracane on severitl oCcasions in recent months, as the board grappled
with turmoil about a review of certain university accounts and the
hiring of fonner Gov. Louie B.
Nurm to supervise that review. _- ·
Nurm's hiring was ruled illegal in
February and the board voted in
March to appeal that decision.
Iracane was chairman from May
1984 until June 30, when Gov.
Brereton Jones appointed Fred
Mudge to replace him. Mercer said
he would not wan! to he chairman
for more than two years.
"We're going to be revisiting all
of the bylaws soon ... so we may
want to look at" mandating tenn
limits for the board chairmanship,
Mercer said.
After the 30-minute meeting,

regents continued an orientation on

university information started by
Meredith during a retreat Monday m
Nashville. The budget and the
review of accounts conducted by
Arthur Andersen ;md Co. were not
dealt with.
Meredith said he would send
regents a working draft of the institution's response to the Arthur
Andersen review in a few days. The
review was completed by the
Louisville accounting firm in May.
"It'll be a full response .. . on
every point and then some,"
Meredith said.
The review covered all presidential, food service and physical plant
accounts as well as expenses charged to the school by regents. The cost
of the review was $70,000, double
what the initial contract with Arthur
Andersen called for.
The board will consider the
review and the institutional response
to it as well as the 1992-93 budget
and the appeal of the lawsuit against
Nunn' s hiring when it meets in
special session Aug. 20.
The Frankfort law firm of Stoll,
Keenon and Park has represented
the board in the lawsuit. Its bill to
the university now stands at
$35,000, Meredith said.
Mercer and Hankins have said
they do not support continuing the
appeal. Other board members have
declined comment.

------------------

Staff Color Photo by Joe Imel

FORMER WARREN CIRCUIT Judge J.

Monnie Hankins, Kristen Bale, Pied Mudge,

David Francis administers the oath of office
today to new members of the Western Kentucky University Boanl of Regents. Members
are (from left) Howanl Gray, Peggy Loafman,

Raymond Preston, Bums Mercer, Joe Rains
and Earl Fischer. Faculty Regent Eugene
Evans did not have to be sworn in.
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Regents pick
Burns Mercer
as chairman
ofWKUboard
By CYNTHIA CROSSLEY, Staff Writer
C. J - 7--;).. 7-'1',J..
-BOWLING GREEN, Ky. - Shortly after tak·
ing the oath of office yesterday, Western Ken•
tucky University's new regents named Burns
Mercer of Hardinsburg as their chairman dur•
ing their brief first business meeting.
·· .
Mercer is director of administrative services
at Meade County Rural Electric Cooperative
Corp. and a former chairman of the state Coun•
cil on Higher Education.
·
Monnie Hankins of Louisville, a manager
with South Central Bell, was named vice chair·
man.
. ..
The appointments cap a three-day orienta•
tion period for the new regents. Now they ~ust
go to work restoring the school's reputation,
tarnished this year by strife that split the previous board of regents.
"I think everyone's eager to get started,"
Mercer said.
Last October, some former regents, Jed by
then-Chairman Joe Iracane, began questioning
some of the pay and spending arrangements of
Western President Thomas Meredith. Other regents, supporters of Meredith, accused the Iracane-led regents of going on a witch hunt. The
controversy ultimately contnbuted to a new law
that cleaned house at all state university boards
earlier this month.
Although the old board is gone, some issues
linger, including the previous board's financial
review of some university spending accounts and the bills resulting from it.
In interviews this week, several of the new
regents expressed optimism that the board
would move with a united front to deal quickly
with the financial review and any other issues
that arise.

"I think there will be a consensus" on issues,_
Hankins said yesterday. "We're in harmony
after two days. There's going to be a big Mf~rence in how we proceed and make decisions._
.•. It's much better" now.
.
· Some of that difference may be in the back-grounds of the board members. Many members·,
of the old -board owned small businesses; the•
new regents include several managers from
larger corporations who perhaps have more in.
common with Meredith as administrators.
Aside from Hankins, for example, there is
regent Earl Fischer of Owensboro, who's president of Western Kentucky Gas. ;rhere are. also
Fred Mudge, president of Logan Al~um in
Russellville; Peggy Loafman of Bowling Greejl,
a vice president of and district manageflorthe
Cumberland Federal Savings Bank; and C. C.
Howard Gray of Lexington, president of James
N. Gray Construction Co., one of the 200 largest general contracting firms in the nation.
Loafman and Gray were named to join Mer-:
cer and Hankins on the board's executive com' mittee. ·
The other regents are: Ray Preston of Henderson, whose name is on Westem's new
health and activity center in honor of a contribution of undisclosed size that he made in .·
1990, which Western said was its largest individual gift; Kristen Bale of Glasgow, a member
of the Prichard Committee for Academic Excellence; faculty regent Eugene Evans; and student regent Joe Rains of Nashville, Tenn.
The new board's first chance to show its
united front will come at a meeting Aug. 20.
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WKUregents
plan to move
beyond audit

n;e-~ur Anderse"._ J:e_p<>rt, J
By EVANS DONNELL
/· which was released in June
The Daily News '6 - 'I -? .:l,.
largely mirrored an intemai
W estem Kentucky Universiandit completed in October.
ty's Board of Regents will deal ,
Both recommended tighter
quickly with the review of cerspending controls and a
tain university accounts so it can
cl~cation of accounting promove on to other matters, accorcedures and policies by regents.
ding to the board's chairman.
Both also recommended that
Chairman Burns Mercer said a.
expenditures for university work
complete in~titutional response
be recorded in the accounts of
to the report would be released
the departments performing the·
at the board's Aug. 20 meeting.
work.
·
"I think this will show some
The
Arthur
Andersen
review
areas where we need to fortnalprimarily focused on the first
ize some policies and procedures
three years of Meredith's tenure.
... and leave a better paper trail,''
It lo?ked at all presidential,,food
Mercer said.
service and physical plant acA draft of the school's
counts, as well as expenses
response was mailed to regents
charged to the school by regents.
last week by university President
. Many of_ the accounting pracThomas Meredith: Mercer said
tices reviewed by Arthur
regents would work with
Andersen were in place before
W estem administrators to
Meredith took office in 1988.
prepare the finalresP9nse.
Arthur Andersen reported inThe board will act on recomstances where purchases did not
mendations that have resulted
adhere to. the school's procurefrom the review, which was
ment J:Olicy, overspending by
completed by Arthur Andersen
umversity departments, transfers
and Co., at its August meeting
of funds into the president's
and probably at its regular
quarterly meeting in October, , unrestricted fund without board
approval and a universiaccording to Mercer.
ty-funded trip by an unidentified
Regents also will consider the
regent without pre-approval
school's roughly $103 million
1992-93 budget, whether the ap, . from then-Executive Vice President Paul Cook.
peal of the lawsuit against the
It also said Meredith's wife
hiring of former Gov. Louie B.
Susan, received more th~
Nunn should continue, and
$55,000 as an entertainment alwhether Arthur Andersen should
lowance, which was incorrectly
be paid about $70,000 for its
recorded as compensation. Mrs.
work on the review.
Meredith received an IRS 1099
The Louisville accounting
form for the allowance, which
firm's contract with the school
meant it was treated as compencalled for it to be paid no more
sation in violation of her husthan $35,000 for the review.
band's employment contract, acNunn was hired to supervise
the audit, but his hiring was later , cording to Arthur Andersen.
The report also questioned
ruled illegal by Warren Circuit
whether Mrs. Meredith's travel
Judge Thomas Lewis. The
expenses were properly reimFrankfort law firm of Stoll,
Keenon and Park, which repre- 11 bursed.
Meredith, who has supported
sents the board, has charged the
the audit, has said that all quesuniversity $35,000 to handle the
llons raised _in the report will be
lawsuit.
covered in the school's response
Mercer and Vice Chainnan
to the review.
Monnie Hankins have said they
oppose continuing the appeal.
Western, which earlier this
year dealt with a $6.1 million
shortfall that was the result of
$4.6 in reduced state funding
and $1.5 million in increased
fixed costs, might be looking at
another state funding cut in the
fajl, ~ccording to Mercer.
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1\/\eredith issues recommendations
B·, EVANS OONNELL
TJ:e Daily News 'if" - ;;i_ o -
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Western Kentucky University
President Thomas Meredith recomm,nded today that the Board of
Regents make 19 changes to university accounting procedures as the instb1tion issued its response to the
A thur Andersen and Co. report of

uc iversity accounts.
The changes are for the purposes
of clarification, Meredith said.

The response was issued as a
rn -:mo to regents with supporting
de :uments and an executive summ: ry of th, recommendations.
Arthur Andersen said that within
th,; scope of its review all university
fu,-1ds were, accounted for and there
w< .s no evidence of intentional
WJ ongdoing by any university perso me!, Meredith said in the memo.
The cail for an audit of all
pr :sidentiai, food services and
ph ;sical plant accounts - as well as
ex ;enses charged to the school by
re; :ents - has caused turmoil on
W ostern' s campus for 10 months.

An internal andit was ordered by review's scope was approved by the
regents in closed session on Oct 8. board in March.
The Louisville auditing firm's
In the memo, Meredith said the internal audit - which focused on ac- report was released June 22.
Meredith also discussed accouncounts under his control - was
called for without his knowledge ting changes made since he took ofand without any discussion between fice in 1988, which he said have led
to better adherence by university
him and any regent on the matter.
"Prior to the submission of the departments to operating budgets.
Arthur Andersen . and Co. andit He also said he had grave concerns
report (nearly nine months after the about the au_ciit focnsing only on his
aforementioned executive session), I , administration,. since many of the
had not been given the opportunity accounting practices and policies
to discuss with the board any ques- reviewed by Arthur Andersen were
tions raised in the audit If we bad in place at Western before he took
·
been given the opportunity to res- office.
pond adequately to the internal
Meredith pointed out that regents
auditor's report, the unfortunate
gave him a mandate when he was
negative publicity during the last 10
hired to restore ties to bnsiness and
months could have been avoided,"
community leaders in the region and
Meredith said.
That negative publicity included the state.
"I was asked to host friends of
news repof\S of three board attempts
to hire former Gov. Louie B. Nunn the university and prospects to
to supervise the audit, and several whatever extent necessary in order
months of maneuvering before an to build relationships and to project
agreement between the board and a family image for Western through
Arthur Andersen regarding the the presidency. It was clear that we

after WKU review
maintenance fe& for hoUstng depositS in line with the
were expected to host individuals fee
charged to HAF depoaits, Thal: fee should be waivand events frequently in the Presi- ed until the 1994-95 fiscal year to alow the housing
auxma,y
to develop a debt reserve for housing bond
dent's home in order to build those Indebtedness.
- THAT regents approye reoe~ a quarterly
relationships and to further enhance
development activities,•' Meredith statement of revenun and expendibJres 00l'IC&ming
~NWALALLOWANCE .
said.
- THAT the board's executive committee clarify as
Much of the turmoil had centered soon as possble the pretikjent's contract rega!:_ding the
annual
allowance. Arthur Andersen said the allowance
on accounts controlled by Meredith, wac treated
as compensation for tax purposes when
including the President's the p'"'1i>bd It from bemg oompenoatioo to
or his WU, Susan.
Unrestricted Account. Arthur Meredith
· Regents voted today to renegotiate Meredith's conAndersen recommended that the ac- tract to further clarify how the annual allowance could
be used.
count be closed and its funds trans- PHYSICAL PLANT
- THAT the board authorize 'vlC8 President for NJ.
ferred to the school's general fund.
ministration and Technology James Ramsey to study
That recommendation was one of the policies Involving ~es for physical plant work
and make a recommendation no later than Oct. 29 to
the 19 made by Meredith today.
clarify the situation. That la the date of the regents' next

-

quarto riv meeting.
Here are the other recommendations made by
Meredith to regents:

AGENCY RJNDS
- THAT regents approve action on 81 agency accounts listed in the response. Fifty-five of the accounts
have already been or will be closed, while 26 othera
are recommended to be k&pt in place or transferred to

- ll-fAT the 6oard also authorize Rams.ey to study
the posal_bllily that the school could transfer money to
the physical plal'lt to reimburse it for extra eXp&nses

associated with special events that have not been
budgeted. His recommendation would also be due Oct.

29.
- THAT regents approve a policy thet physical plant
charges at the president's home arid office be handled
another account.
- THAT regents adopt 1111 agency fund investment in the same maooer as other campus departments. Inpolicy: Interest from a~nq funds would be deposil&d . voices for arr, WOik at: those two locations would be
charged to the budget of the unit where tM work was
in an mvestment earnings account and distrbutltd annually to the student housing de~it account and
performed. The board d&cided today to have Its finance
quartertv for the Hilltopper Athletic Foundation. The committNOVfiM8thatpolicy.
' remainder of the Interest earnings would be transferred
- THAT ,egenb, a polloy the! eny oapital
to the general furxl at the end of the year.
construction at the president's home or office outskle of
the budget for each entity by approved by the board's
- THAT regents adopt an investment eamin9s po[ley regarding the Hllltopper Athletic Foundation, which
executive committee. The board ioday decided to have
calls for a 1 percent maintenance fee. Meredith proits finance committN approve those expenditures.
- THAT regents approve the renewal of the lease
posed this Policy in September 1991.
- THAi regen~ approye ~ .on~ percent for the president's hccne with the College Heights

--------

Foundation by Sep_t 1. The w,iversity would continue
to be responsble for all maintenance, repair and improvements to the home.
- THAT regents authorize Ra~ and Budget and
Plannl1!9 Director Cecile Garmon to immediately refine
the pol!cy of monitofioo campus budgets to see that
expenditures are staying within budget Umits. Formal
exj:>lanatlons would be required from departments that
had extraordinaly variations between their budget and
e,cpend'itures. Regents would receive ~et status
~rt:s at each qUarterly mNting beginning Oct. 29.
FOOD SERVICES
- THAT regents authorize the practioa of ch_a!ging
e ~ s for major functions at the president's
horn& or hosted by·the eresident on C8.lfllUS to the account titled general institutional expenditures-food products that is now being used.
EXPENDITURES

OF

PRESIDENT

AND

MRS.

MEREDITH AND REGENT'S
- THAT the board authorize RamHy to review pur•
chasing proc«lures now used thet relate to develop-

ment accounts - particularly as they relate to state
regulatiQns for private gifts - and make a recom•
mendation bv Oct. 29.
- THAT tne board alter the president's contract to
Include regents' expectations regarding official univer•
sity travel by Mrs. Meredith.
- THAT the board confirm that all future reimbursements for expenses incurred by regents follow univer•

~~CONTRIBUTIONS .
-THAT regents approve that 10 percent of
unrestricted development funds be placed in the aca•

demlc exoeUence fund once the contribution 11oal of
$250,000 has been reached. That percentage JS now
15 percent In addition, only 90 percent of interest ear•
nings from the endowment may be expended each

f"'8lyear.

- THAT regents approve the return d $10,000 to
the general Institutional fund that was transferred to the

development: program-unallotted contingency fund in

1990. That money was transferred to mNt financial
obligations incurred by the unrestricted funds review
committee forfacuky, staff and student development.
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yesterday, referring to former regents and HrlministrM0rs. "H

WKU's new regents
say they'll revamp
Meredith's contract
By CYNTHIA CROSSLEY
Staff Writer
_ -, { _ q ,
O
o

.,_
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BOWLING GREEN, Ky. - Western Kentucky University's new board of regents will
negotiate an entirely new contract for President Thomas Meredith thpt will include a
new way of handling controversial entertainment payments that had been going to
his wife, Susan.
That ·decision was among 19 procedural
and policy changes recommended by Meredith that the regents approved yesterday in
response to a controversial financial review
ordered by their predecessors. Many of the
recommendations follow those made by the
Louisville office of accounting firin Arthur
Andersen & Co., which did the review and
urged the regents to adopt tighter spending
controls.
The board's executive committee has yet
to start negotiations with Meredith, but
board Chairman Burns Mercer of Hardinsburg said in an interview after yesterday's
meeting that he envisioned holding private
fund-raisers to supply the Merediths with
money to entertain potential donors and
others helpful to Western.
"111en there's no question over what the
money's used for, because it won't involve
public funds," Mercer said.

\','J:.;

nol payment lo her for any paiiicn.
lar thmg. She didn't seek it; J w, Soryie former regents had also
Just told about this."
quest10ned the installation of a
The payments became a major i,whirlpool in the Meredilhs' bathsue la~t fall. Meredith halted the.room, Yesterday Meredith said that
a~ a bitter controversy split the pr --:---:--~----====~
vwus boa rd_and result~d in the I he has had a "sev~re lower back
nancia1 review. Meredith told tt
bl " .
regents yesterday that the cou pro em smce college and _that a
have continued t
t t .
. P· doctor recommended the wh1rlpool
I a in
en er ai~ officia as a treatment. He said he sought
Y,ih Y g the cost on their own. bids on the whirlpool but was "very
e r;gents may also seek prival shocked" to learn that installation
:gon? or .0 \her ~reas _questi?ned i costs had caused that expense to
e ~nanc\a ,review, mcludmg s, "far exceed" the $1,300 price of the
san ered1t~ _s trav!ll with her hu. tub - and the amount he had bud:~~~hon official umversity busines geted. (Meredith didn't give that
. as Me!J::1
of mo~ey Tho,m cost, and it could not be determined
small 'ff
a. een us!ng to gt~E from the Andersen report.)
'
He stressed, however, that he didn't
gi s - pms, neckties and, m In discussing his recommended
know if his fund-raiser idea would be feasi- ~ne ca~~. athsweatshirt and fruit bas- controls, Meredith observed that
ble because of competition for money.
et - Ill anks to university do- university officials had been followFund-raising drives are under way in Bowl- no;;,~· I
ing "procedures that had been put '.'
ing Green to build a National Corvette Mu- Fred :s~ four regents - Mercer, in place since 1906."
seum and pay for Western's football and
d E 1u ge, C. C. Howa rd Gra~ In other business yesterday the
other athletic programs, and on the horizon ~e M~~e~l~~:rn;J:~d !~ciet~~~~~i regeAnts:
d $
. .
'
is a drive to build a YMCA Those are in of money to cover th
ct' . .
■ pprove a 107 m!lhon budget
addition to Meredith's goal of dramatically
Many of the oth ose a ivil!es, for 1992-93 that follows the budget-.
.
er recommenda- ' J
d · A ·1 h
h
increasing private giving to Western.
(1op_s related to the financial review Pan. apprboved hmd tpn tw$ en t . e
O
6
1
However, according to the financial re- mvolved imposing tighter spending t~~vious oar a
cu
• m11·
view, the Merediths' entertainment spend- controls on several areas, includin
·
.
ing is a relatively small sum: roughly the physical plant the presidenl ■ Vo~ed 8-2 to stop a legal appeal
$56,000 over a three-year period.
official residence a~d university de~ ,stemmmg froll!- . a successful chalConfusion over the payments arose be- velopment. One suggestion was · len~e of the hi1:mg of former G?v.
cause Meredith's contract said they were quarterly budget reviews that would Lom~ B. 1>;1unn I!} January to guide
• not to be used as compensation. Yet West- requidr~ formal explanations of "ex- the fiGnancml re~ew.
.
ern's system of paying Susan Meredith a 1raor mary" overspending. .
~ ave Meredith a~thonty to neflat $2,000 a month was technically comSome methods of control have yet gol!ate a settlement wtth Arthur Anpensation, because the Merediths did not to be developed. For example the dersen, which seeks to double its
have to show Western any receipts or other ~ew vice president for administra- $35,000 bill for the review.
records for the payments. (However, the (10 n and technology, James Ramsey
■ Established an "Athletics Task
Merediths kept records to prove to the In- IS to develop new billing procedure~ Force," to be headed by board Vice
ternal Revenue Service that the money was for the physical plant, which has Chairman Monnie Hankins of Lou,
not strictly personal income.)
lost more than $1 million over the isville, to review university athletic
"When I came here, they simply said, last thre~ years, the review said.
~rograms and make recommenda'Here are additional funds,' and they ban- _Meredith took particular issue t10ns by the next board meeting, on
died the amount " Meredith told the regents With the previous board's questions Oct. 29. The review is intended to
'
.about some improvements made at help settle arguments over what
See NEW REGENT/ the official residence. He said some athletic conference Western should
Page 4, col. 5, this sectio1 imp1;ovements -which included in- be in and what the school's longstall1!1g a bathroom in a garage re- term spending on athletics should
locatm,g a power line that "dro~ped be, Mercer said,
prec~nously low" and adding a side
parkin!( lot - were made so the
Mered1ths could better use their
back_ yard for parties, again to en-

°
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tertain potenfr:1! clonnr.~ rind nn,,,,..--

WKU takes action on budget, review, Nunn lawsuit
is' -

A Daily News n:port
J.. I -7'...l- 19 recommendations to the board in
Western Kentucky University's response to a.review of certain uniBoard of Regents on Thursday ap- versity accounts by Arthur Andersen
.proved a pared-down budget for the and Co. of Lou,lsville•. The •.ie<:oml!ln-93 school year and a list of ac- mendations were also approved 10-0
counting recommendations propos- by regents,
·
ed by the university's president.
The $107.6-million budget was
The recommendations included
approved 10-0 with no discussion. changes in university accounting
The vote followed a budget reduc- procedures· or studies that would
lion plan passed in April that man- lead to changes in accounts looked
dated $6.1 million in cuts.
at by Arthur Andersen. Those acPresident Thomas Meredith made , counts included all · presidential,

physical plant and food service acThe board voted 8-2 not to concounts, as well as expenses charged . tinue an appeal of a lawsuit against
to the school by regents.
the board by two former regents
over the hiring of former Gov. Louie
In approving the recommenda- B. Nunn to supervise the audit. · ·
tions, the ·board also voted to
Nunn's biiing was ruled illegal
renegotiate Meredith's contract
Feb.
28 by Warren Circuit Judge
primarily to clarify compensation
Thomas
Lewis.
provisions of the contract. The
Voting in the minority were
board's Executive Committee will
work on the renegotiations and faculty Regent Eugene Evans and
submit a proposed contract to the -student Regent Joe Rains. Evans
voted for the appeal in Maroh.
full board for its consideration.

■

!!!"~rned $ 7 0,000: lracane

The Daily News fs" - ::l. ., _ 9' , ~ req°;ired lo complete it,••
I;onn7r Western Kentuc
""an~ ~atd
Uruvers1ty Board 0 , R
ky
· Rev1s10ns to the report
,.,.__, _ _ _• T
•
egents
whid, .
. .. . ,
'l''""'"UUI ,oe hacane feels ArMa
""" ilUllally cumpieuxl
thur Andersen and Co dese
Y 7 but not released until
the $70,0j)O it billed the sc~~
byJune 22 - and two trips made
because the finn had
Arthur Andersen re re
beyond what it first though~n!~
~ntatives , John Roeder
essary to complete an audit of
J ave Calz1 to Bowling Green in
~ified university accounts,
une to, appear. before regents
Arthur Andersen is entitled
were chief among the additional
to eveiy dime they requested
exkinses, according to hacane, .
because of the additional time
,
cane added that no prom.
1SCS were made to . Arthur

~d

Andersen regarding payment for
expenses exceeding $35 000
The Louisvil]e anditi~g fi~ •~

contract with the school .said its
pa}'.'llent for perfonning the
review would not exceed

...$35,000,

'f!le ~udit looked at all
pres1den~, physical plant and
. food service accounts, as well as
expenses charged to the school

-

1

by ~;;~~- ·
. _
Western has paid Arthur
Andersen $35,000, but the firm now
wants an. additional $35,000.
Regents voted 10-0 Thursday to
authorize university President
Thomas .Meredith to negotiate a settlement with the firm.
Meredith has said he does not
know what the timetable for those
negotiations will be.
Regent Earl Fischer said leaving
the decision up to Meredith "was
better than. making an off-theshoulder decision at the meeting,
"There was not enough time for
us to look at it fully there, so we
thought it best to handle it that
way,'• Fischer said.
Meredith asked the board for direction on the matter in a July 20
memo. He told regents he was asked

tii scho6f's ciinti:act' to
cover Arthur Andersen's expenses
which exceeded the $35,000 limit.
"I am reluctant to file such an
amendment without specific board
direction. Arthur Andersen and Co.
agreed to conduct the audit for a
contracted ainount and that amount
has been paid,'' Meredith said in the
memo.
Meredith received a letter from
Frankfort attorney Bill Johnson on
June 18 asking for the atnendment.
Johnson represented the board's
majority when it was sued by two
regents over the hiring of fonner
Gov. Louie Nunn to supervise the
audit. Johnson also represented the
regents when the agreement over the
audit's scope was worked out in
March,
Nunn's hiring was ruled illeg_al:

~; am~nd

Contimioo Back Page
Column 4, This Sectlon

'The old 'board :of regents voted 6-4
in March to appeal that decisioµ, but
the new board voted 8-2 Thursday
not to continue that appeal.
Johnson's firm was paid about
$35,000 for its legal services to the
board,
The regents initially hired Arthur
Andersen at a Feb. 20 meeting,
LaW}'ers involved in the audit
dispute then ironed out an agreement over the audit's scope which
the board approved March 23.
Called for in a Dec. 2 vote by
regents, the audit caused turmoil
because some regents and com- ·
munity leaders felt it was a witch
hunt against Meredith,
hacane and others said the audit
was an attempt to lilak.e the university more accountable to the public
for the money it spent.
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Account use

is defended
By RONAID HAWKINS
The Daily News '6' - ?:, I - <i'c}
W estem Kentucky University
President Thomas Meredith bas
defended bis use of moneys from an
unrestricted fund account, pointing
out that the private sources funded
the account.
Regents' questions about
Meredith's use of the unrestricted
fund and other actions led to an
audit by Arthur Andersen and Co.
The auditors recommended the fund
be closed, as bas Meredith.

In

an

interview,

however,

Meredith defended bis use of the
fund and the results obtained.
Meredith said the university at the
end of 1991 bad received $1.5 million in restricted private donations
and $47,000 in unrestricted dollars,
a portion of which was channeled
into the president's unrestricted
fund.
The fund was used to recruit support for the university and to th~
donors with gifts such as lapel pms
and ties. Money from the fund also
was used to help pay some, but not TIIOMAS MEREDITH
all, of the costs on improvements at Western president
the president's home.
''People give for something Chairwoman Patsy Judd, a Meredith
specific for a scholarship, .athletics critic, said many of these items were
or the Kentucky Museum,'' not· approved by the board, a claim
Meredith said. "Very few dollars she said is substantiated by the
come specifically for that (recruit- audit.
For the three years the audit
ment puipOSes).
The money spent for fund raising covered, expenses included
from the account had a good return, maintenance and improvement of
the president's home, $122,000;
Meredith said.
"Before I came, we were entertainment, $56,000; annual albringing in $400,000 per year and lowance, $56,000; regents' travel
and entertafomentt $46,000; presiit's $1.5 million now,'' he said
The donations to the university dent's and Mrs. Meredith's travel,
"come from those private sources $45,000; and renovation of the
who are supportive of Western/' he president's office, $14,892.
Meredith said the practices he
said.
The audit also criticized the ac- followed in having improvements
counting practices for the president made at the university followed
and his wife's entertainment fund, previous practices at Western.
' "The accounting practices and
her annual allowance, travel,
maintenance and improvement of principles dealt with have been
the home, renovation of the presi- long-standing at the institution," he
dent's office and board of regents'
travel and entertainment.
Fonner Board of Regents' Vice

said. "It talces an investment to raise
private funds. We've made the investment and I believe the returns
make the cases that it has been
worthwhile.''
At its Aug. 20 meeting, regents
decided to have the Finance Committee approve any capital construction at the president's home or
office outside the budget after
Meredith recommended giving the
authority to the Executive Committee. The president's home is owned
by the College Heights Foundation,
an annofthe university.
With a decline in the percentage
of state funding, the university will

"have

to

find

more

private

resources to help us raise more
private dollars," Meredith said.
"This board is in tune with that."
State funding has dropped from
54 percent in 1987-1988 to 46 percent for this year, Meredith said.
The percent students pay has iocreased from 20 to 22 percent.
In the 1970s, 20 percent of the
state budget went to higher education. It is 14.9 percent now.
Mer.edith said. The 1993-1994
budget equals the 1990-1991 total
number. of dollars, although last
year's enrollment was up 40 percent.
I
Meredith said he understands the
concerns that led to the turmoil.
: "We're in a time in this country
where there is a great concern over
all spending," Meredith said.
"Given that climate it is under-

standable."
Meredith sru. he

C

more vigorous ct _:ense
because of his \', onie:
versity's future.
'' My concern i ; wlu
the best interest r f the
the long run," :•: sai,
have been eas;, to r
remarks and ins: .iatio;
would have prod oed r
the long run. We dn't:
Meredith said , is ·
the new board
d th
positions regents JCCUJ
organizations.

"They bring n w
and knowledge tr. t ma
happy," he sa1 i. '
favorably impres, d th
board members s, ,med
to doiog their horn vork.
But some of tJ-, fon
still question Mem th' s ,
Mrs. Judd said , , bo,
aware of the unres: rictec
when it became a., are c
the improvements f'· the
property it decided • inve
"My feeling is hat
contribute contribm to "'
she said. "I don't rink
raisiog fund) is nece • .ary.
"I know it's de· , els
don't think you ha·. to ,
get people to contrit· e. K
rough time makio" it f
there. I'd rather sec che r
inro instruction.''
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THOMASMBREDIIB
Western president

Chairwoman Patsy Judd, a Meredith

critic, said many of these items were
not approved by the board, a claim
she said is substantiated by the
audit.
For the three years the audit
covered, expenses included
maintenance and improvement of
the president's home, $122,000;
entertainment, $56,000; annual allowance, $56,000; regents' travel
and entertainment, $46,000; president's and Mrs. Meredith's travel,
$45,000; and renovation of the
president's office, $14,892.
·
Meredith said the practices he
followed in having improvements
made at the university followed
previous practices at Western.
"The accounting practices and
principles dealt with have beeu
long-standing at the institution," he

At its Aug. 20 meeting, regents
decided to have the Finance Committee approve any capital construction at the president's home or
office outside the budget after
Meredith recommended giving the
authority to the Executive Committee. The president's home is owned
by the College Heights Foundation,
.an arm of the university.
With a decline in the percentage
of state funding, the university will
"have to find more private
resources to help us raise more
private dollars," Meredith said.
"This board is in tune with that."
State funding has dropped from
54 percent in 1987-1988 to 46 percent for this year, Meredith said.
The percent students pay has increased from 20 to 22 percent.
In the 1970s, 20 percent of the
state budget went to higher education. It is 14.9 percent now,
Meredith said. The 1993-1994
budget equals the 1990-1991 total
number of dollars, although last
year's enrollment was up 40 percent.
Meredith said he understands the
concerns that led to the turmoil.
"We're in a time in this country
where there is a great concern over
all spending," Meredith said
"Given that climate it is under-----

standable.''
Meredith said he didn't make a
more vigorous defense of his actions
because of bis worries for the wriversity's future.
''My concern is what would be in
the best interest of the institution in
the long run," he said. "It would
have been easy to make cutting
remarks and insinuations, but those
would have produced more scars in
the long run. We didn't need that."
Meredith said he is pleased with
the new board and the leadership
positions regents occupy in major
organizations.
"They bring an understanding
and knowledge that makes us very
happy," he said. "I've been
favorably impressed that the new
board members seemed committed
ta doing their homework.''
But some of the former regents
still question Meredith's action.
Mrs. Judd said the board was unaware of the unrestricted fund and
when it became aware of some of
the improvements on the president's
property it decided to investigate.
"My feeling is that most who
contribute contribute to education,''
she said. "I don't think it (a fund
raising fund) is necessary.
"I know it's done elsewhere. I
don't think you have to do that to
get people to contribute. Kids have a
rough time making it financially
there. I'd rather see the money go
into instruction.''
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Meredith's new pact may come
in Oct.; resolutions getting look
By RONAID HAWKINS
The Daily News
7
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talks at that time other. than to say

;).. another executive sessioll would not

Western Kentucky University be necessary.
Faculty Regent Eugene Evans,
President Thomas Meredith might
however, said Board of Regents
get a new contract Oct. 29.
Chairman Bums Mercer had told
That is when the .tmiversity's
him a contract proposal would be
Board of Regents will meet to
distributed to the regents before the
discuss results of a meeting between
next meeting.
Meredith and
"We will have a chance to comExecutive Comm~nt
on it," Evans. said. Mercer
mittee members
'"told
me this would be hammered
designed to iron
out at the Oct. 29 meeting.''
out an accord in
several sections
Evans also said that there "was
of· Meredith's
nothing solid to be recommended.
contract.
There are still a lot of questions to
The regents
be discussed."
decided to negoMeredith declined to comment on
tiate the new
the
progress of the talks.
lHOMAS MEREDITH
contract after
turmoil about the use of agency
Regent Kristen Bale _said Evans'
funds to pay for entertainment, trav- comment about the possibility of
el and other costs related to fund reaching an agreement at the ·Ocraising and tmiversity functions. tober meeting was "probably right
Meredith had said aspects of his on~get:''
contract needed clarification.
Mrs. Bale said she didn't foresee
Meredith met for more than two any barriers to reaching an agreehours Sept. 2 in Louisville with the ment with Meredith, but added,
board's Executive Committee. Nei- ''I'm not at liberty to say: ffiuch. ''
ther the regents nor Meredith would
Mrs. Bale said she hoped the turcomment on the progress of the moil about the spending practices

i

was nearing an end.
"We need to get going," she
said. "We need to move beyond
this.''

A report issued to regents after an
Arthur Andersen & Co. audit of
tmiversity accounts proposed several changes in tmiversity fiscal practices. Meredith proposed 19 procedural and policy changes in August
that were enacted by the regents.
Western' s Faculty Senate will
continue its discussion of resolu-

tions critical of the fiscal practices at
a special meeting at 3:30 p.m. Tuesday in Garrett Conference Center.
A meeting Sept. 10 was adjourned
during discussion of the resolutions
because the Faculty Senate lacked a
quorum. Toe resolutions were
prepared by the Faculty Senate Exe<:utive -Committee in response to
questions about Meredith's use of
agency funds.
Toe two resolutions include one
critical of the way tmiversity funds
have been administered and another
that would require the internal
auditor to report directly to the
Board of Regents.
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1:eredith's contract extended,~,,,,,
WKU
ut WKU alters wife's fundindr.!
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WKU regents vote to continue
J . / o ·- 3 o -pJ. football and stay in the Sun Belt
lWLING GREEN, Ky. _ AP,' Conference. Page F 1.
of its efforts to lay a yearlong
roversy to rest, Western Ken- ommendations, said regents Chairy University's board of regents man Burns Mercer of Hardinsburg.
crday
extended
President "I would hope this history is over."
By renewing Meredith's contract,
nas Meredith's contract for anr four years,
Mercer said, the regents expressed
addition, the regents voted to "our full faith and comfort in Presiinue the $2,000 monthly allow- dent Meredith's leadership." He
that had been paid to Mere- noted that Meredith was not given a
s wife, Susan, to cover profes- raise because, with Western facing
11 and social memberships as the possibility of further cuts in
as entertainment expenses - state funding and with faculty and
ey that some former regents staff receiving no raises, "we didn't
others considered a key part of feel it would be appropriate."
:em's spending controversy.
Meredith's contract now runs
· did, however, make a change through August 1996, Mercer said,
e source of the money,
His current saiary is $100,008, ace regents also reviewed a final cording to university records.
,f management controls impleMeredith said he was "very
ed in response to a financial pleased" with the action on his conw done earlier this year by Ar- tract, and added that the regents
Andersen & Co, The changes had told him "they don't want me
ed from giving the regents spending any more time looking
terly spending reports - they back."
he first-quarter one yesterday
A year ago, Western's previous
, establishing a new budgeting board of regents plunged into turbilling procedure to control moil as some members began quesin Western's money-losing tioning management decisions and
ical plant department.
practices under Meredith. The conwould hope after today that the troversy culminated in the Andersen
thing we hear about this audit review, which found lax controls on
c implementation" of the rec- spending in some areas, particularly

c::,

■

*

the food services and physical plant;
departments, It also raised quest
tions about some expenses incurrecf
by the Merediths,
Under the new allowance arrangement, Susan Meredith will be
paid only $1,000 a month by the university, The other half is to come
from private donations.
Private donors also will be asked
to provide Susan Meredith with another $22,000, to make up for the
allowance payments she has not received since last October, when
some previous regents began questioning her husband's administration and he ordered the payments
stopped.
Mercer estimated that the new
board must raise $34,000 to cover
their pledge to the Merediths, but
added that 'it has already received
commitments for half the amount.
In announcing the new allowance
arrangement, the regents' finance
committee chairman, Earl Fischer
of Owensboro, said that the board
expected the Merediths to continue
their professional and social memberships as well as their entertaining, and that if they had some allowance money left over, they were
to consider _it as compensation.
SeeWKU
Page 5, col. 3, this section

Meredith to travel with her husband

;~~r~~r::;~:iy'.\'.ec:o~~e~t~~e:i~~:
lows state travel regulations,
The regents also clarified the
Fischer said Meredith's contract lease on the president's house, notwould be revised to reflect that ing that the College Heights Founchange.
dation, which owns the house, must
Some of the controversy focused make capital improvements, such as
on the wording in Meredith's pre- reroofing.
vious contract, which said the alThe regents also ordered that relowance was not to be considered quests for such improvements first
compensation. However, for tax be approved by their finance comreasons, Fischer said, the regents mittee,
believed the couple would have sufAs part of the new management
ficient motivation to keep receipts procedures ordered for the physical
and books to justify the payments. plant, the regents created a pool of
"There have been points of mis- money, set yesterday at $100,000, to
und~rstanding," said regent Ray finance university-wide improve~~tpn of Henderson, "but let's go ment projects and repairs.
forth and support Tom, who has
In another matter related to this
done a fantastic job. Let's get totally year's controversy, the regents gave
behind him."
tentative approval to a new set of
Immediately after dealing with bylaws that includes the prohibition
Meredith's contract, the regents re- against a regent chairman serving
quested a study of faculty and staff more than four years at a time. Former Chairman Joe Iracane served
pay, with the direction th at universi- from 1984 untll the end of his recent
ty officials find new ways to in- term in June.
crease salaries. AJ though Mercer
In other matters, the regents aphinted during the meeting that one proved a plan to cut $908,300 from
alternative might be more private Western's $108 million budget to
fu nding, Meredith said afterwa rd prepare for a possible state revenue
that it was too early to say where shortfall. The plan took away monextra money might come from,
ey added earlier in the year to buy
That stu dy is expected to be fin- what Meredith called "desperately
ished for th e regents' next regular needed" instructional equipment,
meeting, in January.
continued a freeze on filling 50 vaThe regents also clarified a few cant positions, and otherwise relied
other matters raised by the Ander- on $180,300 in savings realized
sen review. For example, they pub- when some costs were lower than
licly stated that they wish Susan budgeted.
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Regents clarifying Meredith conttactmatters
the.trips are.appf\lv,edJ,eforehand by the.chainnan of the
matters.
. By RONALDHAWIONS
Board of Regents Orw~oeyfahe designates.
,.
The Daily News
/ 0 - ;}- 5'-? ;,..
, In addition to those changes, the audit recommended
. "Western Kentucky,University's Board ofRegents fmds
· Western Kentucky University's Board of Regents today
Meredith's contract be clarified regarding compensation he
that, it is ofteri ne(essaiy ro'; tlje spouse of the president to
named university President Thomas Meredith's wife as a
and his Wife, Susan, receive for entertainment and travel .·
travel as a designated officialofthe university, representing
"designated official" .of the school, meaning she will be
pun,oses.
.
.
.
· the interest of the university. The spouse will be·entitled for
entitled to be reimbursed for pie-approved travel expenses.
Travel payments to Mrs. Meredith had been mentioned. in
The board spent the bulk of the morning portion .of the
reimbursement of her/hfs. travel expenses pursuant to travel
the. andit and had been a part of turmo~ trigg<ired by some
· · regµlations 1111d procedures of the Finance and Administra•
meeting behincl closed doors to discuss. personnel matters.
who had questi9ned. whether she was being properly
lion· •Cabinet of the commonwealth . of Kentucky and
Revisions to Meredith's contract were ex~tedto be .actecl
~ild for such expenses. .
.
. .
.
. . ..
Wesi~m KentuckyUitlversity," according to the approved
upon during the meeting.
·
•.. •·· •. .. . . ·.
·..
The .audit said · the .. matter needed. clarificatiori, .and
The .contract changes were in reswn~e :IQ recom-, .. regents did so today by naming Mrs. Meredith a designated
sta!ement.
mendations made in an audit by Arthur Andersen ~ Co.
. llniversity official.
.
Continued Back Page
Most of the changes were e~ted to deal with procedural
Column 6, This Section
She now can be reimbursed for travel expenses so long as .
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Regents hoping their actions
will end turmoil at Western
By RONALD HAWKINS
The Daily News
I c., ·- 5 " - ? _,_
Western Kentucky University's Board of
Regents hopes actions takeJi Thursday will
end turmoil that has surrounded finances at
the wriversity for almost a year.
Regents approved .a new <::ontract for
President Thomas Meredith that keeps his
salaty at $108,000, but reduces the univers
sity's contribution to the president's annual
allowance from $2,000-to $1,000 a month.
The money will be paid to the president,
not his wife, Susan. That had been the case.
Toe changes in Meredith's contract were
in response to recommendations made in
an audit of some university accounts that
was perfonned earlier this year by Arthur
Andersen & Co. of Louisville.
There has been a freeze on the allowance
since October 1991 after the previous
board raised questions about its use. Fi-

nance

Chainnan J.!1.J. J:lischer

said the

board pledged to raise, from private
so=es, the ex1Ia $1,000 a month, along
with the $24,000 that_ hasn't been paid
since 1991.
·
Board Chairman Bums Mercer said
there would be a .periodic review of the
niontbly $1,000 the institution spends to
see that it is spent in beneficial ways.

Board member Raymond Preston said
that with die contract· settled it is time to
move on to other matters. "We should go
forth and support Tom (Meredith)," he
said. "In my opinion, he's done a fantastic

job~"

,

Merediih said he had a mandate from .the
board to put the twmoil behind him. "I've
been instructed to move fo,-ward," he said;

''I'm confident we will.)'
Meredith said he requested the
changes in the allowance and was
pleased with the way the board dealt
with the contract issue.
Meredith's contract runs through
August 19% as a result of rollover
clauses that were in the contract before the revision. The contract's
final fonh has not been drafted.
Regents also directed Meredith to
appoint a committee to review all
wriversity employees' salaries and
.to develop a plan to implement
changes they deem necessary. Toe
connnittee is supposed to .make its
report at the board's January
meeting.
Psychology Professor Ray
Mendel, a critic of what he considers low faculty salaries who will
begin his teim as faculty regent in
January, said the step to form the
committee ''was a very positive
one.
"'I see the board making a commitment it has not made before. I'm
very encouraged,'' he said.
The board also approved a plan to
cut its budget by $908,300, or 2 percent, for fiscal year 1992-93. The
built of the money, $628,000, would
come by putting a freeze on 50 vacant positions. An additional
$100,000 would be saved by not
making scheduled instructional purchases. A health insurance savings
of $38,300 and a windfall of
$142,090 from the Kentucky
Employees Retirement System
would make up the balance.
"The instructional equipment is
desperately needed,'' Meredith said.
"But if the budget is cut, we would
have to forego this. ... 1bis cut
would be devastating if we have to
makeit.
If the cuts are required, it could be
a one-year occurrence with a 3 percent increase forecast by state
leaders for the following year,
Meredith said.
· ··
1
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Umversity Board, of. Regen.(s,K.
school's president was .the to··
talking aboutinl992. .·. >'':
President Thomas MerediiJil§!
from a special audit supj,rv" · · ·
Nunn, whose hiring was .lat\l'
ren Circuit judge.
.·
·,,,
. ,. ,.. , ,,, ....
Meredith's other primary aittligonists .:.::Cboardiof
regents members Joe Iracane, Patsy Judd .and .Robert .
Chambless - are now gone after Gov. Brereton .
Jones named seven new appointees in July.
The new board in October voted a new contract for •
Meredith but reduced his annual allowance
$2,000 to $1,000 each month, in response to•,thr}
special audit That allowance had· been frozen :one' ·
year earlier by the previous board.
· · ··
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WKU chief
on track
after year
of turmoil
Meredith's skills touted
as just what school needs
ANALYSIS
By CYNTHIA CROSSLEY
Staff Writer C., ,

J, / - :J - i.J

BOWLING GREEN, Ky. -After a year ~f
controversy that threatened to topp)e ID;S
administration, Western Kentucky U,:n".ersity President Thomas Mer~dith ~~d ~1s insti:
tution have regained their equihbnum.
Aside from a few stirrings in the fall including an aborted move by the faculty
senate to consider a vote of confidence on
Meredith - the tunnoil ended last July
when Gov. Brereton Jones replaced Meredith's critics on Western's board of rege~ts.
But in the wake of the controver~y, which
focused on allegations of lax spending practices at the university, a fundameotal question remains:
Is Meredith an effective president at
Western?
.

The answer, most obseive~s ~ay,

1~

a

r~~

sounding yes, given Mer~d.1th s skills in
public relations and fund raising - the keys
to Western's future.
.
Among other things, Meredith has t)le
confidence of his new board, and he maintains a high profile in Kentucky ~1gher-ed1:1·
cation circles. Several people pointed to his
role as the head of Kentucky's conference
of university presidents, a job that rotates
among the presidents.
.
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Joe Bill Campb~ll, chalnnan. of
the Council on Higher Education
and another Meredith supporter,
said "I know he has lobbied hard
for higher education in both the_ legislative and executive branches of
government, and with the counc~.
He's been very vocal •.. and thats
what Western needs In its president
rightnow." •
·
·
. ·
Many say Western genuinely
needs - and has in Meredith.- an .
effective fund-raiser. But, irorucally,
that Is one of the areas that helped
fuel the controversy about him dur• ··
ing the past year.
.· · .•·
··
Tei be sure, Meredith's battle with •
the regents was a .pqwer struggle.
. . .
And some faculty. ilnd st_aff. mem: . .
. .
. .
ASSOCIATED PRESS
hers continu_e to. questici!1 Mere- •. W
Kentucky Unlveratty Pretldent Thomas Meredith turned to
dith's administration,~· saytng: ·they ·
someone· behind hlin at a recent faculty senat1a1 meeting.
believe a board-ordel'.l)ii financial re- ,\ . .
. ..
.
view uncovered deliberate wrongdo- ment allowance paid to Meredith's chu~ of private)noney to mate!
ing
.·. . ..
wife Susan and on money the Mer- that.
·.__
.
"Either fairly ·or iinfalrly, ~any-·• edilhs spe~t on the official res!Meredith _also likes to point ou
people here think he's done things, . dence, where they frequently enter- the growth m sponsored programs
that are illegal, and many people · taJn on behalf of the university,
which include research ~ts a~,
think he simply won't t~Jl the . Meredith, 51, said in an !nterview consulting contracts. Meredith sru,
truth,". said Westei:n ec?~?IDl~S Pro- that he had started "spending mon- funding for tbQse. progra!11s ha.
fessor Robert Pulsmelli. I think he ey on fund raising that had never grown to $7.7 rrullion this yea1
and Mrs. Meredith are_ living in a been spent before, and the pot start• from $3 million in 1988. .
..
fishbowl, where everything fi!~. do ed to boil."
.
Though the level of annual givm,
is endlessly repeated as gossip.
Though the financial reV1ew ques- at Western is nowhere near that en
But power struggle aside, a larger tioned spending decisions concern- joyed by the University of Ker
issue came into play.
ing $354 000 of Western's $100 mil- tucky for example, it represents
Western's enrollment _ha~ gro"".11 lion-plus' anriual budget, it didn't start '_ and not a bad one for
by nearlY; 50 percent, in .Just six mention the money \hat had b~n school that has been wra~ked b
rears, while t~e school .s state fund- raised by Western smce Meredith controversy and that ~asn t had
mg has remained relatively flat. . arrived.
_
. . .
development director smce Jeffco,
Toe underfunded growth caused
For example, private gIVlng - ex- left. (Efforts to replace Jeffco,
a strain: Some intro<fuctory classes, eluding money eannarked for s~e- were called off in the midst of tr,
for example, grew from 35 students cific scholarships and for athl~tics controversy involving the regent
to 65 students. Demands on the ~ac- __ has tripled since 1988, nsing Meredith said he made that decisio
ulty . Increased. . Merit pay ratses from $468,000 to. more than after man of the candidates he w,
weren't consistent from year to year $1.5 million in 1992. Befor_e the interviewi~g asked whether Me
- this year no one got pay raises of Cherry Society. was created in £?e- edith would be staying at Western
any kind.
·
·
cember 1990 for donors who give
p ·vate money won't suppla
Faculty and ~t~ff.me!?_be~s be~ $25,000 or more over five years,
n
.
. ..
.. , .

u.4:::.8:
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__

_
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.. "'uumg an aborted move by the faculty
0

senate to consider a vote of confidence on
Meredith - the turmoil ended last July
w_he,n Go_v_. Brereton Jones replaced Meres ~nllcs on Western's board of regents.
d1th
But m the wake of the controversy, which
focused
on
of lax spending prac.
h allegations
·
at t e umversity, a fundamental questices remains:
tion
Is Meredith an effective president at
Western?
The_ answer, m?st observers say, is a resoundmg yes, given Meredith's skills in
publicrelations and fund raising- the keys
to Western's future.
Among other things, Meredith has the
confidence of his new board, and he maintains a high profile in Kentucky higher-education circles. Several people pointed to his
role as the head of Kentucky's conference
of university presidents, a job that rotates
among the presidents.
"He's the point man for higher ed at the
state level, and all I hear from other sources
is that Tom has been a very effective
spokesman," said one of Meredith's bosses
Regents Chairman Burns Mercer. "On th~
legislative level, I think he has a lot of re:i~~~~~'..,only from the Western area but

uuuwance
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--i:;ither fairly or unfairly, many ~e, Susan, and on money the Merh
d
h
people
here think he's done thm'gs ediths
spent
on the official resit at are illegal, and many people ~nee, w ere they frequently enterthink he simply won't tell the tam on behalf of the university.
"" Pro- th Meredith,
t h h d 51, said
d in an interview
tru. th," said Western econo-;cs
fessor Robert Pulsinelli. "! think he
a e a starte "spending monand Mrs. Meredith are living in a ey on fund raising that had never
f_ishbowl,
been
ell Iwhere everything they do ed
t0 spent
b0 ·1 "before, and the pot start1s
en powe~
ess y repeated
as gossip."
1•
. But
struggle aside,
a larger . Though
the financial review quesissue came mto play.
tioned spending decisions concernWestern's enrollment has grown i!1g $354,000 of Western's $100 milby nearly 50 percent in just six hon-i?lus annual budget, it didn't
years, while the school's state fund- m~ntion the money that had been
mg has remained relatively flat. . rai~ed by Western since Meredith
· Th_e. underfunded growth caused amved.
·
a ~aln: Some introductory classes,
F~r example, private giving- exfor~ll!llple, grew.from 35 students eluding money earmarked for speto 65'·students; Demands ori the tac- cific scholarships and for athletics
ulty. ifcreas~,. Merit pay raises· - has tripled since 1988, rising
. weren.t. consiste.11t fr!>m year to year · from '. $468,QOO : . to.. mote•. than
1 -:thlsye!ll'noonegotpayralsesof
$1.5million Jn 1992. Before 'the
any kind
... . . . .·' . . ·. . . •.. Cherry Soclety_',Vas created in De,.
Fe.culty and •$ff mem!J1lrs.began camber, 19_90 for, donors yiho igive
losing touch with. the Wtistem that $25,000 or 111ore .Qver five years,
I use_dtol'!lly!!l\'personal.contactand WeStemhadrecelvedQnlYfourgifts
/ ~ i!lf<>~ way.of doing things1 qb- · of $25,00~ .or 111ore, excluding ,gifts
, se~ f11~ty,sen,te cluiiqria)l siil: for at/J!e_tiCl\ aJ1d s~hola,rships, The
ly.nuhlenschmldt, an ass'ocia!\l pi'o- Cherry SOl:lety·now !\as 6l'mem;
_
be;estern ~so buiit a $lO million
for~d work. .
. ~, . studenthealth and recreation b.ulld· ·
In aft M
,' ... at do you· do to get ahead?
g, er . eredith encour11ged Ray
Its no~ cle_ar," Kuhl_enschmldt said, Pres1on of Henderson to give West~ultion increases provided some em its largest-ever individual donareli,ef. The Council on Higher'Edu- · tion. The university, at Preston's recation, as wenas Kentucky's presl- quest, dld not disclose the amount
de1;1ts, ~elieves fee_s at Kentucky's of his gift, but Western officials
umvers.1ties are still enough of· a · have said :that it exceeded $400,000.
ba,_,,. t II
Toe gift he! d
· h·
•.,_, o a ow some growth In
. .·· $
pe_ . pay I e approxifees.
..
.
.
. ·. . mately 1.65 million that was West'3ut as Campbell pointed . out, em's share of the project; the state
~!lntucky ~oesn't want to raise tµ~ funded the balance.
· , · .. ·
1t1on so high that it damages the
Hal Jeffcoat, Western's former distate's policy of making higher edu- rector of development who left in
cation available and affordable to as . Ju\y 19?1 to become capital cammany students as possible.
patgn director at Purdue University
That leaves fund raising as the rei:al\ed early discussions about th~
best alternative to get more money building project.
- but requires a level not attempted
"There were a lot of questions
before by Western and other region- about whether Western could raise
al· universities. Although Meredith (pat ki~d of money," Jeffcoat said.
a~d other leaders at Western recog- TI:ere s no doubt in my mind that
ruze the need for fund raising they proiect was successful because of
don't yet know what a reaso'nable Tom Meredith.·It was Meredith who
goal might be.
went to the major donors, and it
Said Mercer, "I think we're going was ~eredith who went to the comto have to raise a lot more money." mumty and to a couple of banks
which made some of the initial
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,.,..,...,..,tc- ~nn it wi:is MP.rP.dith who
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that."
·•
Mere dith also likes to point out
the_ gro:,vth in sponsored programs,~
which i_nclude research grants and . -·"•··
consu1ting contracts. Meredith said "i
th
fu d'
· •
n mg for 7 ose. programs has i:i\11:
grown$3tomillion
_$y. in
million
from
1988. this year, \ t,;,_
Though
t the level of annual giving . '
at WeS ern is nowhere near that en- '
Joyed by the University of Ken- ·
tucky, for example, it represents a
st
art - and not a bad one for a
school that has been wracked by
controversy and that hasn't had a
development director. since Jeffcoat
left. (Efforts to replace Jeffcoat
were called off in the midst of the
controversy involving the regents.
.Meredilti: said h.e made that (!~Ion
afterJ!111nyofthecandidateshewas·
intervi~wing asked whether : Mer,
edlth. 'would be fltaymg 11tW:~em,) ·
, Pnvate money won't . slipplant
state support, an(! it'can'tl>e,used
tot.a school's operation and iniiintelllll),ce, but it can ~•alleviate an awful.
lot of the .Pain'.',(hat,Westeril, ~d
· other ~!ate-supported ,schools are.
feeling, Jeffcoat said. :: _,. . '···
. ,
Private. gifts could allow'\vestem
to "pay for the stars" with. endowed
professorships and chairs, Meredith
said. It. _would allow Western, which
cut out $1~0,000 this year for des1
perate Y ~eeded lab equipment, to
buy top-fhght materials. And Weste~ could afford to pay for ,professional . (levelopment activities .for
f cul
d
tha ty an staff "to keep them at
e.·forefront," as Meredith put it, .
and perhaps boost morale. . .
"This· is all still new to people
there," Jeffcoat said, "1 think if
Western had a $50 million endowment, and it was (providing) $3 million to $5 million a year in unrestricted money, no one would be
saying anything."
.
But like many public universities,
Western has no endowment. Mercer, while stressing that there are
no firm plans, says "we're moving
pretiy rapidly towards that. At the
January (board) meeting we're supposed to discuss how we can go
about raising salaries for all university personnel. ~.d r11;_ pre~ su~e

,~;==~T--the~:~-"ffltJM
rem:lried relatively flat. ,· ''"'"?"" oy western smce Meredith
a' s future.
The unde~ded growth ·caused;' arrived. ..
• ·..·. . .

--··-~· ~ ..... ~ ·.u......, ..,..,..,u·~--..... :..·a:...lcu_]
controversy and that hasn't ha,
development director since Jeffc
left. (Efforts to replace Jeffc,
were called off in the midst of 1
controversy involving the reger
Meredith said he made that decisi
after many of the candidates he "
interviewing asked whether M,
edith would be staying at Wester:
Private money won't suppl,
state support, and it can't be us
for a school's operation and main·,
nance, but it can "alleviate an awJ
lot of the pain" that Western a1
other state-supported schools a
feeling, Jeffcoat said.
Private gifts could allow Weste
to "pay for the stars" with endow,
pr?fessorships and chairs, Meredi
said. nwould allow Western, whic
cut out $100,000 this year for de
perately ~eeded lab equipment, ·
buY top-flight materigls. And We,
e:n could afford to pay for profe
s1onal , development activities fc
faculty and staff "to keep them ,
the forefront," as Meredith put i
and perhaps boost morale.
"This· is .all still new to peopl
there," Jeffcoat said. "I think
Western had a $50 million endo"
~ent, and it was (providing) $3 mi
hon to $5 million a year in unre
stricted money, no one would b
saying anything."
.
But like many public universitie,
Western has no endowment. Mer
cer, while. stressing that there ar,
no firm plans, says "we're movin1
pretty rapidly towards that. At th,
January (board) meeting we're sup
posed to discuss how we can gc
about raising salaries for all university personnel. And rm pretty sure
the outcome of that discussion i,
that we'll have to have a private endowment to take care of our

other things, Meredith has the
, of his new: board, and he mainh profile in Kentucky higher-edu!es. Several people pointed to bis
a head ?f Kentucky's conference
1ty presidents, a job that rotates

a ~ : Some mtroductory ctasses;/ ·F~r,,exmnple; pnvate givmg- exfo!'.!!DMPle, grew,from:.35,students .qudilig mon~ earmarked for $peto 65students; Demands'Otrthefacs·'.;cific scho~bips_and for athletics
ulty. ~ere~, Merit/pay ''raiseff.... hru,i tripled smce 1988; riSing
weren.t co!JSiste,nt {rt)m-yea,rto,~,--~from ,,: $,468.~0Q . ·. to more· than
-:~yeiu-nooneg<it~ayraises,9f;:$l.Smj)Jio/1;1Il;,1992. Before the

/;~t~e!~ for higher ed at the
and all I hear from other sources
)m has been a very effective
t,", said one of Meredith's bosses,
ilamnan Burns Mercer. "On the
level, I think he has a Jot of reonly from the Western area but
,

, a = ~ ~ ~mem~ci:6i~j"~!~r;~;~~r1Jo=t~h:i11;;
losmg. touch with .the Western that'· $25,00.0: ,9r more over five year's,
us~ to rely on·personal.contact anlf ,Western had received only four gifts
an informal way of doing~. ob:, ·. of $25,00~. or more, exclu~g gifts
served faculty senate chairman Sal~. for athleti~ .and scholarships. The
ly Kuhlenschmidt, an ass"ociate pro-. ·Cheny SOC1ety now has 61 memfessor of psy:chology.· And' tJieyi:·bers. · • ..
weren't being rewarded consistenfli:: Western also built a $10 million
for good work.
. . ' · ~dent health and recreation build''What do you .dO to get ahead? mg, after Meredith encouraged Ray
It's not clear," Kuhlenschmidtsaid;'.' ~on of Henderson to give West"!'ultion increases provided\some: :• ':ffi Its ~~-ev~r individual donareli_ef. The Council on Higher',Edu; : tion. Th~_umvers_,ty, at Preston's recation, as :,vell as Kentucky's·presi-<;quest, did not disclose the amount
dents, believes fees at Kentucky's,,of, bis_gift, but Western officials
universities are still. enough
:have ~dJhatitexceeded $400,000.
bargain to allow some growth in 'I'I!e ~ helpe?. pay the approxifees. . •
. . . . .. , , _·,,,.>mately $1.65 million that was West,But as_ Campbell poiitteil· ottt;-·:.erp's shareofthe project; the state
!{~ntucky ~oesn't wantt1Pra'ise:fji~'-'1funded,the balance. •
, .. ·
1tion so high that it damages the
.Hal Jeffcoat, Westem's former dista!e's po~cy of making higher edu> rector of development w~o left in
cation available and affordable-to 88," Jw.y: 19~1 to become capital cammany students as possible:.. · . , •. · ,Piµgn dfrector a~ Purdue University,
That leaves ·fund raising:IIS'ctbe,:--~ed ,early discussions about the
best alte~tive to get more money· : bt!;i!ding,proJect.
.
- but reqwres a level not attempted · . : Th7re. were a lot· of questions
before byWestem and other region. about ,whether Western could raise
al· universities. Although Meredith· that kind'. of money," Jeffcoat said.
~d other leaders at Western recog- · "~ere•~, no doubt in my mind that
ruz~ the need for fund raising, they project• ~ successful because of
don t yet know what a reasonable .. Tom Meredith. It was. Meredith who
goal might be.
went to .the major donors and it
Said Mercer, "I think we're going was Meredith who went to the comto have to raise a lot more money." mll!llty and to a couple of banks
.•
which. made some of the initial
When Meredith arrived in
_grants, ~d it _was Meredith who
1988
Western hadjtist started to Jay th~ , tti::tbtuilo'fi!e °!aJor: donor for who~
groundwork for a serious cam ··· .: · · , · ding 15. named. • .. There s
to raise private money. Meret~ '~ lot state money that went into it
background at Ole Miss included• . ut ere was also a good, good needs."
major
when hefund-rai_sing
was hired atefforts;.
Western-the.
_____;,;________________

o('a

g

and

1

regents directed him to start attracting donors.
But there was growing discontent
on We3!el'1?,'s campus concerning
. Western Kentucky University later with a much larger review
the continlllilg financial strain· and, , .plun~ headlong into contro- b
s?me of Meredith's $pending deci•
,ve~ m October. 1991, when
y the accounting firm of Arthur
s1ons.
.
. ' . . ',
. :PreS1dent Thomas Meredith un- Andersen & Co.
Fo! example, Meredith created a
expectedly announced his candiThe regents also tried to hire
~peaal ac_count to buy gifts, -includdacy. for the presidency of a former Gov. Louie Nunn· to asmg ;1leckties and lapel pins, to
:_Florida university.
· sist Andersen in its review, but
oi:ruze people who had made sig•
, Regent Bobby Bartley of Glas- Bartley and fellow regent Stenificant donations to the university; . ,,go,~\,a,Meredith supporter, ex- phen Catron, also a Meredith
The_ aCC?unt was created by trans-.,, _, 1plllllled the surprise announce- s
rt
full
ferrmg mterest earned
from:
uppo er,
success
.
. othet . ,me_nt_ by . samng
,-· .Meredith was Nunn's
hiring
in court.y blocked .
••'-'tirectoffoolingwithfourorfive
accounts, • and : it· amounted· to$39,000.
· · . .·· .. · , , : , , ;regents who are a continual nuiThe controversy prompted two
But the regents challenf!ed it;.oiiC::• · ;sance, lll)d,wbo only want to run attorney general's opinions an
the grounds that Meredith didn't. · the university."
investigation by a Warren C~unhave authorization to take the 111on• · ; M~th's 9pponents on the ty grand jury, and ultimately
ey. So Meredith closed..the accounL· · board ~ought back by raising helped bring about a 1992 Jaw
an~ returned th~ money .to 'West•> j~esiions ab~ut bis administra- that allowed Gov. Brereton
ems general_ fund._
·
· .··· . ·. , .tion,, first with a report from Jones t
I
I
The financial review also focused' . , ._ 'Westem's· internal auditor and
o rep ace near y all of
on the $2,000 morithly entertain- .. ,.'·'-•·-·•·• · - - - ·-----W•e•s•te•m-'s_re•g-en•ts-las-t•Ju~IY~---J

rec•,

The clash with the regents
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Three-step approach
to better WKU pay
may be suggested
By RONALD D. HAWKINS
TheDailyNews
/ -

7'

/ / .3
A committee studying faculty pay at Western
Kentucky University might soon recommend a
three-step approach to improving salaries.
The committee was established by Western's
Board of Regents in October and directed to report at
the board's Jan. 22 meeting.
A major issue in the faculty regent electi.on that
saw psychology Professor Raym.ond Mendel elected
was the relative pay status of Western faculty
members.
Mendel's information on salaries, which was presented as part of his campaign, indicated that Western
faculty salaries are lower than the national average.
Mendel is now a member of the committee studying

the pay issue.
The committee's research supports the contention
that Western's faculty salaries are lower than comparable universities, Mendel said. The study has also

found administrator's pay is closer
to average than faculty pay.
To make faculty salaries more
competitive, the three-step proposal
would first bring faculty salaries up
to the average of other regional
Kentucky universities. The next step
would be to make Western faculty
salaries as high as any other regional
university in the state within three
years.
The third step would seek to
identify

similar universities .and

strive to equal their salaries by the
year 2000.
Committee Chairman James
Ramsey, Westem's vice president
for administration and technology,
declined to comment on the committee's findings.
"The committee

met several
times before the holidays. We've
analyzed a lot of data.... We still
need to get it together in final form
to present it," he said.
The committee was not charged

with finding the money to increase
pay'at the university, Ramsey said.
"The university budget committee would be involved in any of
those decisions,'' he said.
Western's budget year runs July
I-June 30. The committee llas
started that process for the next year.
Ramsey said.

· ,;:m.,
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Western

pro,iee,ts.···•get GK
By ~~~AU)jjJ:HA:~s·
The Daily

News: '···r -:';;)._;;,: 7

ri.Glasgow
and $9 million for renovation of the
campus.
·• · fa other .business, a report on
salaries was expected to be delayed
until Feb. 4.
The Salary Review Committee
had been given the task of
evaluating Western' s salaries and
possibly suggesting a plan to improve those s.alaries.
The committee had been con-

/ :

:~;~~hr~oir;:~e:~:i~~e:::r

3: finding that Western salanes are

Even as,.:We*i:n;~,j/1//C,~~Bn/'[' lower than the national average. The
versity prepared'fof'.a ,.laperrent CUL salary issue had been a major one in
·
fundjrig .. tbM'B~. ·i)f: the campaign that saw Ray Mendel
;eg::: today '.a~~\;ed:~'sixcy~t elected as faculty regent in the fall.
$ 140.4-million capillilsum,i'o.v.etiie11t
Mendel was sworn in today.
plan.
:- ~ .. ,. · ·>:/ ·_ic¼~-;J,_-.i'.-_-·iJtj.-:·j/f~'.: ,-. ;:'fhe; ·committee's research supAt a. Finance~~(l:leA. ~~Y'),lll\ ported· Mendel's contention that
prior to· .the. ini~~t;:c-the,ii@;f Western's faculty salaries are lower
boar,d, Wes!era-:- ~:-l;l#>in,:~iTh than those at comparable univerMefedith.said the·~!i\b'adiin•~f; sities and that administrators' pay is
Western leadets:the scnool:~~~ closer to the average than faculty
to go. ahead with tile plan;dey~lC>~ pay.
in the tabll tod. ~t ~!)08,B()Of
l~if
A proposal for a three-step adI 992-93. !l get.y ··c:: e:·,,;:,>
, r. jusiment would first bnng faculty
The state•wilt,:wi~.
· salaries. up to the average of other
this quarter .and:'? ·,,.·, ,.·.
regional Kentucky universities. The
quarter,
·· .:;;;;:,<::,':,
next step would be to make Western
Westemdevelo·: .. - ·. _,,.,
faculty salaries as high as any other
eluded saving $61ll!(~YY
,regional university in the state'
selected ,vacailtii:i!Dijll/~'.;&::.,,. -, in-__ .within. three years. The thrrd step
eluding up :to'~~l~M-ciiis ' would seek to identify similar
- and cimceli~ ,,c;,, _;, , _,....., ~~ universities and strive to equal their
$100000 wonn•:,o,,:,:.~owu - salariesbytheyear2000.
equiPment.:_,:?;_}~~~\. ,>, :\>,;.•·\!:{-~::/,>?- ··
In other business, regents were
The rest., was 1<>'.,conie,.:li:om- a expected to:
health in~W,angJ}~gs'iof $_32;300

.. "~!fur$~j/,t,-~b-~'.::
Pa~~~~!nu':'11~: z;~s.;:
System. :,,, i; '·'"'"' ::: ?t 'f:, ,,
''difer, a !orig-time Western educator.
·

'7 ,

When the:regtjl~ approved,;,,~
plan Oct. 29, Meredith :saidit\te:~r,"would be dewas.tatingifw!lchav<;;,to'
make it"
- - ·'.·;:··- .-.. :__ ._~,;i. . .i
The capital-illlw.m:~m,~!!fP~~c .
cl~des·$2914,n!tl~o1if6tJ:J;i¥Jtli1"l,l4
technology:: \iin!d,tng' J.1>'#1~5. Qljler
projects include $rs inillidntfor
library expansion, and:.reno\14tlpn;
$ 13 million for :the :ri::/i!>V~cif :
Academic .Athletic, Building~jl; I,
$12.3 million forrenovation.ajj,d expansion of the Kentucky B.ui!'ding,

-CONDUCT a closed-door
meeting to consider potential legal
action.
-HEAR that Meredith's revised
contract had been signed by Chairman Burns Mercer.

The next regular quarterly
meeting of the regents is April 23,

. ill,
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., WKU regen~ OK improvement plan

Tiie

BOWLING GREEN; Ky. "--'
Western Kentucky University
board of regents approved a six-year, $140.4-million capital-im:', provement ~lanyesterday as regents.also braced for 2 percent cut
-,. mstate funding. . . , ••... ·• ·• . . ,; . , .. .. . . .·
·' Western President. Thomas Meredith told the board's finance
,._ committee·thatstate ~ciills'ha.veindicated.the school will haveto
" go a.head witliilie plan fuc\it $9118,30~'frorii the unfyersity's 1992-93
budget
····..
••. , · ·
·
.
' . wesiem deve~,4>1an'.thatinclilded sawig $608,ooo by freez.
: ·.· ing selected vacant positions -including up to eight faculty posi'.·.· tions-and can~ plans to buy $100,000 worth of instructional
: .· equlp~t.. Tfie jest~ to come 'from savings in health insurance
00

- anc1retiremerit~- · · · • ·•·•.· .• . , · ·.· .·. .

- ::::
1

.

, The capital-improvement plan includes ,$29.4 million for a health
:. and JechnoJogY;p'!ilding in 1995.i qther proj~ include §15 mill!on
, forlibrary~onll1ldreno'llltion;,$13millionfortherenovation
,; . of Academii, ~tic Building No; J, $12:3 million for renovation
, and expans10n of the Kentucky.Building, and $9 million for renova: tionoftheG!asgow~pus. C. j.
/- d _ ~
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Board working to 'achieve harmony'
By RONALD D. HAWKIN~
The Daily News
I - :1. '-, -7 J
The tense, conflict-filled meetings
of Western Kentucky University's
Board of Regents of 1992 have
given way to a more cordial enVironment this year.

Most of the board members were
replaced in 1992 with appointments
by Gov. Brereton Jones. The former
board, chaired by Joseph Iracane,
was· embroiled in conflict with
.Western President Thomas Meredith
over university fiscal practices.

With the fiscal problems detailed
by the Arthur Andersen and
Associates Agreed Upon Procedures
Reports generally · addressed by
Meredith and the new board, there is
a different approach being taken by
the regents.
Monnie Hankins, the only holdover from the previous board, said
the new board is more cooperative.
"Everybody is in agreement as ·to
where the university needs to go,''

Hankins said.
The new board is able to review a
subject and even disagree without it
becoming a tense confrontation, he

said.
"The last board was probably

Staff Photo by Joe Imel

more confrontational,'' said former

faculty Regent Eugene Evans, who
served with both boards. "But it is
difficult to be laid back given the
situation they faced. I think the
president has always dominated
since I've been on the board.''

Faculty Senate Chairwoman Sally
Kuhlenschmidt has noticed the
change.
"This board works hard to
achieve harmony," she said.

New board member Peggy Loafman attended some of the old
board's

meetings

and

was

not

TIIE WESTERN KENTUCKY University Board of
Regents convenes its meeting on Friday morning. The
controversy and confrontation that consistently sur-

rounded the board last year, much of it involving
Western President Thomas Meredith, is now just a
memory, several members say.

always pleased with what she saw.
"They did not seem to be working together," Mrs. Loafman said.
''It seemed they had a negative approach. There were a lot of hard

he would be reluctant to evaluate its
approach.
However, tl1e current board is
generally results-oriented, he said.
"It's not our intention to get per-

have ideas of where the university
should be going and what it should
be like, but they respect Meredith as
the professional in the field, Mercer
said.

feelings and they couldn't get over
their personal feelings.''
Current regents Chairman Bums
Mercer said because he attended
only one meeting with the old board

sonal," Mercer said. "Any issue we
may discuss in detail and once it is
over, we're over with it and ready to
move on,''
All of the current hoard members

Meredith would not criticize his
old adversaries.
"All boards are different,"
Meredith said, ''They each have
thf':ir own nPr<:nnrilitif'<: "

~

Meredith: post will create revenue
By RONALD D. HAWKINS

The Daily News
I -). '6" ~'/ 3
Western Kentucky University
President Tom Meredith sees. ·his
proposal for creation ·of a new vice
presidency as a way to increase revenue, but some faculty members are
critical.
The reorganization proposal introduced to the Board of Regents
would create a vice president for institutional development and an affirmative action office.
The position would assume control of five areas of external university relationships, Meredith said.
The areas include development, the
institute for economic development,
the Western Kentucky University
Foundation, alumni affairs and university relations; ·
"I don't see any additional
dollars for this position this year or
next year," he told the regents. "I
can't guarantee you it will raise $4.2
million more, but Lean guarantee it
will more than pay fodtself."
The university has been. attempting to raise private dollars without a
central base, Meredith said. "I can't
do this and be the president too," he
said.
The affirmative action office will
cost an estimated $80,000-$100,000
annually. Previously, the university
budgeted $25,000 for someone to do
the job part-time, but the post was
not filled.
"I'm not concerned about the
reorganization per se, but rather that
the reorganization creates new
high-level positions with the implication of high salaries," faculty
Regent Ray Mendel said regarding
the ·vice president for institutional
development. "I want to know how
much is this going to cost us and
how long before it pays for itself? Ir

Staff Photoby Joe Imel
WESTERN KENTUCKY UNIVERSITY President
Thomas Meredith lisiens at the school's recent Board

of Regents meeting.

may well make sense."
board agreed to Mendel's request
Meredith said his proposal calls that a decision .be delayed until a
for doing away with the post if it . special 9 a.m. Feb. 4 meeting. At
doesn't produce more revenues. And that same meeting, the salary review
the money for the. post will come committee's report is slated to be
from the funds budgeted for the va- considered.
cant director of development office,
The COIJlmittee had been preparhe said.
·
ing a recommendation that faculty
• At the regents meeting Friday, the salaries be increased via a three-step

process. Such an increase could
have an impact on administrative
and staff salaries.
"We've made it clear from the
beginning that given our known
resources, it would be a matter of
reallocating resources," Meredith
said Wednesday. "It will be in the
plan.''
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Boardof Regents
should pe helpful
to WKU president
What's the matter with
Western Kentucky University?
Some people say that problems
are exaggerated or non-existent.
They reason that enrollment
has remained stable; so; students
are going to classes and teachers
are teaching. And as long as the
football, basketball and other
teams are winning games and
those games are being attended,
then sports must be faring well,
too.
The university also shows
signs of doing better with its
campus building program than in
years past. Two dormitories and
an athletics complex are all new,
and renovations are being made
to some older campus buildings.
What is there to complain

President Thomas Meredith's
home.
.
Wiih members on the former
Board of Regents taking the
sarne• side as disgruntled faculty
members last year, a finger of
blame was pointed at Meredith.
Though the General.Assembly
in 1993 moved to purge all university board members and
allowed Gov. Brereton Jones to
appoint new ones, that only
.removed part of the problem.
Dissension continues.
Toe Board of Regents, which
Meredith works with now, could
do much to help him quell old
problems.

ye;~dget cuts have taken a huge
toll on the morale of faculty.
Some teachers have fled ·
academia for higher paying
salaries with private business.
Others have gone because they
grew weary from the workload
a tt rib u tab I e to packed
classrooms.
Of the teachers who have
stayed, some feel that they have
no right to complain since the
state's eight universities are
sharing a common problem.
Many, perhaps, could describe
themselves as· happy with their
jobs. Yet others may be part of a
disgruntled 1qt.
Add to to such problems more
divisiveness more in the university's attempts to make · selffunding its football program and
then the reported abuses of funds
in Food Services, the campus
post office and questionable ex-

volve ihe development of a consens us from people and
organizations within the region
about what is needed.
. Of course this should include a
voice· from the faculty, as well as
the st11.clents. It should be firmly
established; however, that _there
is group responsible for setting
policy and that there is one person responsible for carrying it
out.
·
The Board of Regents is
responsible for setting the
policies, which are the strength
of the university. Meredith is the
man ilow charged with making
sure ,th,at the rules are obeyed.
Perhaps in time, as the new
Board of Regents jells, it will be
able to .increase its contribution
to umversity ·affairs. It should
startihcr.v. by reaching out to
those ·, w.ho are served by the
schoo]':and by .helping explain
the: i1_niv~tsi_tv _and _itsJJ1hs.i_QD_.,S
'.ffid!'.=-W1WiMIM--•IID1lr.

The board has an advantage
· over some schools in other
states. Public universities in
about? To answer the question a some other states answer to a
look beyond these signs is needstate board which oversees all
ed. There is trouble atop Vinegar
Hill.
public universities. Western's
Western has been torn apart board is better able to fine tune
fr
·th· ~ th
· h policy ' to meet needs of the
om WI m 1or e paSt eig t · · region. Part of this should in-
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WKU ho ·es could
be longs ots: state
By RONALD D. HAWKINS
The Daily News
7 Western Kentucky University's.
wish list of 70 projects for the next
six years might be nothing more
than a dream.
A priority list of capital projects
approved by Western's Board of
Regents would cost an estimated
$140 million. Most of those items
are unlikely to become reality in the
near future, according to state
leaders.
Western' s top priority is a $29 .4
million health and technology
building that would replace the exisling Science and Technology
Building, a structure Western is
spending $500,000 to renovate to
keep in use until it can be replaced.
Other projects on the list include a
more efficient heating system for the
Agricultural Exposition Center,
work needed to comply with the
Americans with Disabilities Act,
improvements to the Kentucky
Building, a multi-million. dollar
renovation to Diddle Arena, improvements to the Glasgow campus,
transmission enhancement of the
university's radio and television
stations signals and a street cleaner.
Projects that involve health and
safety will be given top priority by
the state, said Norm Snider, communications services director for the
state Council on Higher Education.
Secondary consideration will be
given to projects to protect the
physical plant, such as fixing roofs.
Down on the list are utilities and
mechanical system improvements
and equipment for research and academic programs and at the bottom
of the list is construction for new facilities.
The council will submit its recommendations to the Kentucky
General Assembly in November.
"We've not had instructions yet
to know what the budget rarnifica-

lions will be, but looking at the past
money will be very limited,"
Snidersaid.
.
It is possible that only one new
building would be approved for the
state's universities, he said. Projects
that enable a university to comply
with the ADA, however, might be
regarded as high-priority items.
Western needs the new health and
technology building because the
Science and Technology Building is
in "extremely poor shape,"
Western architect Paul Morgan said.
Additional space is needed for
expanding health education facilities
and computer capabilities, he said.
"We would hope to do all the
projects on the list, but nobody anticipates that," Morgan said. "There
seems to be a feeling that we've got·
a good shot at the health and
technology building."
The situation is frustrating
because the university cannot afford
to put off the projects, yet there is no
money for them, Morgan said.
A $500,000 renovation to the
Science and Technology Building is·
under way as a method to make the
building livable for the next four to
six years, after which the university
hopes it will be replaced, according
physical plant Administrator Kemble Johnson. Suspended ceilings are
being installed, sprinkler systems
changed, air conditioning is being
replaced and - if there is enough
money left - deteriorating floors
will be carpeted.
Complying with the ADA is
another important part of the priority
list, Johnson said. There are $6.5
million in projects related to ADA
compliance.
"Since we're on a hill, it's difficult to get around even for people
without a handicap," Johnson said.
"For people with disabilities, it's a
monumental challenge."
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Future of Western

could be reshaped
By ANDY DENNIS
The Daily News
~ / - ;,. ~ - 9 3
The future of Western Kentucky University will continue to be shaped by Western
XXI, the document that outlines where the
university's money will be spent.
But Western XXI itself also might
undergo changes when the Board of
Regents re-examines the school's priorities
this fall in light of budget woes, Western
President Thomas Meredith said.
Western XXI was developed several
years ago as a guideline for the university
as it enters the 21st century. For now, the
philosophy in any cutbacks will be based
upon the guide as it exists.
"I don't know yet what that will mean
for Western Kentucky University,"
Meredith said. "That's what the process
this fall will determine. It could mean a
decline in access for students, a further loss
of services to the public. I'm not sure yet
how far it will go.''
An enrollment cap has been talked
about, but has not been implemented.
One thing is certain; Western will con-

•

grams " he said.

.

Sev'era1 programs, including b~c~
calaureate programs .

·o\ocry
psych ob 1 o

and

producnon
. db
y
irestern XXI as non-essent1al progr?irn.S and are- reco1:1mended for
o eration management, are 1~ste

tinue to downsize after seeing a 40-percent p\i ,.-:):·ng out or suspens1~n. .
growth in enrollment during the last six
Gr '"duate programs m ch1ld deyears while state funding has been cut from velopment/family living and mrste~
54 percent of the school's funding to 45 of public service also are dee are
percent for next year, Meredith said.
non-essential.
More people will be involved in making
\1/hatever other changes are
suggestipns fot chan~, he said.
made, they will have to reflect the
"Toe·Umversity Budget Committee has overall croals of the school based on
been downsizing the institution for over Westen:xxI. Meredith said.
two years now," he said. "It's time for the
whole university to be involved in reaching
"'Maintaining the quality ?f the

those decisions.•'

Faculty Regent Ray Mendel said the
focus of the downsizing will have to examine the cost-effectiveness of some programs, some of which already are earmarked for elimination under Western XXI.
"We may be utilizing a large amount of
resources to tum out a small amount of

students" in some areas, Mendel said. He
did not specify academic programs.
"If there's a critical need, then we'd
have the obligation to con_tinue those pro-

. .-

iiihM

university must be a top pnonty for

us," Meredith said. ,, All of those
priorities are laid out m Western
XXI· adequate compensation for our

faculty and staff, a long list of
things."

I
l
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Just a second
Mendel to brief faculty on pay

♦

Fnculty Regent Ray Mendel will updnte the Faculty Senate
on the slnlus oflhe University Budget Committee's effort to
11nd $2.5 million for faculty pay rnises at 3:30 today in
Wetherby Administration Building, Regents Hoorn.
Mendel said he will also discuss President Thomas
Meredith's plans to use Western XXI as a guide for cuts.

Western XXI is a Jong- range plan that lists departments in
order of importance to the university.
Mendel will address some focul!.y concerns regarding
men's basketball Conch Halph Willard's incentive package to
stay at Western. About $300,000 was donated from private
so11rces to persuade Willard to remain at Western.
"The monies raised nre non-universily funds," Mendel
said. "It is unlikely that !hose funds would have been
donafed to olher university functions."

Continued cuts in the percentage
of.state funding - the state's share
has dropped from 56 percent in the
1984-85 academic year to 45.3 percent . in 1993°94 - has pushed
Western and .other state universities
into a financial bind.
Proposed · cuts in the operating
budget
include $181,650 in
By ANDY DENNIS
,--athletics, $150,000 in instructional
The Daily News
3
3
It appears likely proposed salary increases and bare-bone, budget cuts : equipment, $175,000 in extra seran10unced by Western Kentucky University President Thon as Meredith vice stipends, $25,000 for The
wi'I become reality with little opposition.
·
·
· Kentucky Museum, $25,000 for
The changes will be discussed Tuesday by the Weste n Board of broadcasting and public radio,
$20,000 for the University Center
Re ~ents.
Board,
a $200,000 savings in Social
Nestern has been sifting through its proposed budget b 1ing to find
Security
taxes, $39,000 for the Inan as to cut to make room for .the proposed increases - 6 pe1 ;ent for prostitute for Economic Development,
fe.· sors. 6.6 percent for associate professors and 5.4 percent for assistant
$25,000 in university relations,
pr, ,fessors.
$16,500 for The Talisman, $10,000
The increases were.developed after a study indicated We tern faculty
in alumni affairs, $7,000 in the
m, mbers were paid less than employees at similar Kentucky niversities.
president's house budget, $5,000 for
. \mong classified employees, the starting rate for pay inc ,ases would
a fine. arts festival and $5,000 for
Inl rease about 3 percent.
Nite Class.
·My expectation is, if there were any serious problems 1 would have
Regents have been briefed on the
he .rd about it by now,'' Faculty Regent Ray Mendel said.
proposed salary increases, although
The Board of Regents in February approved the first ph, ;e of a plan
they have not met to discuss the
th, t would require the university to find $7 million to.cover aises during
proposed changes, Mendel said.
the next three years.
'
·
·
·
Regent Raymond Preston said it
\bout $2.4 million in cuts are needed to fund the first year ,fthe plan.
appears the boost in salaries and the
. The umvers1ty unveiled a plan Monday to eliminate 42 positions at
cuts will be forthcoming.
W stern as part of a plan to eradicate a projected$3.4-million deficit.
··;'There's some pretty tough decisions that have to be made,'' Preston
said. "Obviously, there are cuts that
have to be made. But we'll work our
way.through it."
Western XXI, a document
outlining the universities priorities
into the next century, will be the
guiding factor in any changes made
in tjle budget, according to Regent
Brims Mercer.
''!feel generally good about the
job the Budget Committee has
done,'.' Mercer said.

C)K for Western salary
ti ikes, budget cuts Ii kely
o - -r
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~!Western contends money can be raised
t~f:,:

iByRONALDD.HAWKINS

'.:''t:I. : :The Daily News

;(:".;,: ,;i .Western

Kentucky University
,f)?{J}Budget Committee members left .an
(1/c;,::.-.;all-day meeting Wednesday m. ;{;,>,:}C~isting ways would be found to fund
.t:'tf';;( raises promised by President
-;;,,. 'Thomas Meredith.•

I

;{it.'
C~~:Jte::"~1!:'1~
'<;( :,'

0

:,i;.;

~e!::ts
would require the university to ~nd
;{'f- • .$7 million to cover raises dun rig
·,,. • ;'· three years. The plan was adopted
after salaries of Western faculty and
· staff were found to be lower than
' ..; those of comparable state and other

'*' . ' .

'· Similar universities.
Efforts to find the money were
further complicated when state

leaders told Western it was going to
cut another $935,000 from its funding next yea~. School administrators had expected an in-

crease in state revenues and a
subsequent boost in state funding .
"The pessimists say the sky is
falling," Meredith said. "I'll keep
saying until the budget process is
through that our first priority is to
find ways to fund those increases."
Meredith said the Budget Committee would do everything it could
to find a way to fully fund raises for
faculty, staff and administrators.
The money will come "from a lot
of places," he said. "That will be
part of the plan. You can't get $3.5

million from one place.''

Meredith declined to identify
specific areas that could be cut.
Faculty Regent Ray Mendel, who
is a member of the Budget Commiuee, said it would be unfair to
criticize Meredith before his plan is
presented to tl1e Board of Regents at
its April 30 meeting.
"The president has been criticized for no strategy for funding tlie
salary plan," Mendel said. "He says
he has a strategy. He has been criticized for not having a timetable. He
says he has a timetable.
"We ought to take the president
at his word .... I believe the president plans to follow through on his

commitment.''
The time to hold Mereditl, ac-

countable is after the board has received the plan, Mendel said.
11

TI1is notion that the raises are

not going to be funded is terribly
premature," Mendel said. If the plan
does not work, Mendel said he will
be at the front of tl1e critics.

James Ramsey, vice president for
administration and technology, said
it is premature to say where the cuts
would come from to create the
raises, However, he said the committee would have to finish its work
soon to have time to send it to the
printer and mail it to regents before
the board's meeting.
"We've talked about a lot of
things," he said. "I can't even begin
to speculate.''

8(o

Regents examining budget proposiltv
Western Kentucky University's Board of Regents began today to examine a proposed
budget that includes cuts to
make room for faculty salary increases.
President Thomas Meredith
released information about the
proposed cuts last week.
Under the plan, 42 positions
would be eliminated at the university to eradicate a projected
$3.4-million deficit.
Western and other state
universities are facing budget
crunches in light of less funding
from the state.
In the 1987-88 fiscal year, the
state's percentage of funding as
a total of Western 's operating
budget was 54 percent.
For the 1993-94 year, the
amount will be 45.3 percent.
Western has been sifting
through its proposed budget to
make room for the salary increases, which were prompted
after Western's faculty pay was
found to be lower than many

state universities.
z;- • <{ -'r
The proposed average increases - 6 percent for professors, 6.6 for associate professors and 5.4 percent for
assistant professors.
Among classified employees,
the starting rate for pay increases
would increase about 3 percent
The Board of Regents approved in February the first
phase of a plan that would require the university to find $7
million to cover raises during the
next three years.
About $2.4 million in cuts are
needed to fund the first year of
the plan.
In other business, the board
met in executive session for
more than two hours in what
was termed a "presidential
assessment," which included
discussion of Meredith's job
performance, according to
Regent Earl Fisher.
Fisher said the assessment
will be an ongoing process each
time the board meets,
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WKU
state universities into a financial
bind.
Raises - 6 percent for professors,
,6.6 for associate professors, 5.4 percent for assistant professors and 3
' percent for classified employees were authorized by the regents with
little discussion.
"I think it's a real step in the right
direction," Faculty Regent Ray
Mendel said.
But whether the rest of the tbreeyear plan - a $7.7 million effort to
raise faculty salaries - will become
reality is unclear.
"It's still the board's intention to
fund that three-year plan," Regent
Burns Mercer said. "But we just
don't know what the future will
bring.''
The $110.9 million operating
budget sailed through the board
practically unscathed.
The cuts included $181,650 to
athletics, $150,000 in instructional
equipment. $175,000 in extra service stipends, $25,000 for The
Kentucky Museum, $25,000 for
broadcasting and public radio,
$20,000 for the University Center
Board, a $200,000 savings in Social

budget.
"It needs more than that. But it's
a beginning," Meredith said.
The regents also approved a fee
schedule that included an average of
$45 a semester increase for oncampus housing and created a $15
application fee for students seeking
admission.
Full-time students will pay $l04
in mandatory fees each semester
beginning with the fall semester.
Fees required by Western are among
the lowest in the state, Meredith
said.
Western might be able to save
nearly $500,000 in this budget by
refinancing more than $9 million in
bonds - issued to pay for two dormitories now completed - at a
lower interest rate. The refinancing
will have to be authorized by the
Board of Regents' Executive Committee.

Mandato'ry tuition increases rates set by the state Council on
Higher Education - were included
in the budget. Undergraduate fees,
including mandatory fees, will go
from $772 a semester for in-state
students to $854. while non-Ken...:11 ....... ~, (') 1.~.d.
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to ·wKU president
What's the matter with
Western Kentucky University?
Some people say that problems
are exaggerated or non-existenL
.Ml.
They reason that enrollment
ii.'.\l has remained stable; so, students
are going to classes and teachers
are teaching. And as long as the
~~ football, basketball and other
teams are wmnmg games and
those games are being attended,
~ then sports must be faring well,
~ too.
~
The university also shows
' - signs of doing better with. its
campus building program than in
years pasL Two dormitories and
an athletics complex are all new,
and renovations are being made
to some older campus buildings.
What is there to complain
about? To answer the question a
look beyond these signs is needed. There is trouble atop Vinegar
Hill.
Western has been torn apart
~ from within for the past eight .
~ years.
Budget cuts have taken a huge
•
toll on the morale of faculty.
.
Some teachers have fled
academia for higher paying
salaries with private business.
Others have gone because they
grew weary from the workload
attributable to packed
classrooms.
Of the teachers who have
stayed, some feel that they have
~ no right to complain since the
state's eight _universities are
sharing a common problem.
Many, perhaps; could describe
'~~ themselves as happy with their
""-J jobs. Yet others may be part of a
disgruntled lot.
Add to to such problems more
ivisiveness more in the univerty's attempts to make selfding its football program and
n the reported abuses of funds
Food Services, the
st office and questionable expenditures relating to university

Jr\'

I

j

campus

IT

President Thomas Meredith's
home.
With members on the former · .
Board of Regents taking the
same side as disgruntled faculty
members last year, a finger of
blame was pointed at Meredith.
Though the General Assembly
in 1993 moved to purge all university board members and
allowed Gov. Brereton Jones to
appoint new ones, that only
removed part of the problem.

Dissension continues.
The Board of Regents, which
Meredith works with now, could
do much to help him quell old
problems.

The boaro has an advantage
over some schools in other
states. Public universities in
some other states answer to a
state board which oversees all _
public universities. Western' s
board is better able to fine tune
policy to meet needs of the
region. Part of this should involve the development of a consens us from people and
organizations within the region
about what is needed.
Of course this should include a
voice from the faculty, as well as
the students. It should be firmly
established, however, that there
is group responsible for setting
policy and that there is one person responsible for carrying it
out.
The Board of Regents is
responsible for setting the
policies, which are the strength
of the university. Meredith is the
man now charged with making
sure that the rules are obeyed.
Perhaps in time, as the new
Board of Regents jells, it will be
able to increase its contribution
to university affairs. It should
start now • by ~ g out to 1
those . who:
served by ~ ,
school and by helping explain/
the university and its missions. · -1

are
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UK trustees revise 5-year p an,
approve new faculty workload policy
By RICHARD WILSON
Staff Writer
LEXINGTON, Ky. - Recruiting
better students, maintaining competitive faculty salaries and raising
more money from private sources
are among the goals in a revised
five-year plan adopted yesterday by
the University of Kentucky board of
trustees.
The trustees also approved a faculty workload policy that outlines
expectations for UK professors in
teaching, research and public sen-ice activities.
President Charles Wethington
called the five-year plan UK's vision
for the future, and he told the trustees that each UK college will also
develop goals that conform with it.
The plan calls for raising the
average entrance-test scores for UK
students on the American College
Test from this year's average of 24.3
to 25 within five years. (A perfect
ACT score is 36.)
The plan also calls for increasing
the $2.9 million earmarked for merit scholarships to $4 million.
Wethington said faculty salaries,
which averaged $50,602 this year,
have slipped recently and are about
96 percent of the average at compa-

rable schools in surrounding states.
Staff salaries are about 90 percent
of the average in the local marketplace, he said.
UK would also upgrade its advising system by creating a separate
office for undeclared majors, transfer students and others needing
help. And the percentage of full.
time faculty teaching freshmen and
sophomores would rise from 40 per·
cent to 50 percent.
At the graduate level, the plan
projects an enrollment of 5,500 students, up from about 5,000, with the
number of doctoral students increasing from 1,600 now to 1,850.
Other goals included increasing
UK's research and development
funding to raise its ranking from
72nd to 60th nationally among research universities. The plan would
try to boost private donations, from
$28 million this year to $35 million
annually, and UK's endowment
from $96 million to $130 million.
UK will also try to expand televised instruction in the state and
add three rural health sites, with at
least one in Western Kentucky.
Goals for the community colleges
include increasing enrollments from
48,000 to 58,500.
The workload policy doesn't re-

quire faculty members to work a
certain number of hours per week.
Noting that most UK professors divide their time among teaching, research and public service, the policy
calls for department chalrmen or
other unit administrators to work
out a division of labor among these
responsibilities in consultation with
their faculties.
But it states that the "standard"
workload for someone who only
teaches is 12 undergraduate credit
hours per semester, or generally
four courses. Professors involved in
research, public service or both may
teach Jess. But everyone should carry a workload equivalent to the time
spent by someone teaching four
courses per semester, according to
the policy.
In other action, the trustees honored Nat Northington, director of
housing management for the city of
Louisville. Northington was the first
African American to get a football
scholarship to UK, in 1966, and the
first to play football in the Southeastern Conference.
Northington played two years at
UK before suffering injuries and
transferring to Western Kentucky
University, where he graduated.
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~lKU regents api:,rove budgt~t,
raises for preside11t and facrilty
By G NTHIA CROSSLEY
Staff J/riter C . \ _ 5' _';; _'1 3
BOWLING GREEN, Ky. - Western Kentucky University President
Thomas Meredith will get a pay
raise e.nd his annual entertainment
allowrnce of $24,000 will come totally mm university funds next
year, r ,ther than partly from private
donati ms, the board of regents decided ·esterday.
The regents also affirmed a
$110.9 '1lillion budget that gives
Western's faculty raises of 5 percent
and 6 percent, but lays off 12 employees and eliminates 30 vacant
positions. The budget also uses increases in tuition and fees to help
make up for cuts in state funding.
Although they voted for a. 3 percent increase to Meredith's $100,008
annual salary, board members said
after tbe meeting that the percentage may change after an executive
commi1 ,ee finishes an evaluation of
Meredi..h.
The 'Joard met in closed session
for moc-e than 90 minutes on that
matter yesterday. Chairman Burns
Mercer and other board members
describ•cd the session as a chance
for Meredith to discuss his accomplishme .1ts and goals and for the

board members to asse· s how well
they are helping him de his job.
The 3 percent figure hat the regents used for Meredith ; raise yesterday was for budget-pl .nning purposes and equals the p y increase
given other Western adr inistrators,
said Mercer .and boa d finance
chairman Earl Fischer.
The executive comm, tee has a
deadline of July I to cc nplete the
evaluation, Mercer said.
·
As for the entertainrr ent allowance, the regents droppe, their plan
to provide half of t :e money
through private donation . Last fall,
the regents promised to raise
$34,000 privately to cc ,er Meredith's entertainment ex. ,enses incurred since October 1991 , when the
allowance was halted ar tid- a controversy over university spending,
through the current fl :cal year,
which ends June 30.
Fischer estimated that t 1e regents
had raised "a little n ore than
$20,000" for the allowE 1ce since
then.
The affirmation of tl e ;faculty
raise plan represents the t '.Jard's desire to stick to a three-ye, , plan approved in February to bri,1g faculty
pay up to a level competitive with
Kentucky's other regional universi-

ties. That meant We em had to
come up with nearly$'. 4 million for
raises.·
WJth operating cost increasing,
Western officials had t : find an extra $5.4 million in full( ing.
Some of it came fron, an 11.9 percent average tuition in,:rease set by
the Council on Highec Education
and from increases in student fees.
An air-conditioned dorm room, for
example, will cost $625, or $45
more, per semester next year. Also,
prospective students will now have
to pay a $15 application fee.
The increased fees ar d tuition are
expected to bring in ., little over
$2 million. To get the other
$3.4 million, the boarc ellminated
the 42 jobs and cut $2.5 million in
non-classroom expenses across the
university. The athletics budget, for
example, was cut by more than
$180,000. However, th troubled
football program will be funded for
another year.
One item saved from che ax by a
last-minute plea from student regent Joe 'Rains was t ·1e student
yearbook, The Talismar . However,
the annual's staff · wi I have to
scramble to sell more bo:iks to justify future funding, the regents said.
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Former board Chairman Joe Iracane said that arrangement made
Susan Meredith "a contract laborer'' for the school, but other regents
said the arrangement had been in
practice long before the Merediths
arrived.
In making yesterday's change, the
regents acknowledged that the Merediths _had used only half of their
former $24,000 entertainment allowance tc'i,cover expenses; the rest
ended up being extra pay. That
meant Meredith's actual salary was
$112,008 ..:.. not the $100,008 preBy CYNTHIA CROSSLEY EAGLE£
viously shown on all university recStaff Writer
ords, the regents said.
r,-30-73
The regents -then voted to give
BOWLING GREEN, Ky. - West
Meredith a raise of approximately 4
em Kentucky University's board o·
pEJI!:ent, based on the $112,008, in•
/ ·· · his pay to $116,488 begin•
regents changed its mind yesterda;
about how. university Presiden
· g tomorrow. · The regents gave
Thomas Meredith's entertainmen'. faculty and staff pay raises ranging
expenses will be paid.
between 5 and 6 percenf in May and
Last month, the regents voted tc
said they were planning to give
pay all of his expenses with univer- . Meredith a raise too.
sity money. Yesterday they anSome' _board .members, including
nounced that a universitywide founMercer, repeated their belief yester•
dation that is being organized will
day that the Merediths' goodwill ef•.
pay for "goodwill" things that Merforts in the community and the state
edith does on behalf of the universiare important parts of WKU's pri•
ty but which can't be classified ru . vate fund• raising.
official university business. Suet
Fmance Chairman Earl Fischer,
expenses might include club memin announcing Meredith's raise, said
berships, dinners for potential dothe board was ''very pleased" with
nors or travel for reasons that indiMeredith's performance "and with rectly benefit the university. Tot
the movement .- of the university
foundation will draw up a clearer
within the past year."
definition of acceptable "goodwill"
The -new arrangement is "a lot
expenses, the regents said.
better," said faculty regent Ray
University money will be used to
Mendel. ''The faculty will be.
reimburse Meredith and his wife,
pleased to· see· that the president's
Susan, only for things that are
compensation is consistent with the
clearly defined as "official school . compensa\ion packages of other
business."
state university presidents."
·
Board Chairman Burns Mercer
Meredith . said .he expects the
said the regents decided to change
board for the· Western Kentucky
the arrangement after learning that
Univers_ity Foundation to be named
other state schools rely on founda- . in about a month. ·Some people
tions for their presidents' goodwill
have· told him they will earmark
expenses.
their contributions for his goodwill
The entertainment allowance beexpenses, he . said; But he also
came a point of controversy for a
stressed that the foundation has a
previous board after some members
much larger mission - raising
questioned the lack of accountabil•
money for endowed professorships,
ity. Under the old arrangement, the· for example - and that his ex•
university paid Susan Meredith penses would be. "just a teeny, tiny
$2,000 a month to cover the couportion, of the· foundation's oper•
ple's entertaining expenses; It was
ation." '
left to the Internal Revenue Service
to determine whether the Merediths·
had incurred expenses to match the
pa)'.'IIlents..
'

WK.Uhas
new plan
for chief's
expenses
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Western . Keni~cky University
Foundation. .
.
.
. u of L and UK. are ·the only state
The proP.Osed foui,1dation is to I schools with stand-alone doctoral
oversee funtl raising at the school I· programs.
.
and the Institute of Economic De- I : · The cooperative program, whJ.Ch
velopment.
· I has ~n encouraged by the Council
The account was set · up for . on Highe'r'Education, must be apMeredith. ·10 use for entertainment I proved by CHE.
,;xl'\'nses. such as joining a country,!
In other action,. the . })oard ap•
club or entertaini?g, ~e s8k!, .
. ! 'Pr9,'l¢ ·t~dli~ij?h. expenditures
"". ~ ~The·,f~undation, 1s gourg to. set, ·~·IQtaling. J,J,75 .mllhon, mone_y of
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Editorials

WKU warranty
is unique policy
A reputation for excellence in
educating teachers has been built
upon for 87 years by the institution that has grown to become
Western Kentucky University.
Therefore, it raised few
eyebrows when the Board of
Regents decided last .week to
further build upon this reputation.

First-year teachers who are
educated at Western in the future
will be guaranteed retraining in
certain areas if deficiencies are
found in a their student teaching
internship program.
That's right, a warranty.
Defects or deficiencies found
in the training of the teaching
graduate? Then return the "product" for retraining or in
another term, •'repair''.
The Quality Assurance Program adopted by the regents
takes the view that teachers who
will graduate from Western

should come with a guarantee as
well as a degree, according to
Dr. Thomas C. Meredith, university president.
Western hardly needs to give
schools and prospective teachers
such an assurance.
The action shows the university's commitment to maintaining high standards, especially in times of deep cuts of
Kentucky's budget for higher
education and the state's ongoing reform of elementary and
secondary school cirricula..
Meredith has described the
program as unique, because only
a few schools nationwide have
such a program. None in Kentucky offer such a warranty, he
believes.
Western, noteably, is continuing to set an example for other
institutions of higher education
by implementing this new program.

'
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Program.
to provide
assurance
By ANDY DENNIS
TheDailyNews
1--;;3-92
Students are· essentially fufurd
products· for business and, industry
and teachers trained at. Western
Kentucky University now will come
with a warranty of sorts.
The university's Board of Regents
today approved a Quality Assurance
Program for first-year teachers that
will guarantee retraining in certain
areas if deficiencies are found in a
teacher's student teaching program.
The board also reviewed a preliminary . ,quarterly financial report
that indicated that the school was
under budget for 'the quarter that
ended June 30,
President Thomas Meredith said
the Quality Assurance Program is
unique.
'"'In essence .it's a guarantee.
During an internship, if there are
deficiencies found ... then we will
make corrections,'~ he said.
There are only a handful of
schools nationwide that have such a
program in place and none in Kentucky of which. the boatd ·is aware,
Meredith said.,
Sam Evans, assistant dean for
administration and graduate studies,
said if deficiencies are found by a
teacher's. internship· committee directly relating .to Kentucky Teacher's Internship Program, then
Western will provide assistance in
retraining the student.
Meanwhile,· budget news· was
good, according to a preliminary
report. Jim Ramsey, ,vice ,president
for administn!lion .and technology,
said Western spent 91 percent of its
budgeted dollars for the fiscal year.
The school budgeted.about $119
million and spent $108;8 ntjllion,
l!CC9rding to preliminary figures.
"We haven't been audited yet'
and I would think that the numbers
will be better after the audit,"
Ramsey said.
Meredith said belt-tightenfug by
those at, the grassroots level of the
university helped save ' alxlllt $9
million during _the fiscal year.
In other business, student Regent
Donald Smith was sworn in to
replace outgoing student Regent Joe
Rains.
T
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WKU r~Elnts approve
· $900,.@in spending
:": .ON

,-~

;")..-~~-<Jq

T!ie Western Kentucky University Boani of Regents approved ~ly,$900,000 in capital co~nan$l'maintenance
projects during a"~pecial-called
meeting Friday..
The projects include $650,700
for work . on steam lines;
$168,500 for work at the university's heating,plant; and $60,000
for walkway ·lighting from
Pearce-Ford Tower to Downing
University Cen~.
Funding for: • the projects
comes from · leftover construction funds from a coal boiler
renovation and · reconstruction
project completed in 1992, according to the university.
The board also approved using some of its,.1992-93 fund
balance money to increase the
university's contribution toward
employee health insurance by
$4.60 a month to $112.25. The
amount is equal to the lowest
cost plan for an individual and
will cost Westemabout $49,000
for the remainder of the 1993-94
fiscal year, according to the university.
,
It also approy~ ~. resolution
authorizing thei~lling of two
educational building revenue
bond issues to tak;e.,advantage of
the low interest. ra.t'es that now
exist The bon&saliis proposed
for the week ofDet. 13, according to the univei'!!ify.

1
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iWKU refinances

;bonds for bucks
. By ANDY DENNIS
The Daily News
Budget-crunched Western Kentucky University has found a way to
save nearly $500,000 by refinancing
bonds at a lower interest rate.
The savings, $60,000 for this
fiscal year and about $27,000 annually for the following 17 years, is
a much-needed shot in the arm for
Western's fiscal condition.
"In this time of budget cuts we
need all we can get," Regent Monnie Hankins said during a meeting
Wednesday of the Board of
Regents' Executive Committee.
Western financed the construction
of two dormitories from money raised from the $10 million issue in
1990. The bonds were financed at 7
percent.
The new bonds, $9 .6 million
worth, will be at 5 .27 percent.
Western President Thomas
Meredith said the refinancing of the .
bonds was initially going to talce
place last week during the Board of
Regents' meeting June 29.
But because of market conditions,
an issue of bonds last week would
have been more expensive. There
was another major bond issue $ I 00 million in Jefferson County -

that would have made a $9.6 million
bond sale by Western less attractive.
"Sometimes the big issues overshadow the smaller ones," said Pete
Mahurin, the senior vice president
and regional public finance officer
for Hillard Lyons, which worked
with Western on the bond issue.
Jim Ramsey, Western vice president for administration and
technology, said Wes-.ern received
four bids on the bonds and the
lowest rate - from Hillard Lyons
- was 5.27 percent
The original bonds actually will
remain outstanding until the year
2000. Until then, interest accumulated from the sale of the new
bonds will be used to retire the debt.
The new bonds will be insured
and will carry an AAA rating.
"It's about like an individual
refinancing their house. We've been
very fortunate that the interest rates
have been very low. We've been
looking for ways to save money,"
Ramsey said.
Money from the bond sale will be
placed in escrow at Bowling Green
Bank and Trust Co. with the interest
going toward the retirement of the
original bonds, Ramsey said.
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Bc.,ard gives WKU president 4¾ raise
·JWLING GREEN - The Western Kentucky University Board::,,:
granted President Thomas Meredith a 4 percent ~
as current $100,000 salary.
. ~~
making the recommendation, Regent Earl Fischer of Owenssaid the board was pleased with Meredith's performance and
::•,gress Western has made in the last year.
board also approved a cooperative doctoral program in
· ·\onal administration with the University of Louisville.
•e doctoral program, if approved by the Council on Higher('>
:ion, would begin in the fall Meredith said the program is an'
•;enture between the schools, with both issuing the degree.
ither business, the board approved a list of projects, including
,:ion and repair of buildings, to be financed with $1.8 million in·
-: on various bond projects.

cfr\. ,.· •'.;nts
bo
tL
BOWLINGGREEN,Ky.(AP)
- The Western Kenrucky University Board of Regents on
Tuesday granted President Tom
Meredith a 4 percent raise from
his current $100,000 salary.
y
In making the recommenda~
lion, Regent Earl Fischer of
Owensboro said the board was
pleased with Meredith's performance and the progress W estem
has made in the past year.
The board also approved
cooperative doctoral program in
educational administration with
the University of Louisville.
Meredith said the degree "pro-~ ,
vi des Western with the opporrunity to play a significant role in 1
achieving the Commonwealth's
goal of training new educational
leaders for the 21st century." ,\
In other business, the board ap- Y
proved a list_ of projects, indud-t
ing renovanon and repair _of
buildings, to be fmanced with
$1.8 million in interest on various
bond projects.
The doctorate program, if approved by the Council on Higher
'Education, would begm m the
fall. Meredith said the program is
an equal venture between the
schools. with both issuing the
degree.
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BOWLING GREEN: The Western Kentucky University
Board of Regents on Tuesday granted President Tom Meredith
a 4 percent raise from his current $100,000 saiar:y.
In making the recommendation, Regent Earl Fischer of
Owensboro said the board was pleased with 1,feredith's perfor-~
mance and the progress Western has made in the past year. ""
-

Compiled from AP reports '.
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~ Reg~nts eliminate expensli'bftJUnt
but give WKU presi1ent pay raise )
S'

• •

,

Marc1ani on way out as Western
athletics director? - Page 1·B

•
t\

By ANDY DENNIS
The Daily News
Western Kenwcky University's Board of
Regents eliminated on Tuesday a controversial
account set up for President Thomas Meredith,
but applied half the money in the account to bis
salary, then boosted bis pay an additional 4percent.
The board also approved a cooperative doctorate program in conjunction with the University of Louisville - Educational Administration. The degree will be offered at the two

schools beginning tltis fall.

Before the first item on the agenda was dis-

cussed during Tuesday's special meeting, the

¥ard gave Meredith a positive evaluation. Toe

then approved the elimination of th~ .
$24,000 expense account.
In doing so, it cleared up any gray area the
might have been surrounding the nature of the
accoun4 according to Faculty Regent Ray ":?s
Mendel.
Meredith's base salary is $100,008. But-~
Meredith bad used only $12,000 of the expens~
1
account - the rest ended up as additional income. So Meredith's base salary, $100,008 acwally ended up being $112,008.
The regents then applied $12,000 to~
Meredith's salary, and added 4 percen4 which -~
brought his sa1ary to $116,488.
Any future expenses incurred by Meredith
.board.

will

be reimbursed

by

a not-yet-formed

Continued Back Page
Column 4, This Section
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Western Kentucky University
Foundation.
The proposed foundation is to
oversee fund raising 'at the. school
and the lnstiwte of Economic Development.
The account was set up for
Meredith to use for entertainment
expenses- such as joining a country
club or entertaining, he said.
The foundation is going to set
up guidelines" on how such expenses . will be reimbursed to
Meredith, Mendel said. "University
funds will no longer be used for this
04

_.-:purpose~,_,

Mendel said the move will put
. Western in line with how other
universities handle such expenses
incurred by their presidents.
"I think we are really clearing it
up,'' he said.
With the cooperative doctorate
program Educational Administration - students can take
classes based on a curriculum set up
by Western and U of L.
Degrees will have both Western
and U of L written on them. Doctorate tuition fees will be charged for
sn.idents in the program, Meredith
said.
Western had dropped a plan for
an independent education doctoral
program when U of L and the University of Kenwcky objected.
U of L and UK are the only state
schools with stand-alone doctoral
programs.
The cooperative program, which
has been encouraged by the Council
on Higher Education, must be approved by CHE.
In other acnon, the board approved renovation expenditures
... totaling $1.75 million. money of
which in part will come from interest accumulated from bonds issued
for various construction projects.
The board approved $450,000 of
the $1.43 million in interest for the
remodeling of Pearce-Ford Tower
dormitory, which will be closed
during the 1993-94 school year.
The project. which is expected to
cost about $1 million, will also be
funded through a federal foan.
Other projects totaling more Ylan
$1.3 million also were approved by
the bo~ including renovations to
Cravens Library, the Fine Arts
Center, Van Meter Auditorium,
·. Helm Library, Wetherby Administration Building, and Paul
''Garren Conference Center.
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suit against WKU

A federal judge has dismissed
a lawsuit by a former Western
Kentucky Uni~ity student
that accused the school of illegally charging credit card service fees.
U.S. District Judge John
Heyburn II said Robert
McDowell's lawsuit should not
have been filed in federal court
since the court lacks jurisdiction
over Western, a state university
considered to be an arm of state
government
The order dismissing the
lawsuit was entered Monday in
U.S. District Court in Bowling
Green, according to coon records.
Heyburn also said McDowell
improperly named Western' s individual Board of ~ents
members as defendants
ause '
the U.S. Truth In Lending Act
binds only individual creditors
who honor a credit card.
The individual board
members did not honor the card
and therefore bad no contractual
liability with McDowell,
Heyburn said.
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WKU Board votes!
$1.5 million one \.
time expenditure~

BOWLING GREEN, Ky.l
(AP) - The Western Kentucki:
University board of re~en~:
voted Friday to use $1.5 m1llion
for a series ofone-time expendi·
tures, including $525,000 to replace air conditiohers in three
residence halls.
Among the other projects
were $100,000 for academic instruction equipment and
$193,000 for faculty computers.
President Thomas C. Meredith
said the extra funds came from
surplus money because of a
higher.-than-expected · enroll_.
ment an(J .thrift among various
department. at the university.
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Higher education
WKU outlines its funding formula plan
ByJOHNKELLY
The Daily News I J_ - / 3 -7 _3
Western Kentucky University
wants to emphasize student
retention and funding for instruction. libraries and research
if the state opts to fund universities_ based on performance,

President Thomas Meredith said·
today.
Meredith, speaking with the
Board of Regents via a telephone conference call, outlined
Western' s proposal for how the
state should measure performance at state· universities if it
decides to institute performance-based funding.
"We're putting forth a proposal that is best for Western,''
Meredith said. "I feel good
about it because we received input from the board and touched
base with the campus, probably
more thoroughly than any of the
others did."
Regents seemed to agree with
Meredith's proposal.
All eight public universities
have developed similar proposals based on five basic
categories, including student
persistence, student outcomes,

quality of instruction, campus
management and research and
service.
All eight proposals will be
submitted today to a committee
of the Higher Education Review
Commission, which is charged
with making proposals for
reforming higher education. The
committee will discuss the

schools' proposals Wednesday
and decide on a universal set of
measurements.
The measurement system involves assigning point values to

various academic performance

standards in each category.
Schools were asked to develop
standards within each category.
Universities would be reviewed on those standards, receiving
points for each area. Point totals
would determine which schools
receive funding priority.
For example, Western hopes
the state will assign five points
to the quality of the incoming
freshman class (based on grade
point average and ACT scores);
four points for employer
satisfaction with graduates; and
three points for external
research.
Western's. two highest point
assignments. were nine points for
providing programs to retain

students, and six points for funding instruction, libraries and
research. Western is doing well
in those areas, Meredith said.
Meredith said the system
could work and Western would
fare well. His major concern
with the system is universities
could neglect parts of their missions and focus on areas assigned the most points.
·"The danger is that universities will figure out how to earn
a high score, and in the process,
they will forget ·other things,"
Meredith said.
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We°st&Fri:
BOR~dds
a member
4

FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) - A
1
former aide to Gov. Brereton Jones
and a former national alumni president have been appointed to the
University of Kentucky board of
trustees.
They were among 14 university
trustees and regents Jones appointed
from nominees of a state commission that screens applicants. Jones
also made appointments to the
Council on Higher Education, the
State Fair Board and Kentucky
Authority for Educational Television.
At Western Kentucky University,
Bowling Green automobile dealership owner Cornelius A. Martin was
appointed to the school's Board of
Regents. He replaces Monnie /
Hankins of Louisville.
The appointments were made Fri- /
day but not made public until Tues-1
day.
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REGIONAL ROUNDUP
COMPILED FROM STAFF AND AP DISPATCHES

WKU regents seek waiver on plan.
BOWLING GREEN, Ky. - The Western Kentucky University
board of regents announced yesterday it will seek a one-year
waiver to comply with the Kentucky Council on Higher Education's plan to increase graduation and hiring rates of African
Americans.
The council's Equal Opportunities in Higher Education Plan
defined objectives for state universities in eight categories involving African Americans. Although Western has made significant
progress in many areas, it did not meet specific objectives outlined by the· council, university President Thomas Meredith said.
Western has not reached goals in the enrollment and graduation of Kentucky African-American undergraduates; enrollment
of Kentucky resident graduate students; and the hiring of nonfaculty employees. Western did exceed its goal to hire ·more African-American faculty, increasing from eight in 1988 to 22 this ·
year. If it doesn't meet all the objectives, Western cannot institute ·
new academic programs. Meredith will petition the council for the
waiver next week.
The .board also approved eliminating 30 academic degree programs. The programs, which have very low enrollment, were part
of Western's response to Gov. Brereton Jones' Higher Education
Review Commission and represent about 10 percent of Western's.
degree programs.
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\A/KU seeks more ,black programs, cuts others
ByRCiBYNL.~O~
The Dai/y)f:lews
Western, Kentucky University
rieeds one more ·yell!' .to meet ·state ·
requirements for enroUment and
graduation of.black s1Ude11~-'
· 'Qie requ~st .for; a: requirement ·
waiver was..I,ne of .several items ap,Fi;iaay:'by.'the .'university's ,
BoarilbfRegents',': ' ·
If granted by the Council on
Higher Education, a waiver would
give Western time to institute new
academic programs designed to at:
tract more minority s!Udents.
Westem's enrollment of black
Ken!Uckians increased from 573 in
1990 to 704 in the fall. Employment
of a full-time minority recruiter
should help improve those numbers,
according to a report given to
regents.
The uµiversity . also h.as yet to
moet,goalsJor graduation of black
Kentucky undergraduates, enrollment of .black Ken!Ucky resident
graduate students and employment
of bla.ck professional non-faculty
personnel.
·
·
The board, ,addreiisfng other programs, approved· the deletion of 30
degree programs fr~ll/ its curriculum
in keeping with stlite Education
Review .Commission recommei:id.ations this.year,· ,: · ·
. ''We 'really didn;t give up that
much,' •·Regent'Fred:Jyludge said.
The programs had low attendance

< ··

proved

and were \ok ariwng university
strengths, ~µdge sljid.
Those to· be dropped are the certificate· : progi-arn·.: for agricul!Ural
equipmel)t technology and associate
degrees in agricul!Ural equipment
managelllent, electrical engineering
technology,· occupational safety and
l)ealth, power mechanics technology
and ci>altechnology.
Baccalaureate degree programs to
be dropped are industrial arts
education, allied health education,
engineering physics, combin.ed
speech and theatre degree, combined
philosophy and religion degree,
earth science, combined history and
government and productionoperations man/lgement.
Master's degree programs that
will·be dropped are city and regional
planning, school business administrations, health · educationhealth and safety education, home
economics education, industrial
education, science area education,
social science .area education,
math-science teacher education,
communicatio·ns education,
psychology education, home economics, philosophy, religionreligious s!Udies, counseling, govemment and music performance.
No new students·wm be admitted
to the programs in the fall and those
now in an associate program have
three years to complete a degree.
Those in a bachelor's program have

Staff Photo by Joe Imel
WESTERN KENTUCKY UNIVERSITY President Thomas Meredith
(right) gives Board of Regents members (from left) Donald Smith,
· Kristen Bale and Ray Mendel a tour of the new Economic Development
Center. The center, at Nashville Road and near Campbell Lane, is
nearing completion.
The contract is no indication of
six years and those in master's
the level of football program that
program have four years.
In other matters, the board ap- will be continued at the school,
proved· a contract extension of four Meredith said.
Faculty Senate President Robert
years to football coach Jack Har
· Dietle presented a resolution to the
baugh.
board that asked that it adopt a
"If the school is going to have
football program, I want to make non-grant-in-aid football program as
sure the coach is Harbaugh," Presi- soon as possible. The board took no
action on the request.
dent Thomas Meredith said.
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WKU regents elect new chairman
BOWLING GREEN, Ky. -The Western Kentucky University
board of regents elected Earl FJSCher of Owensboro as its
chairman on· Thursday.
·
· ·· FJSchei',-~dent of Westerir Kentucky Gas Co,,, succeeds •
Mercer of Hardinsburg, ~ helili'the)>ost•.for:two years:
:. : Peggy Loatman of Bowling G~_eJfecutive vice president of
:\- .'.- Trans Fmancial- Bank,· was. eiec:t~-Yi~ cliairwom.ajToo:~1';.0,.,:c°.)z-.:;-.,. -~
,,-, In other b~e·lloaJ'ctsWoreilirComelius Martin.of
,0:; Bowling G~een, student regentR'o~ D. EvansJr: of, > ; ..
, ; Owensboro and Joy Gramling, of Scottsville; the rust regent · ·
· elected bythestaff,, .. · · ·,.·· '<' .. ,,;,-:·J ;
The board also approved apropdsalforamasterofscienceprogram. in ntirsirig,.which aiso must be approve\f. by the:
'Kentucky Coimcil.on Higher Education. , . · \ · ·..· i' /
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Regents OK
a resolution

for found~'.li0-n
__ · _:·;_: " . D~B-:i(a_:..q4 ·

By CARO];. BERONICH-JONES
The Daily.News, .n:e,:<
Westemf Kentucky', University_'s
Board of Regents approved a·.reso-·
Iution Monday,c·-creating-, ,W~
Kentucky .Universicy:. Foundation
and a ne'N • graduate , nunifugq,rogram.
_
,
The board unanimouslyi·approved
the motion for thee WKU Foundalion, but board men;;ber Ray Mendel
questioned the need for the transfer
of assets to the foundation at this
meeting, _. :: __ .
.. _ .
''I think this should be a matter of
further, ·a;scussioil by. the board- be-

REGENTS JJ.AJB-tro-9q
42

36 and
credit.lioiiri, respectively.
Haynes said -.ihe• credit hours are
consistent with- other universities
thatoffer'similar programs.
The new program will require 17
~~w courses. in the nursing program,
including . nursing .thesis . research
and-/writing. and nursing matriciila-

ii<iii ;- - .·,·

· ·i,',,o

', '· ' .'

'fuiiitime faculty ~sitions
w,Il be created the first year to teach
the new courses and secretarial .sup'port• will. ,·be necessary to adminis_trate.):lie,program,.
Haynes said.
,-,- ,. .

continued from Page 1

The second and consecutive years
four faculty members will. be
employed to teach the. program, according to the program proposal.
Costs for the first year, including
salaries and . benefits, . will be
$99,974. The second.year costs are
projected at $210,512, with appropriate salary ari<! •. benefit increases in the_ following years.
Operating costs will be $38,500
the first year and $72,000 for the second year, again with small increases each year.; ; .- 'c"i>, ,
· . Regents elected Earl.Fischer of
Owensboro as· chairman of the
board.
Fischer, president of. Western
Kentucky Gas Co., succeeds Burns
Mercer of Hardinsburg, who had
been chairman since I 992. Peggy
- Loafman of Bowling Green, .execu. tive vice president of _Trans Financial Bank, was elected _vice chairwoman..
In other business, the board swore.
in Cornelius Martin of Bowling
Green, student regent Robert D.
Evans Jr. of Owensboro · and Joy
Gramling of Scottsville, the first
regent elected by the staff.

1'1
>C:'::•.:':i;;c,,,.t,i:,.~- .•...., ·.

fore it is approved," Mendel said
during,.J:h!',-meepqg, _.·• . .. ., ..
Mendel'slii&Tirter·in an interview
thathe,:,~~cer!!edabout funds that
were previously donated to the umveajty.,<
•, .... ,.
., '..'.!--;want- to J>e confident that the
approprjate,safeguards are in place
and the money· is spent in the way
the donors intended," he said.
Robert Rutledge, vice president of
institutional ad.vancement, assured
the boar9 .that; there would be no
problem managing the funds_ ~d
that he isin !:hecprocess of obtammg
bids for the management of assets.
All funds wjll be subject, to the
restrictions placed on the assets by
the donor,. according to the resolution.
· The foundation will receive
funds, properties and other assets
currently held by endowments and
fouiidations-'!i.\iitbin' the. university,
including the: WKU' Scholarship Endowmen!Fimd'."" ·· ·
-~- · ·
Meanwhile, the implementation
of the graduate n.ursing program, a
master Of· science degree in nursing,
will begin with the I 995 academic
year.
Robert Haynes, vice president for
academic affairs, told- the board that
the program will provide education
for students seeking a career as a
nurse practitioners ;; ,, ·
. "I thiriknurse:.practitioner is the
way,medicme'is--leading; withal! the
tallcofhealth.care reform," Haynes
said. "We need to ·get the program

implementecl" ,The plan would give students two
options, including generalist- and
practitioner. The generalist and
practitioner .programs will require
Continued Back Page
Column 4, This Secction
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funds
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AlJailyNe\VSreport J)
impressio~ the WKU Foundation
Western. Kentucky . Universi-··
would manage funds that are
ty's. governing .body . this. week· ... managed:.by other. foundations,
formally approved · a written
namely the College Heights
operating agreement,for a univerFoundation.
.
sicy foundation .but . took no action·
The College Heights Founda- ·
on'
any:priyate funds '. ti,:m fa a·: separiue. organization,
• given •'to"'the:~umyersity ;to .the · Rutledge added..,. c:'
fouridaiio1Hoi',mariageriieut: c:
. Dero 'Downing, - Co.liege
·· Establishment . of. the WKU
Heights. Foundation president.
·Foundation· was , endorsed· by' · said he had been·assured there
>'~1estem' s- Board, of .Regents in
would be no conflict between the.
_February J993i • .
· .,
: new:,; foundation ·and·. College
· · The resolution approved Mone
Heights: Foundation. Downing,
day by regents ·is in .essence an:
former president of Western,
operating . agreement and
pointed out that the primary misestablishes the responsibilities of
sion of the College ·Heights
the university and the foundation, . Foundation lies in receipt . and
acc.ording to Robert Rutledge,
administration ·of.. scholarship.
Wpstem vice president of infunds. .
.
stitutional advancement.
· - · -.Regents were to consider the
Downing said the College
transfer of some assets to .the
Heights Foundation remains
foundation, but that resolution
committed to preserve and prowas·pulled and not acted upon.
tect all gifts which have been
Rutledge said a story Tuesday
made to the foundation since its
on the regents' meeting might
charter in 1923 and those that
have left some readers with the
will be received in the future.
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Western, regents
targeted in lawsuit
By DAVID C.L. BAUER
The Daily News
A veteran Western Kentucky
University administrator has filed a
U.S. District Court gender discrimi-

fonner director, aman, resigned.
"In effect, she became the de
facto director of development" but
was paid about $30,000 less than her
predecessor, Floyd said.

nation suit here against the Univer-

sity and its board of regents.
Ms. Murray argues in her lawsuit
The suit by President's Club De- that she took her concerns to univervelopment Director Anne c. Murray · sity leaders and asked to be paid an
also asserts she has been harassed amount equal to what a man would
and subjected to retaliation for try- be paid to perform the same duties.
ing to get the situation addressed..
· Each time she complained, the uniMs. Murray, who has . been ai. versity promised to review her salaWestern for 25 years and has},een ry but never did and never adjusted
in the university's Office of Develc: her salary accordingly, the lawsuit
opment since 1990, contends',in the · contends.
more than 50-page legal actiori that
Once she began complaining, she
since her transfer to that office the was subjected to attempts to block
university and the board of regents· her promotion and unwarranted perhave engaged in a series of acts· iii. formance evaluations, one of which
retaliation for her complaints 'c,ver even acknowledges the negative
here wages and other conditions of evaluation was based at least in part
employment. She asserts thaLthe on ·her complaints about perceived
university actions violate federal · salary inequities, the lawsuit argues.
and state prohibitions against
gender-based discrimination.
The lawsuit also contends the
One of her attorneys, Mark Floyd university and board of regents of the Nashville Jaw firm Floyd & the school's governing body - have
Bryant, said that the allegations of intentionally discriminated against
harassment and retaliation pertain to Ms. Murray because of her gender
a series of deillOtions and repri- in a series of hiring and promotion
mands Ms. Murray contends were decisions since 1991.
based on her complaints about pay
Although no request for damages
inequity. · Norman Hamed of the was specified, the .lawsuit indicates
Bowling Green law firm Harned, the amount could be almost $1 milAnderson & Bachert also is repre- lion.
senting Ms. Murray.
The university has yet to respond
In 1991, Ms. Murray assumed all to the allegations.
responsibilities for the position of
(Assertions made in a lawsuit
director of development when the present only one side of a dispute.)
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People with political ·ties to Jones get university appointments
The Frankfort Bureau
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Lexington, will be the alumni representative. He· is a former president
of the Thoroughbred Club of America and was the UK board's alumni
trustee from 1987-1991.
Steven S. Reed, 32, a lawyer with
the U.S. attorney's office in the
Western District, also is new. Reed
used to be a·staff lawyer for Jones.
Bates and Reed replace Henry R.
53
Ch~ster Po~er,
, of Mount WIihoit Jr. of Grayson and Henry L.
Washington, will replace Robe!1 P. Jackson of Lexington, whose terms
Benson fr., wh_ose term has exp~. have. expired.
Porter IS chrurm~ of the Bullitt
Couno/ Democratic Party and has
Kentucky State University
contri~uted m~re than $10,000 to
board of regents
Jones campaigns. A U of L la':"
Curtis D. Sullivan, 39, the presisc~?ol , gradua(e
and
multi- ·dent of Omni Custom Meats Inc, in
millionrure busmessman, Porter Smiths Grove, and Morris Anthony
also was a U of L trustee from July Howard, 28, of Louisville, a public1989 to June 1993,
relations coordinator for General
Jones reappointed Rose Marie Foods· Inc., will replace Joe F.
Lege of Fort Wright and Steve Bing Childers of Frankfort and Kevin W.
of Louisville. Bing has contributed Cosby of Louisville, who have re$5 500 to Jones campaigns. ·
signed.
'
J
· ted va1· d E Ll
University of Kentucky
ones reappom
m a . vst
board of trustees
ing on of Lexington.

move politics from the governance
of the state's public universities.
The commission reviews the applicants, then sends the names of·
those it favors to the governor.
These are Jones' appointments
and reappointments:
University of Louisville
board of trustees

FRANKFORT, Ky. - In a process
that is supposed to take politics out
of the state's universities, Gov.
Brereton Jones. has named to uni. versity boards a former aide, several
large contributo~ to his cam~aigns
and a Democratic Party chrurman
from Bullitt County.
The appointees to the Council on
Higher Education and the governing
boards of the. universities were announced yesterday.
.
.
Six of the nine new people are Af..
rican Americans. Two years ago the
Higher Education Nominating Commission which screened nominees
• .
.
t? be considered ~y Jon~s, was cntictzed for not mcluding enough
black peopl~.
.
, Women did not fare so well this
~e: Although the Kentucky Comm1Ss1on, on Women has urged Jones
to appomt more women, only one of
the nine new people is a woman.
The General Assembly created
the commission in 1992 at Jones'
Theodore B. Bates, 70, the owner
urging. He said it was needed to re- of a thoroughbred horse farm in

Council on Higher Education
Benjamin K. Richmond, 50, the

president of the Louisville Urban
League, will replace· Scott J. Schil•
ling of Fort Mitchell, whose term
has expired.
·
Jones reappointed Glenn D. Leveridge of Lexington, James Monroe
Miller of Owensboro and Jamie M.
Ramsey of Dayton.

Eastern Kentucky University
board of regents
Alice Graham Rhodes, 53, an attorney from Ashland, will replace
Cynthia E. Elliott, who .has resigned.
Jones reappointed James T. Gilbert of Berea.
Murray State University

board of regents
Thomas Anthony Burich, 45, a
self-employed consultant and investor from Lexington, replaces James
0. Butts of Fulton, the chairman of
the Murray board, whose term has
expired. Butts was appointed to the
Motor Vehicle Commission last
week.

Western Kentucky University
board of .regents

Cornelius Allen Martin, 45, the
owner and president of the Martin
Automotive Group in Bowling
Green, replaces Monnie L. Hankins
of Louisville, whose term has expired.
.

Other schools
Jones reappointed William R.
Seaton of Ashland to the Morehead
State University board of regents
and Philip Taliaferro m of Covington to the Northern Kentucky University board of regents. Seaton has
contributed $4,450 to Jones' campaigns. Taliaferro and his wife have
contributed $8,000 to Jones' campaigns.

Other appointments
■ State Fair Board - Malcolm
Chancey . of Louisville, chairman
and chief executive of Liberty National !lank, was named to a fouryear term, replacing Louisville attorney Jim Ellis, whose term ex-

pired.
Chancey; who chairs the committee trying to finance a new football
stadium for the University of Louis-

ville, has been a big financial supporter of Jones' campaigns. He and
his wife, Gail, gave $9,950 to Jones'
campaign for governor and the fund
to retire Jones' 1987 campaign debt.
D.avid V. Hall of Shelbyville also
was named to a four-year term. An
executive with the Cardinal Group
Inc. of Louisville, Hall replaces
· Bruce Harper of Harrodsburg, manager of former Gov. Wallace Wilkirison's farm in Mercer County.
Jones reappointed Gib Gosser of
Somerset.
·
■ Kentucky Authority for Educational Television (KE1) board Marlene M. Grissom of Louisville, a
self-employed art and design consultant and wife of Louisville businessman J. David Grissom, will
serve a four-year term.
John S. Domaschko, an
Edgewood business consultant, also
will serve four years.
Jones reappointed three members: Steve Newberry of Hiseville,
Patricia Hayden of Lexington and
Charles Anderson of Bowling
Green.
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WKU officials at odds over reports
Meredith, Mendel debate amount of money allocated for instruction
ByROBYNL,MINOR
TI1e committee- instead spent
Mendel said during and after the Level'' and have directed school
The Daily News
about an hour discussing why it was meeting that while the amount spending, he said.
Western Kentucky University fonned and when it should hear the Western spends on instruction has
Regent Raymond Preston said tl1e
Faculty Regent Ray Mendel and reports.
increased, it lags behind what university has shown an upward
university President Thomas
A room full of faculty and staff schools of similar size spend. 1l1is is· trend in instruction allocations al a
Meredith were at odds Monday members sat, waiting to hear about the issue addressed by his docu- sacrifice to other areas. Preston cited
about what the school's allocation the documents, but they didn't.
mcnt, which looks at trends in uni- faculty raises, which were given
for inslrnclion shows.
1l1e committee directed Meredith versity spending during a five-year after belt-tightening elsewhere.
Mendel contends that Western is and Mendel to see if they are com- period, he said.
An executive summary of the
not keeping up witl1 what other paring similar numbers and then
"The facts arc clear," Meredith 1993-94 budget said that teaching
schools spend, but Meredith said tl1e have tl1e university's accounting said about the increased level of and learning categories received the
comparison is unfair.
staff come up with an analysis of the spending. "It's OK to look at other larges! portion of the budget and
Tiicir differences were aired two before a committee meeling institutions periodically, but each in- that raises for facully and staff were
briefly at a committee meeting for Oct. 5.
stitution has its own mission and a priority accomplished by retl1e Board of Regents that was called
Neither Mendel's or Meredith's board-established goals."
allocation of resources in other
to discuss reports by Mendel and documents was released to tl1e
1l1e mission and goals at Western areas.
Mereditl1, who were expected to public. 1l1cy are working documents have been outlined in such docu"I personally am very proud of
make presentations and explanations and not subject to the state Open ments as Western XX! and the posi- what we've been able to acof their statistical__'°_P_o_rt_,_·______R_,_,_o_,_d_,_A_ct, Mere.:d:l•=h='='=ld=·:_____,1_0_n_;_p_,p~c-'_'_'M_o_,_;,c'g:....t_o_<h_,_N_,_,_•~complish,'' Pres Ions_a_l_d_._____
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Western regents will
discuss spending issue
Western Kentucky .University's Board of Regents later this
month will consider a resolution
that calls for the university to
spend more money on instruction, research and libraries.
The school also would develop . specific goals for spending
and a timetable in which to meet
those goals if a resolution· proposed Wednesday. by a special
_ budget connnittee of the board is f
Jn approved. · . · · . "
.

I

President Thomas Meredith.
. also would be directed to develop an operational plan that
would coordinate . Western's
move toward quality. The plan ·
would be incorporated initially ,
into the budget process for
1995-96 and beyond that would
be used as a· long-range
budgeting tool.
The special connnittee· was
formed to review· statistics presented by faculty Regent Ray
Mendel and compare them with
statistics from Meredith. Neither
of the documents was released to
the public.
Mendel said that while the
university has increased its
spending on instruction by 1.24
·percent, it is not enough compared to other schools.
"I think we all can agree we
need to put more money into instruction," Meredith said.
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List of potential WKU
n:igeritf11arrowedto 2
A list" of potential ~taff regents
for Western Kentucky University
was narrowecL'Thtirsday · to .two,
following an,.election ·at·the, uni-,
versity. _
Fourteen people had vied for
the one spot on the Board· of
Regents, -which . is .. the school's
governing body. · , :
WKU Police .Capt Richard
Kirby and Joy .Gramling, an
assistant paint superyisor, re~
ceived ·the most votes froni the
491 total,that were·cast, according

to Western' s h\l.lllan:.--': resorirces

department. 0
. ,c,
Vote totals for each candidate
are not being released. About 850
staff members were elig,"ble to
vote.
_ ·
. Kirby and Ms, Gramling will
face each _other again in· a runoff
electionJunel6...
The person- .elected must
receive more than 50 percent of
the vote and will take office when
the Board of Regents meets in
July.
Addition of· a staff regent or
trustee position on all state higher
education boards was mandated
by the General Assembly.
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